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Bird Feeders

Aspects® Quick-Clean Nyjer® Tubes
Quick-Clean® Feeders combine heavy die-cast metal caps and bases 
with a clear UV stabilized, polycarbonate tube to make these feeders 
an investment that lasts a lifetime. A built-in seed deflector in the base 
allows birds to remove every last seed. To remove the base all you need 
to do is push the buttons and the base easily slides out! When a seed 
tray is attached, simply remove the base for cleaning with the tray still 
attached. It is one easy step that makes cleaning your feeders a snap!

Spruce - Medium - 1.25qt Capacity
ASP427-2884 UPC 026451124270
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $43.45

Antique Brass - Medium - 1-1/4qt Capacity
8 Feed Ports
ASP402-2884 UPC 026451124027
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $43.45

Antique Brass - Small - 3/4qt Capacity
2 Feed Ports
ASP401-2386 UPC 026451124010
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $35.95

Brushed Nickel - Large - 1-3/4qt Capacity
10 Feed Ports
ASP398-3316 UPC 026451123983
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $49.95

Brushed Nickel - Medium - 1-1/4qt Capacity
8 Feed Ports
ASP400-2950 UPC 026451124003
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $44.45

Aspects® Quick-Clean® Seed Tubes
Quick-Clean® Feeders combine heavy die-cast metal caps and bases 
with a clear UV stabilized, polycarbonate tube to make these feeders 
an investment that lasts a lifetime. A built-in seed deflector in the base 
allows birds to remove every last seed. To remove the base all you need 
to do is push the buttons and the base easily slides out! When a seed 
tray is attached, simply remove the base for cleaning with the tray still 
attached. It is one easy step that makes cleaning your feeders a snap!
Antique Brass - Medium - 1-1/4qt Capacity 
4 Feed Ports
ASP395-2950 UPC 026451123952
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $44.45

Brushed Nickel - Large - 1-3/4qt Capacity
6 Feed Ports
ASP393-3794 UPC 026451123938
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $57.29

Brushed Nickel - Medium - 1-1/4qt Capacity 
4 Feed Ports
ASP392-3082 UPC 026451123921
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $46.45

Spruce Green - Medium - 1-1/4qt Capacity 
4 Feed Ports
ASP424-2950 UPC 026451124249
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $44.45

Aspects® Window Café Bird Feeder
Our most popular window feeder ever! A clear 
roof overhangs the seed tray to protect seed from 
rain. UV stabilized polycarbonate construction is 
backed by our Lifetime Guarantee.

3/4qt Capacity
ASP155-1790 UPC 026451114486
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.95

Birding Accessories

Aspects® Round Seed Tray
Aspects’ Round Seed Tray works well on a pole-mounted feeder as well 
as on a hanging feeder. Trays can be used on the 
feeder mounted on a 1/2” side pipe threaded on 
one end. It is suggested to use a 6 to 7 foot length 
of pipe. Adding a seed tray will allow more of the 
seed to be eaten at the feeder and less scattered 
on the ground. This seed tray will work with any 
standard size Aspects Quick Clean feeder.

8.5in diameter
ASP050-763 UPC 026451116121
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.45

Aspects® Super Dome
Featuring stainless steel hanging hooks. The 
dome can be used with any hanging feeder for 
protection from rain, snow, and squirrels. Made of 
sturdy polycarbonate and backed with a lifetime 
guarantee.

18in
ASP182-3015 UPC 026451116244
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $45.45
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Hummingbird & Nectar Feeders

Aspects® Nectar Guard® Tips
Easily slide onto the feeding ports on the 
underside of the feeders cover. The flexible 
membrane in the center of each tip easily opens 
when hummingbirds insert their beaks to feed 
and close up tight when beaks are removed. These 
create a barrier flying insects can’t penetrate.

12 ct
ASP384-332 UPC 026451123846
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.95

Aspects® HummBlossom™
These beautiful 4 oz capacity feeders join the popular line of 
HummZinger® feeders that hummingbird enthusiasts have called the 
best ever made. These feeders are the ideal size for placing a multitude 
of feeders so our territorial hummingbird friends 
can each pick their own Blossom to feed from. 
As with all Aspects products, our HummBlossom 
feeders are proudly manufactured in the USA and 
backed by our Lifetime Guarantee. Constructed of 
unbreakable polycarbonate.

Rose - 4oz Capacity
ASP433-964 UPC 626451124333
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.95

Aspects® HummZinger® High View®
The HummZinger® HighView® feeder offers an upgrade to our classic 
line of hummingbird feeders. The feeder includes a HighView perch 
that invites hummingbirds to rest comfortably 
as they drink from the feeding ports while also 
offering an unobstructed view of the birds. Bright 
red cover attracts hummingbirds from a distance 
and is easily removed so the bowl can be cleaned 
quickly and thoroughly.  Constructed of UV 
stabilized polycarbonate.

12oz Capacity
ASP429-1623 UPC 026451124294
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.45

Aspects® HummZinger® High View® Mini
The HummZinger® HighView® Mini feeder offers an upgrade to our 
classic line of hummingbird feeders. The feeder includes a HighView 
perch that invites hummingbirds to rest 
comfortably as they drink from the feeding ports 
while also offering an unobstructed view of the 
birds. Bright red cover attracts hummingbirds 
from a distance and is easily removed so the 
bowl can be cleaned quickly and thoroughly.   
Constructed of UV stabilized polycarbonate.

8oz Capacity
ASP430-1393 UPC 026451124300
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.95

Aspects® HummZinger® Ultra
The built-in ant-moat blocks crawling insects and the included Nectar-
Guard® tips on the feeding ports prevent bees, wasps, and other flying 
insects from contaminating the nectar The bright 
red covers attract hummers from a distance and 
remove easily so the bowl can be cleaned quickly 
and thoroughly. Polycarbonate construction 
enables us to offer our Lifetime Guarantee and 
an integrated wrap-around perch encourages the 
birds to sit and stay awhile.

12oz Capacity
ASP367-1757 UPC 026451115131
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $26.45

Aspects® Jewel Box Window Hummingbird Feeder
The bright red cover attracts the birds. Once 
there the HighView perch invites them to rest 
comfortably as they drink from any of three 
feeding ports while also offering an unobstructed 
view of the birds. Features a generous 8 oz. 
capacity, sturdy polycarbonate construction, and 
a suction-cup mounted bracket. You can use this 
feeder with or without the ant-moat to block 
crawling insects. 

8oz Capacity
ASP407-1790 UPC 026451124072
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $26.95

Aspects® Little Fancy
Smaller capacity is ideal for using several feeders 
for territorial hummers who don’t like to share. 
The bright red covers attract hummers from a 
distance and remove easily so the bowl can be 
cleaned quickly and thoroughly. Polycarbonate 
construction enables us to offer our Lifetime 
Guarantee and an integrated wrap-around perch 
encourages the birds to sit and stay awhile.

8oz Capacity
ASP382-1326 UPC 026451123822
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.95

Aspects® The Gem Window Hummingbird Feeder
We’ve reached into our Jewel Box to offer you 
this little Gem of a feeder. This adorable 4-ounce 
capacity feeder is a great value and the perfect 
size for gift giving. The Gem features our HighView 
perch, engraved nectar scale, and supports nectar 
tips.

4oz Capacity
ASP437-1222 UPC 826451124375
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $18.95
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Bird Accessories

Birds Choice™ Pop’s Black 
Hummingbird Swing
The Black Hummingbird Swing is an elegant 
remake of the classic swing. Durable powder-
coated material with a hand-stained dowel. Hook 
included for hanging.

.25lbs Weight
BNPPOPSSWINGBL-1078 UPC 738435737160
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $17.99

Birds Choice™ Bird Watching for 
Kids Book
A Special Publication by BirdWatcher’s Digest 
for kids on the amazing world of birds. A 32-
page booklet that contains lots of pictures and 
information on getting started with birds, facts, 
identification and projects for kids.

1lbs Weight
BNPBDKIDS-349 UPC 978188024119
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $5.79

Birds Choice™ Enjoying Bird 
Feeding & More Book
A Special Publication by BirdWatcher’s Digest 
on attracting butterflies to your backyard. A 32-
page booklet that contains lots of pictures and 
information on attracting and keeping birds 
coming to your yard.

1lbs Weight
BNPBDFEEDING-349 UPC 978188024105
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $5.79

Birds Choice™ Enjoying Bluebirds & 
More Book
A Special Publication by BirdWatcher’s Digest on 
being a bluebird landlord, nest box tips and plants 
for bluebirds. A 32-page booklet that contains 
lots of pictures and information on attracting 
bluebirds.

1lbs Weight
BNPBDBLUEBIRD-349 UPC 978188024103
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $5.79

Birds Choice™ Guide To Backyard 
Birds Book
A Special Publication by BirdWatcher’s Digest with 
12 species profiles, best hummingbird feeding tips 
and favorite hummer plants. A 32-page booklet 
that contains lots of pictures and information on 
attracting hummingbirds.

1lbs Weight
BNPBDBACKYARD-349 UPC 978188024106
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $5.79

Birds Choice™ The Great Hang-Up
A hanging hook that actually sticks to your 
windows. Holds up to 3lbs. Made of super-strong 
UV stabilized polycarbonate. Hang up or down. 
Works great for hanging bird feeders and plants.

Includes 2 Suction Cups
NPI1999-561 UPC 789453300157
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $9.29

Bird Feeders

Birds Choice™ Classic Feeder
The Classic Hanging Feeder features large seed 
reservoir made from 6in diameter UV resistant 
polycarbonate, four aluminum seed ports and 
perches with baked enamel coatings. The baffle 
works for limiting the size of birds you let to feed 
and protection from the elements.

12in Hanging Classic w/Baffle/Weatherguard - 
6in Diam x 12in H - 1.2gal Seed Capacity
NPI435-5017 UPC 787204004354
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $74.89

Birds Choice™ Classic Feeder
The Classic Feeders have been popular squirrel-
proof feeders for over 30 years. All of the Classics 
feature large seed reservoirs made from 6in 
diameter UV resistant polycarbonate, four 
aluminum seed ports and perches and baked 
enamel coatings.

Classic Feeder with Squirrel Baffle & Pole - 
6in Diam x 12in H Tube, 23in H Baffle, 3 Pole 
Sections, Total Height 5ft 8in, 1.2gal Seed 
Capacity
NPI431-6491 UPC 789453300010
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $96.89

Birds Choice™ Magnet Mesh Recycled Nyjer Feeder
Feature patented magnet mesh screen - tests prove that this polyester 
powder-coated black mesh screen will attract up to double the 
number of birds than other mesh on the market. 
Looped top makes for easy filling. Feeder’s frame 
is constructed of 5/8in recycled poly lumber. The 
recycled 5/8in poly lumber is proudly made from 
recycled plastic and milk jugs in the U.S.; Lifetime 
guarantee to never crack, split or fade. Assembled 
with stainless steel screws.

1.5qt Capacity - 8in L x 3in W x 11in H (19in with 
Cable)
BNPSN11NYJER-2590 UPC 789453650573
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $38.69
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Feeder
Clear cup with red lid has one feeding port. Black, 
powder coated frame hangs with ease. Petal 
shaped perches provide a stable landing spot. 
Holds three ounces. Includes decorative heart 
charm.

BNPHFF-1157 UPC 789453980717
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.29

Birds Choice™ Oriole Single Cup 
Feeder
Black powder coated steel hanger for long 
lasting use. Comes with a removable orange 
polycarbonate feeding cup. 3 oz grape jelly 
capacity. Easy to fill and clean.

3oz Capacity
BNPOSC-603 UPC 789453900418
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.99

Birds Choice™ Flutterby™
Butterfly Feeder
Designed to accommodate butterflies, while 
keeping out bees and ants. It is known that 
overripe fruit attracts some species of butterflies; 
therefore, space is provided in which to place 
fruit.

12oz Capacity
NPI1001-1658 UPC 789453300072
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $27.59

Hummingbird & Nectar Feeders

Birds Choice™ Hummerfest™ Hummingbird Feeder
This polycarbonate 12oz hummingbird feeder 
includes a built-in ant moat and six nectar ports. 
The top is a translucent red which attracts more 
hummingbirds. Lifetime guaranteed. Easy to clean 
and fill. Attractive colored box.

12oz Capacity - 6 Feed Ports
NPI1002-1642 UPC 789453300096
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $27.29

Birds Choice™ Hummingbird
Heart Feeder
Includes one clear cup with red top to hold 3oz 
of hummingbird nectar. Features an elegant heart 
shape with an ornamental dangling heart.

3oz Capacity
BNPHHF-1027 UPC 789453980533
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.99

Birds Choice™ Hummingbird
Swing Feeder
This feeder will feed as well as provide a perching 
area for the hummingbirds to swing. One clear 
cup with red top will hold 3oz of nectar.

BNPHSF-1108 UPC 789453980540
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.49

Birds Choice™ Butterfly Nectar
A nectar that is specifically designed to attract butterflies! This nectar 
will keep them robust, healthy and at their reproductive peak. This 
proven formula, developed by entomologists, 
contains glucose, fructose, calcium, salts, halide 
salts, and amino acids; it’s totally pure and non-
toxic. Can be applied by mister bottle, on flowers 
to attract butterflies to your yard and used in the 
Flutterby™ feeder.

7.5oz Box - Makes 6 Cups of Nectar
NPI1005-359 UPC 789453300119
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $5.99

Bird Nectar

Birds Choice™ Oriole Flower Feeder
Black powder coated wire with orange jelly cup 
and hanging heart shaped jewel.

1 Cup for Jelly, 2 Pegs for Fruit
BNPOFF-1131 UPC 789453980502
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.79

Birds Choice™ Oriolefest™ Oriole Feeder
Feed orioles three ways with this lifetime 
guaranteed polycarbonate feeder. Feeder has 
four trays for grape jelly and a spiked hanging rod 
for skewering an orange halve. Attracts orioles like 
no other feeder. Easy to clean and fill. Attractive 
colored box.

12oz Capacity
NPI1009-1643 UPC 789453300089
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $27.39
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Bird Baths

Bloem® Promo Bird Bath
Entry level, plastic bird bath that features a 17 inch diameter basin with 
a gradual slope that is easy for the birds to use and enjoy. Fill base with 
sand or mini pebble rock for added stability year-around.

Charcoal - 17in Diam x 25in H
RC270908-1384 UPC 087404000096
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.99

White - 17in Diam x 25in H
RC27010-1384 UPC 811214020773
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.99

Bloem® Grecian Bird Bath
Quality bird bath made of polypropylene. 100% 
UV stable and weather resistant. Two-piece 
construction with base and flower pot included. 
Proudly made in the USA. Bird bath bowl is 2 
1/4in deep. 19in Diameter Basin x 24in H

Casper White
RCBB209-2584 UPC 087404000065
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $39.99

Bloem® Grecian Bird Bath
Draw birds right into the backyard with a raised 
platform for birds to rest on or to display a small 
flower pot or sculpture.

Charcoal
RCBB2908-2584 UPC 087404000072
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $39.99

Bird Baths

Algreen Products® Birdbath
These Birdbaths feature an innovative composite material that blends 
stone and recycled resin. This material combination provides excellent 
durability and a beautiful decorative finish. This Bird Bath base is 
highlighted by hand painting which brings out it’s lovely texture. The 
bowl features a glossy pottery like finish that is sure to delight bird 
and garden enthusiasts alike. Our Birdbaths are available in a variety of 
colors to compliment your home and garden.

Blue - 20in x 20in x 20in
ALG41050-5084 UPC 067151410508
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $74.99

Gray - 20in x 20in x 20in
ALG41250-5084 UPC 067151412502
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $74.99

Red - 20in x 20in x 20in
ALG41550-5084 UPC 067151415503
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $74.99
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C&S Products® EZ Fill Snak Basket
Holds one large “SNAK” or up to 56oz of suet. EZ fill 
makes the chore of filling easy. Green wire mesh 
feeder. Includes wire hanger.

2.75in L x 8.375in W x 7in H
CSPCS749-607 UPC 018222007493
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.99

C&S Products® EZ Fill Suet Basket
Special design makes filling the basket a snap. 
Green wire cage basket holds one suet cake. 
Includes chain for hanging.

1.75in W x 4.75in L x 5.5in H
CSPCS730-220 UPC 018222007301
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $3.39

C&S Products® Hanging Suet Basket Feeder
with Copper Roof
Vinyl coated wire with 1in square openings and 
copper plated roof. Holds a single suet cake. 
Includes wire for hanging.

2in L x 8in W x 7in H
CSPCS709-530 UPC 018222007097
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.99

C&S Products®
Wild Bird Nugget™ Feeder
All metal construction with powder-coated finish 
in forest green. Efficiently feeds C&S Nuggets as 
well as peanuts. Holds approximately 24oz.

3in L x 3in W x 11.25in H
CSPCS753-571 UPC 018222007530
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $7.49

Squirrel Feeders & Food

C&S Products® Nut’ N Sweet Corn Squirrelog™
Refill Pack
Made of  Sweet Corn, Corn, Calcium Carbonate, Citric Acid, Roasted 
Peanuts, Salt, BHT, Monosodium Glutamate, Propionic Acid 
(Preservative), Acetic Acid, Ammonium Hydroxide, Sodium Hydroxide, 
Benzoic Acid (Preservative), Sorbic Acid (Preservative), Methylparaben 
(Preservative), Propylparaben (Preservative). Squirrelogs are 100% 
consumable, more economical, easier to use and remain on the feeders 
resulting in more enjoyment! Refill pack for 
Squirrel Hangers and feeders with nails/
spikes. Squirrelogs already have a nail/
screw hole for easy refills. If inserting screw 
(not included) for feeding, do not exceed 
#14 or .242 diameter screw.

32oz
CSPCS611-396 UPC 018222006113
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $5.99

C&S Products® Squirrel Snak™ Cake
Made of corn, roasted peanuts, almonds, walnuts, 
gelatin and pecans. A gourmet meal for squirrels! 
Use with our E-Z fill feeders to make feeding a 
snap.

2.7lb
CSPCS06205-372 UPC 018222002054
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.99

C&S Products® Sweet Corn Squirrelog™ Refill Pack
Made of Sweet Corn, Corn, Calcium Carbonate, Citric Acid, Salt, BHT, 
Monosodium Glutamate, Propionic Acid (Preservative), Acetic Acid, 
Ammonium Hydroxide, Sodium Hydroxide, Benzoic Acid (Preservative), 
Sorbic Acid (Preservative), Methylparaben (Preservative), Propylparaben 
(Preservative). One Log Replaces 12-24 ears of corn! Sweet Corn 
Squirrelogs are 100% consumable, more economical, easier to use, 
and remain on the feeders resulting in more 
enjoyment! Refill pack for Squirrel Hangers 
and feeders with nails/spikes. Squirrelogs 
already have a nail/screw hole for easy refills. If 
inserting screw (not included) for feeding, do 
not exceed #14 or .242 inch diameter screw.

32oz
CSPCS608-396 UPC 018222006083
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $5.49

C&S Products® Sweet Corn Squirrelog™ w/Hanger
Made of Sweet Corn, Corn, Calcium Carbonate, Citric Acid, Salt, BHT, 
Monosodium Glutamate, Propionic Acid (Preservative), Acetic Acid, 
Ammonium Hydroxide, Sodium Hydroxide, Benzoic Acid (Preservative), 
Sorbic Acid (Preservative), Methylparaben (Preservative), Propylparaben 
(Preservative). Sweet Corn Squirrelogs are 100% 
consumable, more economical, easier to use 
and remain on the feeders resulting in more 
enjoyment! Packed with convenient and easy-to-
use metal hanger. Squirrelogs already have a nail/
screw hole for easy refills.

1lb
CSPCS610-530 UPC 018222006106
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $7.99

C&S Products® Single Suet Feeder
Constructed of vinyl coated wire. Includes a chain 
for hanging.

1 Suet Cake - 1.75in x 4.9in x 5.25in, 1in Black 
Wire
CSPCS701-176 UPC 018222007011
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $2.69
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C&S Products® Berry Delight No Melt Suet Dough
Corn, oats, rendered beef suet, roasted peanuts, soy oil, artificial cherry 
flavoring and blueberries. No melt formula for year-round usage even 
during warm weather. Produced by melting the 
highest quality beef kidney fat and blending with 
a base of corn meal and roasted peanuts. Other 
ingredients are added and mixed into a soft 
dough texture and then pressed into a cake form. 

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12543-171 UPC 018222005437
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.79

C&S Products® Berry Treat Suet
Rendered beef suet, corn, white millet, oats and blueberries. Produced 
by melting the highest quality beef fat and blending a variety of 
ingredients which are then poured into the tray 
and allowed to harden. Treats will become soft 
and pliable at 100 degrees but will return to 
normal hardness again at room temperature. Two 
packaging options are available on some varieties; 
pictorial label or character label.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12527-161 UPC 018222005277
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.49

Pictorial Label, 11oz
CSPCS1250527-148 UPC 018222505272
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.29

C&S Products® Cherry Treat Suet
Rendered beef suet, corn, white millet, oats and cherries. Produced by 
melting the highest quality beef fat and blending 
a variety of ingredients which are then poured into 
the tray and allowed to harden. Treats will become 
soft and pliable at 100 degrees but will return to 
normal hardness again at room temperature.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12535-160 UPC 018222005352
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.49

Suet

C&S Products® Cranberry Delight
No Melt Suet Dough
Corn, sunflower meal, rendered beef suet, oats, cranberries, sunflower 
hearts and soy oil. No melt formula for year-round 
usage even during warm weather. Produced with 
a high quality beef fat with a base corn meal and 
roasted peanuts. Other ingredients are added and 
mixed into a soft dough texture and then pressed 
into a cake form.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12566-176 UPC 018222005666
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99

C&S Products® Fruit & Nut Snak™
with Suet Nuggets™
Innovative seed cake that is held together with gelatin and mixed 
with the finest fruits, nuts, seeds and Suet Nuggets™. Snaks™ creates 
less mess, less waste and are longer lasting than regular wild birdseed 
mixes. White millet, black sunflower, corn, roasted 
peanuts, rendered beef suet, gelatin, oats, raisins, 
blueberries, soy oil and artificial cherry flavoring.

2.25lb
CSPCS06208-484 UPC 018222002085
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.99

C&S Products® Fruit & Nut Treat Suet
Rendered beef suet, roasted peanuts, oats, corn, apples, blueberries and 
cherries. Produced by melting the highest quality 
beef fat and blending a variety of ingredients 
which are then poured into the tray and allowed 
to harden. Treats will become soft and pliable at 
100 degrees but will return to normal hardness 
again at room temperature.

Character Label, 11oz
CSPCS12549-229 UPC 018222005499
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.29

C&S Products® High Energy Delight
No Melt Suet Dough
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, white millet, oats and soy 
oil. No melt formula for year-round usage even during warm weather. 
Produced by melting the highest quality beef kidney fat and blending 
with a base of corn meal and roasted peanuts. 
Other ingredients are added and mixed into a soft 
dough texture and then pressed into a cake form. 
Two packaging options are available on some 
varieties; pictorial label or character label.

Character Label, 11oz
CSPCS12505-138 UPC 018222005055
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.49

Pictorial Label, 11oz, Seed Suet Dough
CSPCS1250505-126 UPC 018222505050
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.29

Pictorial Label, 11oz, Seed Treat
CSPCS1250501-148 UPC 018222505012
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.29

C&S Products® High Energy Suet Cake
Rendered beef suet, corn, white millet, oats and sunflower meal. 
Produced by melting the highest quality beef fat and blending a variety 
of ingredients which are then poured into the tray and allowed to 
harden. Treats will become soft and pliable at 100 
degrees but will return to normal hardness again 
at room temperature. Two packaging options 
are available on some varieties; pictorial label or 
character label.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12501-145 UPC 018222005017
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.29

C&S Products® Hot Pepper Delight Dough Balls
Corn, Roasted Peanuts, Rendered Beef Suet, Oats, 
Pepper (Red) and Soybean Oil.  Suet Balls add 
another attractive feeding option that birds love.  
Made from the top selling and performing Hot 
Pepper Suet Dough, but in a Dough 
Ball form.

4pk
CSPCS06853-421 UPC 018222008537
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.59
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C&S Products® Hot Pepper Delight
No Melt Suet Dough
Corn, Roasted Peanuts, Rendered Beef Suet, Oats, 
Pepper (Red), Soy Oil. Hot Pepper Delights are 
mixed into a soft dough texture, then pressed 
into cake form. C&S’s process creates the only true 
NO MELT suet product line. Hot Pepper Delight is 
perfect for YEAR ROUND Wild Bird suet feeding.

11.75oz
CSPCS12553-214 UPC 018222005536
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.29

C&S Products® Hot Pepper Delight No Melt Suet 
Dough Log - Ready to Use
Corn, Roasted Peanuts, Rendered Beef Suet, Oats, Pepper (Red), Soy Oil. 
The birds don’t taste the hot peppers, and are not affected in any way, 
but the squirrels definitely don’t like the additional condiment! Easy to 
use and hang for instant feeding. No melt formula 
for year-round usage even during warm weather. 
Produced by melting the highest quality beef 
kidney fat and blending with a base of corn meal 
and roasted peanuts. Other ingredients are added 
and mixed into a soft dough texture and then 
pressed into a log form. Hanger included!

2lb
CSPCS08954-607 UPC 018222009541
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $7.99

C&S Products® Insect Delight No Melt Suet Dough
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats, soy oil and 
grasshoppers. No melt formula for year-round usage even during warm 
weather. Produced by melting the highest quality 
beef kidney fat and blending with a base of corn 
meal and roasted peanuts. Other ingredients are 
added and mixed into a soft dough texture and 
then pressed into a cake form.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12533-237 UPC 018222005338
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.29

C&S Products® Insect Treat Suet
Rendered beef suet, corn, white millet and grasshoppers. Produced by 
melting the highest quality beef fat and blending a variety of ingredients 
which are then poured into the tray and allowed 
to harden. Treats will become soft and pliable at 
100 degrees but will return to normal hardness 
again at room temperature.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12531-243 UPC 018222005314
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.29

C&S Products® Nutty Treat Suet
Rendered beef suet, corn, white millet, roasted peanuts and oats. 
Produced by melting the highest quality beef fat 
and blending a variety of ingredients which are 
then poured into the tray and allowed to harden. 
Treats will become soft and pliable at 100 degrees 
but will return to normal hardness again at room 
temperature. Two packaging options are available 
on some varieties; pictorial label or character 
label.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12559-166 UPC 018222005598
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.49
Pictorial Label, 11oz
CSPCS1250559-151 UPC 018222505593
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.29

C&S Products® Orange Delight No Melt Suet Dough
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats, papaya, soy oil and 
artificial orange flavoring. No melt formula for year-round usage even 
during warm weather. Produced by melting the 
highest quality beef kidney fat and blending with 
a base of corn meal and roasted peanuts. Other 
ingredients are added and mixed into a soft 
dough texture and then pressed into a cake form. 

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12529-192 UPC 018222005291
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.79

C&S Products® Orange Treat Suet
Rendered beef suet, corn white millet, oats and artificial orange 
flavoring. Produced by melting the highest quality beef fat and 
blending a variety of ingredients which are then 
poured into the tray and allowed to harden. Treats 
will become soft and pliable at 100 degrees but 
will return to normal hardness again at room 
temperature.

Pictorial Label, 11oz
CSPCS1250561-127 UPC 018222505616
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.79

C&S Products® Oriole Delight No Melt Suet Dough
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats, papaya, soy oil and 
artificial orange flavoring. No melt formula for year-round usage even 
during warm weather. Produced by melting the 
highest quality beef kidney fat and blending with 
a base of corn meal and roasted peanuts. Other 
ingredients are added and mixed into a soft 
dough texture and then pressed into a cake form.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12567-222 UPC 018222005673
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99

C&S Products® Party Mix Suet
Rendered beef suet, roasted peanuts, oats, raisins 
and corn. Produced by melting the highest quality 
beef fat and blending a variety of ingredients 
which are then poured into the tray and allowed 
to harden. Treats will become soft and pliable at 
100 degrees but will return to normal hardness 
again at room temperature.

Character Label, 11oz
CSPCS12513-228 UPC 018222005130
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99
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C&S Products® Peanut Delight No Melt Suet Dough
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats and soy oil. No melt 
formula for year-round usage even during warm weather. Produced by 
melting the highest quality beef kidney fat and blending with a base of 
corn meal and roasted peanuts. Other ingredients 
are added and mixed into a soft dough texture 
and then pressed into a cake form. Two packaging 
options are available on some varieties; pictorial 
label or character label.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12507-160 UPC 018222005079
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.49

Pictorial Label, 11oz, Peanut Dough
CSPCS1250507-162 UPC 018222505074
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.49

C&S Products® Peanut Delight No Melt Suet Dough 
Log - Ready to Use
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats and 
soy oil. Easy to use and hang for instant feeding. 
No melt formula for year-round usage even during 
warm weather. Produced by melting the highest 
quality beef kidney fat and blending with a base of 
corn meal and roasted peanuts. Other ingredients 
are added and mixed into a soft dough texture and 
then pressed into a log form. Hanger included!

2lb
CSPCS08908-380 UPC 018222009084
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $4.99

C&S Products® Peanut Delight No Melt
Suet Dough Plugs
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats and soy oil. Specially 
formulated No Melt Suet Logs attract 
Wild Birds all year long. Designed for use 
in a Suet Plug Feeder, they are the most 
convenient and easiest way to attract 
Wild Birds.

4pk of 3oz Plugs
CSPCS12680-239 UPC 018222006809
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.29

C&S Products® Peanut Treat Suet
Rendered beef suet, roasted peanuts, oats and corn. Produced by 
melting the highest quality beef fat and blending 
a variety of ingredients which are then poured 
into the tray and allowed to harden. Treats will 
become soft and pliable at 100 degrees but 
will return to normal hardness again at room 
temperature.

Character Label, 11oz
CSPCS12509-201 UPC 018222005093
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.79

C&S Products® Pecan Delight No Melt Suet Dough
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats, pecans, almonds, 
walnuts and soy oil. No melt formula for year-round usage even during 
warm weather. Produced by melting the highest 
quality beef kidney fat and blending with a base of 
corn meal and roasted peanuts. Other ingredients 
are added and mixed into a soft dough texture 
and then pressed into a cake form.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12555-192 UPC 018222005550
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.79

C&S Products® Pure Suet
Contains 100% rendered beef suet.

Character Label, 10oz
CSPCS503-228 UPC 018222005031
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99

C&S Products® Songbird Snak™ 
with Peanut Suet Nuggets™
Innovative seed cake that is held together with gelatin and mixed with 
the finest seeds and Suet Nuggets™. Snaks™ creates less mess, less 
waste and are longer lasting than regular wild birdseed mixes. Contains 
black sunflower, roasted peanuts, white millet, 
safflower, corn, rendered beef suet, gelatin, 
oats, soy oil.

2lb
CSPCS06213-435 UPC 018222002139
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.39

C&S Products® Sunflower Delight
No Melt Suet Dough
Contains corn, sunflower meal, rendered beef suet, oats, sunflower 
hearts and soy oil. No melt formula for year-round 
usage even during warm weather. Produced with 
a high quality beef fat with a base of corn meal 
and roasted peanuts. Other ingredients are added 
and mixed into a soft dough texture and then 
pressed into a cake form.

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12565-172 UPC 018222005659
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99

C&S Products® Sunflower Treat Suet
Rendered beef suet, corn, white millet and sunflower hearts. Produced 
by melting the highest quality beef fat and blending a variety of 
ingredients which are then poured into the tray 
and allowed to harden. Treats will become soft 
and pliable at 100 degrees but will return to 
normal hardness again at room temperature.

Pictorial Label, 11oz
CSPCS1250563-154 UPC 018222505630
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.39

C&S Products® Woodpecker Delight
No Melt Suet Dough
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, sweet corn, oats, almonds, 
pecans, walnuts and soy oil. No melt formula for year-round usage 
even during warm weather. Produced by melting 
the highest quality beef kidney fat and blending 
with a base of corn meal and roasted peanuts. 
Other ingredients are added and mixed into a soft 
dough texture and then pressed into a cake form. 

Character Label, 11.75oz
CSPCS12571-221 UPC 018222005710
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99
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C&S Products® Woodpecker Snak™
with Suet Nuggets™
Innovative seed cake that is held together with gelatin and mixed 
with the finest seeds and Suet Nuggets™. Snaks™ creates less mess, 
less waste and are longer lasting than regular 
wild birdseed mixes. Corn, roasted peanuts, oats, 
rendered beef suet, gelatin, almonds, pecans, 
walnuts and soy oil.

2.4lb
CSPCS06206-484 UPC 018222002061
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.99

C&S Products® Woodpecker Treat Suet
Rendered beef suet, roasted peanuts, oats, corn, almonds, pecans 
and walnuts. Produced by melting the highest quality beef fat and 
blending a variety of ingredients which are then 
poured into the tray and allowed to harden. Treats 
will become soft and pliable at 100 degrees but 
will return to normal hardness again at room 
temperature.

Character Label, 11oz
CSPCS12569-208 UPC 018222005697
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99

C&S Products® Woodpecker Treat
Suet Plugs - High Energy
Rendered beef suet, roasted peanuts, 
oats, corn, almonds, pecans and walnuts. 
Designed for use in a Suet Plug Feeder. 
They are the most convenient and 
easiest way to attract woodpeckers.

4pk of 2.75oz Plugs
CSPCS12689-239 UPC 018222006892
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.29

C&S Products® Berry Flavored Suet
Nuggets™ Bird Food
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats, 
soy oil, artificial cherry flavoring and blueberries. 
Designed for suet, fruit and insect eating birds. 

27oz
CSPCS06101-343 UPC 018222001019
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.49

C&S Products® Bluebird Nuggets™ 
Bird Food
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats, 
raisins and soy oil. Designed for suet, fruit and 
insect eating birds. 

27oz
CSPCS06526-343 UPC 018222005260
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.49

C&S Products® Hot Pepper Suet 
Nuggets™ Bird Food
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats, 
pepper (red) and soy oil.

27oz
CSPCS06107-442 UPC 018222001071
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $5.79

C&S Products® Sunflower Suet 
Nuggets™ Bird Food
Corn, sunflower meal, rendered beef suet, oats 
and soy oil. Designed for suet, fruit and insect 
eating birds.

27oz
CSPCS06110-343 UPC 018222001101
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.49

C&S Products® Peanut Suet 
Nuggets™ Bird Food
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats 
and soy oil. Designed for suet, fruit and insect 
eating birds.

27oz
CSPCS06105-343 UPC 018222001057
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.49

C&S Products® Orange Flavored Suet Nuggets™ 
Bird Food
Designed for suet, fruit and insect eating birds.
Corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef suet, oats, 
soy oil and artificial orange flavoring.

27oz
CSPCS06103-343 UPC 018222001033
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.49

C&S Products® Suet Nuggets™ Bird Food
Ready to feed wild bird food has a high energy suet 
base, and produces no waste and no mess! Packaged in 
resealable bags. Can be fed alone on a platform feeder or 
from a nugget, peanut or sunflower feeder using 1/3in 
wire mesh.

C&S Products® Woodpecker Suet Nuggets™
Contains corn, roasted peanuts, rendered beef 
suet, raisins, soy oil and oats. Nuggets can be 
mixed with 5-10 lbs. of your favorite wild bird seed 
and then fed from a tube or hopper style feeder.

27oz
CSPCS06109-343 UPC 018222001095
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.49
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C&S Products® Mini Seed Nugget Wreath
Attracts a wide variety of birds. Perfect gift for 
the wild birds that provide enjoyment year 
round. Black sunflower, roasted peanuts, white 
millet, corn, safflower, blueberries, rendered 
beef suet, oats, gelatin, soy oil and artificial 
cherry flavoring.

1.76lbs
CSPCS246-688 UPC 018222002467
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.99

C&S Products® Nyjer Sack
Ready to Use Nyjer (Thistle) Seed Sack makes 
bird feeding as easy as opening the package 
and hanging it! Excellent for attracting desirable 
finches and small song birds. A great impulse item 
and gift idea for the beginning or experienced 
bird feeding enthusiast.

12oz - Ready to Use
CSPCS08951-449 UPC 018222009510
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $6.99

Classic Abundance Hopper Feeder 3.5lb Capacity
The Abundance Songbird Feeder can accommodate a large quantity 
of bird seed allowing you to attract an abundant amount of birds! 
And by selecting which seed to serve, you Choose Your Birds. Stay Full 
Ports ensure that seed is evenly distributed, even 
when the seed gets low. All six feeding stations 
can accommodate mixed seed or use the thistle 
inserts to serve Thistle/Nyjer (insert included). The 
perches are adjustable to fit different sized birds 
allowing you to control who visits your feeder. The 
large, wide mouth tube is easy to fill and easy to 
clean.

3.5lb Capacity
CBL22-2028 UPC 815562012206
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $29.99

Classic Canteen Clear Feeder 4.3lb Capacity
Large capacity and fly-through center makes this 
Canteen Feeder truly unique.  Clear plastic design 
allows easy monitoring of seed levels.

4.3lb Capacity
CBL38236-2137 UPC 671313382367
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $31.99

Classic Cobalt Twin Chamber Feeder
With 2 seed compartments and differently-sized 
screen openings, this metal bird feeder lets you 
offer 2 seed types simultaneously to attract 
more birds. The hanging bird feeder features a 
seed port, perch, screen, and tray with plenty of 
perching space, so multiple birds can feed in their 
most natural positions, whether clinging to the 
screen, perching, and even upside-down! 

3.3lb Capacity
CBL38198-2786 UPC 617313381988
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $40.99

Classic Corn Cob Squirrel Feeder
The perfect way to feed squirrels and little critters. 
Feeding squirrels is fun and entertaining, and 
placing squirrel feeders well away from bird 
feeders helps lure racketeering rodents away from 
birds’ seed. With its durable metal construction, 1 
ear of corn capacity and weather-resistant finish, 
means quality squirrel feeding. For optimal 
squirrel distraction, position feeder at least 15 feet 
away from your bird feeders.

CBL38004-492 UPC 617313380042
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.29

Classic Tractor Squirrel Feeder 2 
Corn Cob
This fun tractor design holds two cobs for 
squirrel feeding

CBL38055-1409 UPC 617313380554
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.99

C&S Products® Nyjer® Sack
Features a heavy duty nylon mesh net specially 
designed to hold thistle seed for year round wild 
bird feeding. Holds 8 oz. Includes 2 clip strips. 3.75” 
x 12.5” high. Attracts finches and many other small 
songbirds.

24/CS
CSPCS950-115 UPC 018222009503
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $1.49
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Classic Finch Screen Feeder
Attracts every backyard finch variety, providing them multiple options 
to feed In their most natural positions, whether clinging to the screen 
or sitting on the perches or tray, even upside-
down! The feeder features an easy twist-off top 
and base for convenient filling and cleaning. Built-
in drainage holes help to keep seeds dry, while 
the seed diverter design keeps seeds moving Into 
feeding areas. With a yellow powder-coated finish 
to attract more birds, the perfect way to make 
your finches’ day!

1.5lb Capacity
CBL38115-1545 UPC 617313381155
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.39

Classic Galvanized Silo Feeder
Ample perching space to attract multiple birds 
at once. Durable cable rope integrated hanger. 
Window on silo lets you know when it’s time to 
refill. Wide opening for ease of filling. Galvanized 
elements and design appeals to the 
rustic farmhouse trend.

7lb
CBL38576-1965 UPC 617313385764
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $29.99

Classic Harmony Tube Feeder
Stay Full Ports ensure that seed is evenly 
distributed, even when the seed gets low. All 
six feeding stations can accommodate mixed 
seed or use the thistle inserts to serve Thistle/
Nyjer. Control who visits your feeder with the 
adjustable perches. Rule of thumb: a shorter 
perch discourages large, and often less desirable 
birds. The wide mouth tube is easy to fill and easy 
to clean.

2lb Capacity
CBL23-1613 UPC 815562012305
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $23.99

Classic Jumbo Finch Feeder 6 Ports
Perches are designed for maximum seed flow. 
Finch feeder portals have three feeding holes to 
help maximize seed availability to the birds. Easy 
to clean and fill. Attracts all varieties of finches.

3lb Capacity
CBL38032-1207 UPC 617313380325
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.99

Classic Jumbo Seed Feeder
Easy to clean and fill. Holds 2.5 quarts (approx. 3.2 
pounds) of seed. Ergonomic perch is comfortable 
for birds. 6 feeding portals for many birds to feed 
together. Attracts a variety of songbirds. Hanging 
Mounting. Green/blue/clear polycarbonate.

3lb Capacity - 6 Ports
CBL38030-1207 UPC 617313380301
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.99

Classic Knockdown Square Seed Feeder
Built-in drainage holes and seed diverter help to keep seeds fresh and 
dry. Perching edge surrounds the seed tray base for multiple birds to 
feed at once. Plastic construction. Large opening makes filling effortless 
and cleaning a breeze. Cover features a 
snap-on cap and rippled roof design for 
a sleek, modern look. Includes a sturdy 
hanging wire for convenient placement. 
Available in blue and green varieties.

6.3lb Capacity
CBL50122-1038 UPC 617313501225
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $14.99

Classic Lincoln Glass Feeder
Beautiful, decorative vintage seed feeder. Made of 
glass and metal. Unique finial on top you can easily 
remove to fill the feeder - no need to unscrew the 
base. Basin on the bottom for multiple birds to 
perch on at one time. Less spilled seed with the 
basin to catch the seed.

1.5lb Capacity
CBL38572-2107 UPC 617313385726
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $32.99

Classic Little Bit Finch Feeder
Twist lock design. Easy twist-off cover and base 
for easy filling and cleaning of feeders. Screen 
designs allow songbirds to feed in their most 
natural positions.

.5lb Capacity
CBL38194-945 UPC 617313381940
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $15.49

Classic Metal Seed Tube
No spill system makes bird feeding easy. Comes 
with patented one touch opening lid and 
simplifies the task of filling feeders. Large rounded 
perches to attract more birds. Removable base 
for easy cleaning. Serves any seed with snap in 
convertible ports.

CBL103-2405 UPC 815562010301
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $35.39

Classic Radiant Tube Feeder
Featuring a decorative brushed copper finish 
on the metal top, base and ports, the Radiant 
Songbird Feeder will add a touch of elegance to 
your outdoor decor. With four feeding ports and 
two adjustable perches you’ll bring more birds 
and more joy to your yard.

1.5lb Capacity
CBL25-2548 UPC 815562012503
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $37.49

Classic Red Rock Dual
Chamber Feeder
Features two seed compartments for feeding 
different seed mixes at the same time. Comfortable 
and natural perching space. Birds can cling to the 
screen, use perches or sit on the tray.

3.3lb Capacity
CBL38199-2746 UPC 617313381995
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $40.39
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Classic Single Suet Cage
Large hanging ring. Attracts clinging birds. Easy 
to fill.

4.9in x 4.8in x 4.5in
CBL38092-231 UPC 617313380929
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $3.79

Classic Small Lantern Plastic 
Hopper Feeder
No spill system makes bird feeding easy. 
Comes with patented, one touch opening lid 
and simplifies the task of filling feeders.

2.6lb Capacity
CBL107-1135 UPC 815562011070
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $16.99

Classic Snacks’N’Treats Feeder with Built in Perches
Give your birds healthy snacks & delicious treas. 
This beautifully scalloped blue plastic dish feeder is 
perfect for offering mealworms, jelly, suet chunks, 
seeds, and other small treats to bluebirds, finches, 
and many other backyard birds. An elegantly 
curved hanger Includes built-in perching space 
and holds the blue dish, which easily removes for 
convenient dishwasher-safe cleaning.

8lbs
CBL38200-848 UPC 617313382008
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.89

Classic Songbird Vintage 
Hopper Feeder
Antique bottle and pewter metal basin and top. 
Top and basin are removable for easy cleaning. 
Serves any seed, includes thistle port inserts that 
convert the feeder to a finch only feeder.

1.5lb Capacity
CBL28-1603 UPC 815562012800
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $24.99

Classic Sunflower Crib
Screen Feeder
The feeder features an easy twist-off top and 
base for convenient filling & cleaning and a 
screen designed for mixes & large seeds like 
black oil sunflower. Built-in drainage holes help 
to keep seeds fresh, while the seed diverter 
design keeps seeds moving into feeding areas. 

6lb Capacity
CBL50171-1757 UPC 617313501713
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.99

Classic Double Suet Feeder 
with Weather Guard
Holds two suet cakes in one basket. 
Durable mesh construction.

Assorted Colors: Blue, Green, Red & 
Yellow - 6.5in x 4.3in x 6.6in
CBL38250-725 UPC 617313501867
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $11.89

Classic Large Lantern Plastic 
Hopper Feeder
No spill system makes bird feeding easy. Comes 
with patented, one touch opening lid and 
simplifies the task of filling feeders.

3.8lb Capacity
CBL108-1463 UPC 815562011087
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.99

Classic Metal Hopper
Its spring loaded, push button top effortlessly opens with one touch, 
single-handedly taking away the feeder refill juggling act! Its durable 
squirrel-resistant metal hopper frame is coated in a beautiful matte 
bronze finish, while its elegant roof design and 
ornate metal detailing combine strength and 
style for a feeder like no other. With four large 
rounded perches to attract more birds and a 
generous seed capacity, keep hungry birds happy 
and coming back for more! Removable base for 
convenient cleaning.

3.6lb Capacity
CBL105-2488 UPC 815562010509
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $36.59

Classic Trellis Lantern Hopper Feeder
The bronze metal finish and awesome metal band 
detail will add instant style to any backyard. Feeder 
comes with a plastic tube insert that you can flip 
over to convert to a thistle feeder.  Features a 
wide opening for easy filling and serves any seed.  
These feeders are designed to benefit birds and 
attract More Birds to your yard.

2.5lb Capacity
CBL82-2400 UPC 815562018208
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $35.39

Classic Wild Bird Feeder
Attract a wide variety of your favorite birds with 
this stylish new weathered green powder coated 
finish feeder. It will hold black oil sunflower and a 
number of different seed types. Attracts Cardinals, 
chickadees, titmice, nuthatches, finches, 
woodpeckers, grosbeak, and more. Seed capacity: 
2 Lb

19in - 1.6lb Capacity
CBL38178-1407 UPC 617313381780
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $20.99
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Classic Squirrel Proof X Feeder
The revolutionary Squirrel X squirrel-resistant Songbird 
Feeder protects your birdseed and allows you to feed the 
birds, not the squirrels!  Featuring four squirrel-resistant 
feeding ports with long, sturdy perches that are spring 
loaded to close with the weight of a squirrel.

Classic Squirrel Proof X1 Feeder
The metal frame and roof also helps to prevent 
squirrels from reaching the ports by closing with 
the weight of the squirrel.

4.2lb Capacity
CBL11-2993 UPC 815562011100
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $43.99

Classic Squirrel Proof X2 Feeder
Any weight on the roof from squirrels also 
closes the ports.

4lb Capacity
CBL12-2444 UPC 815562011209
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $35.99

Classic Squirrel Proof X3 Feeder
The extra tall height from roof to ports also helps 
to prevent squirrels from reaching the ports. 
The Squirrel X3 is not only functional, it is also 
beautifully designed with a stunning metal cut 
out  band on the roof and base. Beautiful bronze 
finish with a gunmetal band.

5lb Capacity
CBL13-2975 UPC 815562011308
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $43.79

Classic Squirrel Proof X4 Feeder
Features spring-loaded top for easy filling, locking 
system to keep squirrels out and large perches 
to attract more birds. No spill system makes bird 
feeding easy. Comes with patented one touch 
opening lid and simplifies the task of filling 
feeders. Large rounded perches to attract more 
birds. Removable base for easy cleaning. Serves 
any seed with snap in convertible ports.

1.5lb Capacity
CBL106-2675 UPC 815562010608
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $39.39

Classic Squirrel Proof X5 Feeder
Adjustable weight springs are easily accessible on 
the base to change weights of closure mechanism 
to keep out undesirable larger birds (Grackles, 
Doves, Blackbirds).

3.7lb Capacity
CBL15-5785 UPC 815562010158
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $84.99

Classic Squirrel Proof MX5 Feeder
Keep out squirrels and larger “bully” birds like 
Grackles, Doves, and Blackbirds – simply adjust 
the central tension spring post to feed the birds 
of your choice!

3.4lb Capacity
CBL1512PK-4798 UPC 815562011513
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $69.99

Classic Squirrel Proof X6 Feeder
Adjustable weight springs are easily accessible on 
the base to change weights of closure mechanism 
to keep out undesirable larger birds (Grackles, 
Doves, Blackbirds).

6lb Capacity
CBL16-7160 UPC 815562010165
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $105.39

Classic Squirrel Proof X7 Feeder
Keep out squirrels and larger “bully” birds like 
Grackles, Doves, and Blackbirds – simply adjust 
the central tension spring post to feed the birds 
of your choice!

4.3lb Capacity
CBL172PK-1934 UPC 815562010172
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $28.49

Classic Squirrel X8 Squirrel Proof Feeder
Spring-mechanized out sleeve blocks port access 
when weight is applied to top and/or perches. 
Elegant and simple design. Four perches attract 
multiple birds at once. Durable cable rope 
integrated hanger. Elongated tube makes it 
difficult for squirrels to access ports from top. Cap 
integrated with design so squirrels 
cannot open feeder.

2.5lb
CBL808-2589 UPC 815562008087
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $36.99

Classic Squirrel Proof Cage Feeder
Deter gray squirrels from seed. Caged design 
allows only small birds to enter and feed. Locking 
system prevents squirrels from lifting lid. Unique 
perch design - ergonomic design allows birds 
to face feeder, for a more comfortable feeding 
position.

1.3lb Capacity
CBL38002-4226 UPC 617313380028
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $62.99
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Classic Deluxe Glass Oriole Feeder 
3 Ports
Patented bee guard allows orioles to feed easily 
while keeping bees and wasps from reaching the 
nectar.

32oz
CBL38126-1390 UPC 617313381261
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $21.99

Classic 3In1 Oriole Saucer 
Feeder 6 Ports
Feed nectar, jelly and oranges all from 
the same feeder. Hook design allows for 
oranges to easily be pierced and slid up the 
middle. Lid design has small “cups” to allow 
for jelly to be easily served from the surface.

14oz
CBL38246-896 UPC 617313382466
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $13.49

Classic Prism Oriole Glass
Feeder 4 Ports
Leak-resistant seal for a snug fit to avoid messy 
dripping. Sturdy, stainless steel design for long-
lasting use year after year. Large, life-like flowers 
attract orioles. Wide mouth bottle is easy to fill 
(base comes apart and has wide opening for easy 
cleaning).

20oz
CBL38290-1712 UPC 617313382909
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $26.49

More Birds® Oriole Feeder
Patented bee guard allows orioles to feed easily 
while keeping bees and wasps from reaching the 
nectar.

Plastic - 34oz Capacity, 3 Feeding Ports, 8.8in x 
8.1in x 7.5in
CBL38125-926 UPC 617313381254
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $13.99

Classic Impatiens Glass 
Hummingbird Feeder 4 Ports
Elegant and innovative feeder designs set More 
Birds Hummingbird Feeders apart from any other. 
The Impatiens Hummingbird Feeder has a wide-
mouth bottle for easy filling with a base that 
disassembles for cleaning of all crevices.

8oz
CBL38235-929 UPC 617313382350
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.49

Classic Blossom Glass Hummingbird 
Feeder 4 Ports
This beautiful glass Blossom Hummingbird 
Feeder boasts weather-durable flowers and base 
which fully disassembles for thorough cleaning Its 
flat top makes bottle easy to fill and silicone seal 
on base helps prevent leaking.

25oz
CBL38289-1596 UPC 617313382893
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $24.99

Classic Collector’s Glass Hummingbird Feeder 4 
Ports
This beautiful glass Collector’s Hummingbird 
Feeder celebrates More Birds’ history while 
attracting hummingbirds to your garden! 
Its weather-durable flowers and base fully 
disassemble for thorough cleaning while flat top 
makes bottle easy to fill. Silicone seal on base 
helps prevent leaking.

19oz
CBL38261-1475 UPC 617313382619
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $22.99

Classic Gem Glass Hummingbird 
Feeder 5 Ports
Decorative red glass bottle with hexagon cut 
design and beautiful rose gold metal finishes.

22oz
CBL404-1468 UPC 815562014040
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $22.99

Classic Hollyhock Hummingbird Feeder 4 Ports
Start feeding nectar to beautiful hummingbirds with the More Birds® 
25 oz. Hollyhock Hummingbird Feeder! Its large, 25 oz. nectar capacity 
provides plenty of nectar to keep hummingbirds happy and coming 
back for more! The Hollyhock’s red coloration is 
attractive to hummingbirds, while its 4 nectar 
flower ports allow for multiple hummingbirds to 
feed at once. Its specially designed base is leak 
resistant, and an S-hook is Included for hanging. 
The wide opening makes it easy to fill and 
convenient to clean. For best results, use More 
Birds Premium Nectar, which simulates natural 
nectar founding flowers.

25oz
CBL38104-672 UPC 617313381049
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $9.99

Classic Jubilee Glass Hummingbird Feeder 5 Ports
Decorative bottle feeders. Base disassembles for easy cleaning. Most 
have flat bottoms to easily sit on the counter and wide mouth bottle 
which makes them easy to fill. These feeders have abundant amounts 
of feeding ports and built-in perches, several even have built-in ant 
moats. The Jubilee Hummingbird Feeder 
will not only provide enough nectar to keep 
your resident hummingbirds full (holds 32oz 
of nectar!), the beautiful brushed copper and 
glass design will add elegance to your yard. 
For best results, use More Birds Premium 
Nectar, which simulates natural nectar found 
in flowers.

32oz
CBL33-1698 UPC 815562013302
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $25.99
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Classic Jubilee Hummingbird Feeder 4 Ports
Experience the jubilation of feeding hummingbirds with the More 
Birds® Jubilee 20 oz. Hummingbird Feeder! Its built-in ant moat, when 
filled with water, deters crawling ants from reaching the nectar, while 
the sun-shade helps shield feeding hummingbirds from sun and rain. 
With 4 white & yellow flower ports and a large capacity, beautifully 
designed bottle that holds 20 oz. of nectar, the 
Jubilee keeps hummingbirds happy and coming 
back for more! The feeder easily disassembles for 
thorough cleaning, and its wide-mouth bottle 
opening makes filling easy. An S-hook is Included 
for hanging. For best results, use More Birds 
Premium Nectar, which simulates natural nectar 
founding flowers.

20oz
CBL38139-1065 UPC 617313381391
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $15.99

Classic Jug Glass Hummingbird Feeder 5 Ports
This incredibly unique vintage bottle shape is 
inspired by the re-purposing concept, taking 
an existing item and creating something new! 
Embossed logo on two sides, adding to the 
vintage look. Features five integrated metal flower 
ports and wide mouth design and beautiful 
glass bottle for Easy-Fill and Easy Clean. Base 
disassembles for cleaning to reduce or eliminate 
spillage.

23oz
CBL69-1468 UPC 815562016907
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.99

Classic Mason Jar Glass Hummingbird
Feeder 5 Ports
A beautiful square glass mason jar with a rustic 
metal finish to the basin and bale to capture 
the vintage look. Features five integrated metal 
flower ports and wide mouth design for Easy-Fill 
and Easy Clean. Base disassembles for cleaning to 
reduce or eliminate spillage.

25oz
CBL68-1413 UPC 815562016808
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.99

Red - 20oz
CBL76-1475 UPC 815562017607
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.99

Classic Jewel Glass Hummingbird Feeder 5 Ports
The Vintage Hummingbird Feeder will not 
only provide enough nectar to keep your 
resident hummingbirds full (holds 20oz 
of nectar!), the beautiful matte gold finish 
and vintage red glass bottle design will 
add elegance to your yard. For best results, 
use More Birds Premium Nectar, which 
simulates natural nectar found in flowers.

Amethyst - 20oz
CBL77-1475 UPC 815562017706
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.99

Classic Orion Glass Hummingbird Feeder 5 Ports
Glass twist and turn bottle design interacts with light for a unique 
reflection. Ant moat stops crawling insects from reaching nectar and 
allows bottle to lay flat when filling. Large rounded 
perches allow hummers to comfortably feed. Five 
removable/replaceable flower ports. Plastic base 
design disassembles for cleaning. No bees and 
more hummingbirds! Bee guards detract bees 
and wasps research shows hummingbirds are 
highly attracted to purple in the ultra-violet color 
spectrum.

16oz
CBL406-1575 UPC 893608033353
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $24.99

Classic Mirage Hummingbird Feeder 4 Ports
This mid-century modern bottle puts a new twist on hummingbird 
feeders. When it is hung, it will twist and turn when birds land on it for 
a drink, or when the wind starts moving. When this feeder moves, you 
will be mesmerized by the way this bottle reflects and interacts with 
the sun. The four perches allow your small friends 
to sit comfortably and eat from any of the four 
ports. The base comes apart in two pieces, and 
the bottle has a large opening for easy cleaning. 
You can remove the included S hook and lay the 
feeder upside down without difficulty to fill the 
feeder easily.

20oz
CBL405-954 UPC 893608033449
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.49

Classic Paradise Glass 
Hummingbird Feeder 6 Ports
Clear glass bottle with integrated twist design.  
Wide-mouth bottle for easy clean and easy fill. 
Features feeding flowers and a perching ring for 
resting hummingbirds.

16oz
CBL38231-1077 UPC 617313382312
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $16.99

Classic Tulip Hummingbird Feeder 4 Ports
The beautiful bottle gives the eye more to see. 
There is also a steel hanger that wraps around 
the top of the feeder that allows you to lay it flat 
while filling.  The base of the feeder is larger and 
comes with four removable/replaceable flower 
ports. The base comes apart in two pieces and the 
bottle has a large opening for easy cleaning. This 
is a beautiful feeder, with a large capacity at a very 
affordable price.

22oz
CBL407-467 UPC 815562014071
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $6.99

Classic Twist Glass Hummingbird Feeder 5 Ports
Classic Style feeder with unique metal ant moat 
and base that will withstand weather. The top 
can sit evenly on any solid surface for easy filling. 
The feeder has five integrated metal flower ports 
and wide mouth design and beautiful twisted 
glass bottle for Easy-Fill and Easy Clean. Base 
disassembles for cleaning to reduce or eliminate 
spillage.

11oz
CBL79-1569 UPC 815562017904
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $23.99
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Classic Big Gulp Glass Hummingbird Feeder 7 Ports
The Big Gulp feeder features a beautiful glass 
bottle and red plastic basin. The Big Gulp 
hummingbird feeder has a wide mouth design 
for easy-filling and easy cleaning. The base also 
disassembles for cleaning.  Features a built in ant 
moat on top.

40oz
CBL41-1347 UPC 815562014101
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $20.99

Classic Diamond Glass Hummingbird
Feeder 7 Ports
The Diamond feeder features a beautiful glass 
bottle and red plastic basin. The Diamond 
hummingbird feeder has a wide mouth design 
for easy-filling and easy cleaning. The base also 
disassembles for cleaning.  Features a built in ant 
moat on top.

30oz
CBL37-1284 UPC 815562013708
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $19.99

Classic Elixir Glass Hummingbird 
Feeder 5 Ports
Features a beautiful red glass vintage medicine 
bottle and study metal base with five ports.  For 
best results, use More Birds Premium Nectar, 
which simulates natural nectar found in flowers.

13oz
CBL38-1419 UPC 815562013807
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.99

Classic Garnet Glass Hummingbird Feeder 7 Ports
The Garnet Hummingbird Feeder features a glass 
bottle and a colorful red top and base with seven 
feeding stations. The wide mouth bottle and 
detachable base is easy to fill and easy to clean.  
The 20oz capacity will provide enough nectar to 
keep your resident hummingbirds full, happy and 
coming back for more!

20oz
CBL36-1150 UPC 815562013609
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.99

Classic Glory Glass Hummingbird
Feeder 5 Ports
The Glory Hummingbird Feeder will not only 
provide enough nectar to keep your resident 
hummingbirds full, the beautiful brushed copper 
and glass design will add elegance to your yard. 
For best results, use More Birds Premium Nectar, 
which simulates natural nectar found in flowers.

13oz
CBL34-1675 UPC 815562013401
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $25.99

Classic Jersey Glass Hummingbird 
Feeder 5 Ports
This 18oz Jersey Hummingbird Feeder has a 
beautiful glass vintage milk bottle design and 
study metal base with five ports.  For best results, 
use More Birds Premium Nectar, which simulates 
natural nectar found in flowers.

18oz
CBL67-1520 UPC 815562016709
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.99

Classic Red Vintage Glass Hummingbird
Feeder 5 Ports
The Red Vintage Hummingbird Feeder will 
not only provide enough nectar to keep 
your resident hummingbirds full (holds 20oz 
of nectar!), the beautiful matte gold finish 
and vintage red glass bottle design will add 
elegance to your yard. For best results, use 
More Birds Premium Nectar, which simulates 
natural nectar found in flowers.

20oz
CBL60-1539 UPC 815562016006
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $25.3

Classic Ruby Glass Hummingbird Feeder 5 Ports
The Ruby Hummingbird Feeder features a glass 
bottle and a colorful red top and base with 
five feeding stations. The 10oz capacity will 
provide enough nectar to keep your resident 
hummingbirds full, happy and coming back for 
more!  The wide mouth and flat top make it easy 
to fill and paired with the detachable base - you 
won’t find another feeder that is easier to clean!  
For best results, use More Birds Premium Nectar, 
which simulates natural nectar found in flowers.

10oz
CBL35-951 UPC 815562013500
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.99

Classic Vintage Glass Hummingbird
Feeder 5 Ports
This Vintage Hummingbird Feeder will not only 
provide enough nectar to keep your resident 
hummingbirds full (holds 20 ounces of nectar!), 
the beautiful burnt penny finish and vintage 
glass bottle design will add elegance to your yard.    
For best results, use More Birds Premium Nectar, 
which simulates natural nectar found in flowers.

20oz
CBL39-1539 UPC 815562013906
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $23.99

Classic Vintage Glass Oriole Feeder 4 Ports
Featuring a vintage-look glass bottle and burnt 
penny base, this feeder will be a beautiful 
addition to any garden or yard. The large 20 oz., 
wide mouth bottle is easy to fill and clean and the 
four integrated perches and patented “bee guard” 
flowers will attract orioles all season long.

20oz
CBL61-1539 UPC 815562016105
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $23.99
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More Birds® 3 in 1 Hummingbird Feeder
Feeder can be mounted to an external window, 
staked in a planter or garden, or hung from a 
branch or hook. Includes a window mount with 
a suction cup, a planter/garden stake and a metal 
hanger.

Plastic - 6oz Capacity, 3 Feeding Ports, 3in x 
6.5in x 9in
CBL30-946 UPC 815562013005
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $13.99

More Birds® Bliss Hummingbird Feeder
The Bliss Hummingbird Feeder features a clear 
plastic bottle shape that sits flat for easy filling, 
and a red base with five yellow feeding stations. 
The 13oz capacity will ensure you have plenty of 
nectar to keep your resident hummingbirds full, 
happy and coming back for more! For best results, 
use More Birds Premium Nectar, which simulates 
natural nectar found in flowers.

Plastic 14oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports, 5.8in 
Diam x 6.7in H
CBL32-631 UPC 815562013203
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $9.49

More Birds® Joy Hummingbird Feeder
The Joy Hummingbird Feeder features a unique oblong shaped plastic 
bottle and a colorful red base with five yellow feeding stations. The 
28oz capacity will ensure you have plenty of 
nectar to keep your resident hummingbirds full, 
happy and coming back for more! For best results, 
use More Birds Premium Nectar, which simulates 
natural nectar found in flowers. The wide mouth 
and flat top make it easy to fill and easy to clean!

Plastic - 28oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports, Plastic, 
5.8in Diam x 7in H
CBL31-631 UPC 815562013104
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $9.49

Concentrate - 32oz
CBL708-448 UPC 815562007080
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.99

More Birds® Bird Health +® Clear Nectar
Powder - 8oz
CBL709-114 UPC 815562007097
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79

Ready To Use - 64oz
CBL707-355 UPC 815562007073
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $5.49

Bird Nectar

More Birds® Bird Health +® Nectar
Mix and pour into hummingbird feeder and watch the 
birds arrive.

Concentrate - 32oz
CBL705-513 UPC 815562007059
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $7.99

More Birds® Bird Health +® Orange Nectar
Powder - 8oz
CBL706-121 UPC 815562007066
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.89

Ready To Use - 64oz
CBL704-413 UPC 815562007042
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.49

More Birds® Bird Health +® 
Purple Nectar
Concentrate - 32oz
CBL711-513 UPC 815562007110
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.99

Ready To Use - 64oz
CBL710-462 UPC 815562007103
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.99

Ready To Use - 64oz
CBL700-385 UPC 815562007004
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $5.99

Concentrate - 32oz
CBL701-483 UPC 815562007011
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.49

More Birds® Bird Health +® Red Nectar
Powder - 2lbs
CBL702-483 UPC 815562007028
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.49
Powder - 8oz
CBL703-121 UPC 815562007035
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.89
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Classic 3N1 Super Tote
Simplifies the task of filling feeders, three uses 
in one tote: carry, pour and store your seed. 
Lid has a living hinge cover to seal tote and 
protect against infestation. Easy grip handle 
for comfortable carrying. Tapered pour spout 
to fill feeder with no spillage or waste.

5lb Capacity
CBL100-1009 UPC 815562010004
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.99

Classic Ant Moat in PDQ Box
Use this ant moat when hanging your 
hummingbird feeder to deter ants from 
entering nectar feeders.

Approx. 4in Diam x 2in H
CBL38044-362 UPC 617313380448
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $5.49

Classic Cleaning Brushes 
2 Brush Sizes
Ideal for cleaning feeders with small and large 
openings. Works great for all bird feeders. Includes 
two different stiff bristled brushes with metal wire 
handle. Handle features a loop for easy hanging 
and storage.

2pcs
CBL38293-566 UPC 617313382930
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.49

Classic Hummingbird Cleaning Brush
Easy for cleaning bottles with small and 
large openings. Foam sponge is ideal for 
cleaning small crevices. Small bristle brush 
is also included to clean out feed ports with 
ease. To prevent mold build-up on feeders, 
clean nectar bottle regularly.

CBL38127-360 UPC 617313381278
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $4.99

Classic Bee Guard Replacements
Fits Feeders: 38125, 38126, 38246

CBL38571-203 UPC 617313385719
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $2.99

Classic Extension Hook
Heavy duty metal extension hook allows 
you to hang your bird feeders from 
branches, tree limbs or high up hooks.

18in
CBL38028-237 UPC 617313380288
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.49

Classic Hummingbird Hook
Hummingbird Hook is ideal for bringing 
hummingbirds to your backyard garden. Place 
this charming accessory In. your garden or 
flowerbed and hang your hummingbird feeder 
from it to attract birds to your yard. A convenient 
step-in base provides a strong Anchor Hocking 
Company for the entire hook. 

42in
CBL38021-1048 UPC 617313380219
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99

Classic Hummingbird Flower 
Replacements
Fits Feeders: 38104, 38105, 38135

CBL38570-232 UPC 617313385702
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $3.49

Classic Orange Bee Guard 
Replacements for CBL61
Fits Feeder #61 More Birds® Vintage Oriole 
Feeder

Orange
CBL502-136 UPC 815562015023
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $1.99

Classic White Flower 
Replacements
Fits Feeders: 30, 35, 36, 37, 41 and 407

CBL501-203 UPC 815562015016
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $2.99
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Coles Bountiful Bowl™ Feeder
Want to feed the birds without worrying about what seed goes in 
what feeder? Then the Bountiful Bowl™ feeder is for you! Its compact, 
adjustable size lets you offer a wide variety of tasty meals for your 
feathered friends without a lot of work. It comes with an adjustable 
dome cover that can be raised or lowered to 
prevent larger birds and squirrels from getting 
to the seeds as well as help protect the food 
from rain or snow. The Bountiful Bowl™ Feeder 
is yet another great starter feeder because it is 
the easiest Cole’s feeder to fill and hang. It holds 
virtually any seed or suet product.

Tray diameter = 8 ½in, Dome Diameter = 12in
CWBBB00-3516 UPC 751478103211
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $51.29

Coles Terrific Tube Feeder™
A great all purpose, versatile feeder for sunflower, 
blended seeds, and Suet Kibbles™. The Terrific 
Tube Feeder™ comes with natural grip perch 
covers that mimic the feel of a real branch and 
encourage longer feeding times. It is the perfect 
feeder for beginners and experts alike

4 Port
CWBTT04-3153 UPC 751478102818
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $45.99
6 Port
CWBTT06-3962 UPC 751478102825
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $57.69

Squirrel Feeders & Food

10lb
CWBCM10-1141 UPC 751478101149
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.99
20lb
CWBCM20-2115 UPC 751478101156
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $29.9

Coles Critter™ Munchies
When Critter Munchies™ was created years ago there was nothing else 
like it. Today it’s still the ideal mix for people who like to feed nature’s 
little critters – or just distract them from the bird feeder! Works well in a 
platform feeder or scattered on the ground. Squirrels, chipmunks, deer, 
and rabbits can’t get enough. Blue Jays and woodpeckers won’t wait to 
steal a few bites too!

5lb
CWBCM05-616 UPC 751478101132
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.79

Bird Feeders

Coles Blue Ribbon Blend™ Suet
A “better” all-purpose soft suet that attracts the 
largest variety of songbirds. Full of much needed 
calories and fiber, Blue Ribbon Blend™ suet cakes 
are a great substitute for insects during the fall 
and winter months.

11.75oz
CWBBRSU-184 UPC 751478100128
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.99

Coles Hot Meats™ Suet Cake
Chili pepper suet mixed with sunflower meats! Cole’s famous best-
selling seed presented in a no melt suet cake that’s guaranteed to attract 
more wild birds to your suet feeder. Great for year-
round feeding. An absolute favorite of bluebirds 
along with robins, buntings, nuthatches, catbirds, 
finches, cardinals, and warblers galore.

11.75oz
CWBHMSU-278 UPC 751478101422
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.99

Coles Natural Peanut Suet
This special no-melt formula wins taste tests 
hands down. With the peanut butter base that 
birds prefer, it’s two steps above your average 
peanut suet. Great for year round feeding!

11.75oz
CWBNPSU-203 UPC 751478101927
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99

10lb
CWBNB10-2575 UPC 751478100241
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $36.49
20lb
CWBNB20-4964 UPC 751478100258
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $70.49

Coles Nutberry Suet Blend™
Nutberry Suet Blend™ combines all of nature’s best in one delicious 
blend. Attract seed, fruit and insect loving songbirds to your feeder 
with this unique mix of premium fruits, preferred nuts, nutritious Suet 
Kibbles™, and whole kernel sunflower meats. This is the ultimate trail 
mix for your wild birds! Works well in all feeder types including Cole’s 
Terrific Tube™, Mighty Mesh™, and Bountiful Bowl™.

5lb
CWBNB05-1333 UPC 751478100234
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.99

Coles Special Feeder Suet
Chock full of pecans and peanuts, it’s a shoe-in 
to be your woodpecker’s favorite suet. It is best 
served during the cooler months of fall and winter.

11 oz
CWBSFSU-248 UPC 751478100326
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99
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20lb
CWBBH20-3861 UPC 751478102559
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $54.79

Coles Blazing Hot Blend™
Blazing Hot Blend™ is a 100% all natural, chemical free way to increase 
the number of birds visiting your feeder. It combines a patented 
habanero chili oil formula with the most preferred seeds of backyard 
songbirds. This is a traditional mix designed to attract a maximum 
variety of birds and keep them coming back with a fiery bit of spice! 
Woodpeckers, grosbeaks, buntings, cardinals, chickadees, bluebirds, 
goldfinches, and more find this mix irresistible. Works well in all feeder 
types including Cole’s Terrific Tube™, Mighty Mesh™, and Bountiful 
Bowl™.

5lb
CWBBH05-1103 UPC 751478102535
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.49
10lb
CWBBH10-2022 UPC 751478102542
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $31.99

10lb
CWBBR10-1231 UPC 751478100142
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $19.49
20lb
CWBBR20-2280 UPC 751478100159
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $32.39

Coles Blue Ribbon Blend™ Seed
If you only want to use one feed and attract the greatest variety of 
wild birds, then it’s Blue Ribbon Blend™ all the way. With this traditional 
mix done right, you’ll get the best combination of perch and ground 
feeding birds with this one. Perch feeders come looking for sunflower 
and boy do they get it with Blue Ribbon! Ground feeders go crazy for 
their favorites, white millet and cracked corn. Works well in all feeder 
types including Cole’s Terrific Tube™, Mighty Mesh™, and Bountiful 
Bowl™.

5lb
CWBBR05-662 UPC 751478100135
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.49

10lb
CWBCB10-2115 UPC 751478101545
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $29.99
20lb
CWBCB20-4044 UPC 751478101552
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $57.39

Coles Cajun Cardinal Blend™
Even wild birds like a little Cajun spice now and then. The combination 
of fiery hot chilies of Hot Meats™ with straight safflower (a favorite of 
cardinals) is sure to create a winner. Provide a special oasis for your 
feathered friends to enjoy and get more birds at your feeder than ever 
before with Cole’s Cajun Cardinal Blend™. Works well in all feeder types 
including Cole’s Terrific Tube™, Mighty Mesh™, and Bountiful Bowl™.

5lb
CWBCB05-1103 UPC 751478101538
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.49

Coles Cracked Corn
Cracked Corn is an inexpensive feed that appeals 
to a wide range of ground feeding birds. You’ll 
find that some of your critter friends like it too! 
Works well in a platform feeder or scattered on 
the ground

5lb
CWBCC05-465 UPC 751478100838
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.29

Coles Dried Mealworms
Easier to feed and less messy than live mealworms, 
these energy packed morsels are Mother Nature’s 
perfect treat for all your insect loving songbirds. 
9.15 ounces = approximately 8,400 dried 
mealworms

3.5oz
CWBDRMW-398 UPC 751478102313
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.29

9.15oz
CWBDMLG-919 UPC 751478102320
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.59

10lb
CWBFF10-1838 UPC 751478101248
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $28.99

Coles Finch Friends™ Seed
Finch Friends™ is a mix of everything finches love – sunflower and 
niger seeds. It’s the only finch mix developed for use in a regular 
tubular feeder! No special “thistle feeder” needed. Not only does this 
feed attract goldfinches, you’ll also attract purple 
finches and pine siskins. Works well in most feeder 
types including Cole’s Terrific Tube™ and Bountiful 
Bowl™.

5lb
CWBFF05-965 UPC 751478101231
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.29

16oz
CWBFS16-1134 UPC 751478102498
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $17.99

Coles Flaming Squirrel™ Seed Sauce
Flaming Squirrel Seed Sauce™ is a nutritional birdseed supplement 
that contains all natural, 100% food grade ingredients with a super-hot 
and spicy flavor. Birds love the taste of this liquid chili pepper formula 
exploding with tons of Cajun spice. When mixed 
with your favorite birdseed, it’s guaranteed to 
increase bird visits at your feeder. Ingredients: 
Food grade liquid habanero chili pepper and 
soybean oil

8oz
CWBFS08-627 UPC 751478102429
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.99

Coles Whole Peanut Seed
This fun and nutritious treat attracts titmice, 
woodpeckers, jays, wrens, and many cute critters. 
Works well in a platform feeder, specialty squirrel 
feeder, or simply scattered on the ground.

2.5lb
CWBWP02-919 UPC 751478101316
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.59
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10lb
CWBHM10-2389 UPC 751478101446
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $33.89
20lb
CWBHM20-4596 UPC 751478101453
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $65.29

Coles Hot Meats™ Seed
Hot Meats™ are a great no-waste, no-mess feed, with nutritious 
sunflower meats infused with fiery hot habanero chilies. Chili peppers 
are chock full of vitamins A and D as well as carotene and make an 
excellent natural source of nutrition for birds. The chili pepper plant 
evolved over time to be attractive to birds that make it a meal. Birds love 
the spicy flavor. Chili peppers may taste hot to mammals like people, 
but birds do not feel the heat. Bluebirds and cardinals are especially 
fond of the hot Cajun flavor. Works well in all feeder types including 
Cole’s Terrific Tube™, Mighty Mesh™, and Bountiful Bowl™.

5lb
CWBHM05-1242 UPC 751478101439
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.69

10lb
CWBNI10-1700 UPC 751478100746
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.99

Coles Nyjer Seed
Niger Seed, often mistakenly called thistle seed, is a favorite of beautiful 
wild finches like the American goldfinch. This special seed is a great 
source of energy due to its high oil content. It is imported from Africa and 
sterilized upon entry to prevent germination. When served straight, it is 
best used in a specifically designed tubular feeder, like the Nifty Niger™ 
feeder, or “thistle sock” with small holes where it 
can be economically dispensed. Niger seed can be 
also be mixed with sunflower chips or hearts.

5lb
CWBNI05-872 UPC 751478100739
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.79

Coles Oil Sunflower
Black oil sunflower is the number one choice of almost all seed eating 
songbirds. Cole’s Oil Sunflower is the absolute highest-grade black oil 
sunflower out there. It’s over 99% pure and cleaned four times to ensure 
that you get more seed and fewer sticks. Plus, it’s 
positively chock full of oil. You want as much oil 
in your sunflower as you can get because that’s 
what attracts the birds. So, our high-grade, high-
oil sunflower means more birds at your bird feeder. 
Works well in all feeder types including Cole’s 
Terrific Tube™, Mighty Mesh™, and Bountiful Bowl™.

8lb
CWBOS08-965 UPC 751478100616
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $13.99

Coles Raw Peanut Seed
Higher in essential fat and protein than peanut 
hearts and pieces, Raw Peanuts are a great 
attraction for wild birds and friendly critters alike. 
Works well in all feeder types including Cole’s 
Terrific Tube™, Mighty Mesh™, and Bountiful Bowl™.

5lb
CWBRP05-1470 UPC 751478100937
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $23.29

Coles Safflower Seed
Once known as a favorite of Cardinals, Safflower is also a lifesaver for 
those of you having trouble with squirrels or large “nuisance” birds. 
Since most squirrels and blackbirds don’t like the bitter taste, it is an 
easy way to send a message to any undesirable visitors. So if you’re 
tired of feeding more squirrels and annoying flocks of “squawkers” than 
beautiful songbirds, Safflower is definitely for you.

5lb
CWBSA05-753 UPC 751478100432
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.99
10lb
CWBSA10-1415 UPC 751478100449
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.39
20lb
CWBSA20-2647 UPC 751478100456
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.59

10lb
CWBSF10-1600 UPC 751478100340
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $25.39
20lb
CWBSF20-3015 UPC 751478100357
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $42.79

Coles Special Seed Feeder Bird Seed
Special Feeder™ is a high-energy treat for many birds. Originally 
developed for use in pavilion-like, wooden feeders, Special Feeder™ 
soon became a customer favorite for every type of feeder. Now it’s 
Cole’s most popular blend because it attracts the greatest number of 
wild birds than any other mix out there.

5lb
CWBSF05-846 UPC 751478100333
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.39

10lb
CWBSM10-1875 UPC 751478100548
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.69
20lb
CWBSM20-3566 UPC 751478100555
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $50.59

Coles Sunflower Meats Seed
Sunflower Meats is the only true no waste, no mess feed available. This 
is pure sunflower and the birds’ number one choice. With almost no 
shell, you get more feed per pound and no messy hulls to clean up. It’s 
perfect if you want to feed from balconies and decks without the mess 
of leftover shells.

5lb
CWBSM05-983 UPC 751478100531
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.59

Coles White Millet Seed
White millet is the number one choice of most ground feeding birds. 
Additionally, indigo buntings seem particularly attracted to it. Throw 
it out on the ground straight or mix it with other seeds such as oil 
sunflower to create your own unique blend. 
Works well in a platform feeder or scattered on 
the ground. Not recommended for tubular or 
mesh feeders unless mixed with other seeds. 
Attracts indigo buntings, towhees, juncos, song 
sparrows, white-throated sparrows and doves.

10lb
CWBMI10-919 UPC 751478101040
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.59
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Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® Special™
Finch Bird Seed
Premium ingredients formulated to attract 
Finches and other small songbirds. Includes a 
special blend of premium grade sterilized Nyjer® 
seed and extra clean fine sunflower chips. Use in 
tube feeders (small holes), small hopper feeders 
or finch/thistle sock feeders.

5lb Bag
DDC381050-1139 UPC 719195381053
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.79

Wild Bird Seed

Wild Delight® Bugs For Birds™
Feed alone or mix with your favorite wild bird 
food.

16oz
DDC367866-1004 UPC 719195367866
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.99

Wild Delight® Mealworms
Feed alone or mix with your favorite wild bird 
food.

16oz
DDC367816-1004 UPC 719195367811
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.99

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® Bugs N’ Berries® 
Bird Seed
A premium wild bird food containing a unique three-bug blend and 
berries. Supports wild birds with a protein-rich bird food blend that 
provides the nutritional benefits of insects all year round. No Fillers – No 
millet, no milo and no corn. Nutritionally Fortified 
(with an added supplement) – Packed with added 
vitamins and electrolytes to help birds thrive. 
Uniquely Cleaned – Great ingredients without 
dust and debris means more food per pound. 
Locked Formula – The same premium ingredients 
every time. You get real value without surprises or 
compromises.
4.5lb
DDC367845-1146 UPC 719195367842
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.59

15lb Bag
DDC376150-1986 UPC 719195376158
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $26.79

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® Cardinal Food
A premium wild bird food blended to attract and 
feed the most desirable outdoor pets. Features: 
real cherries, real nuts, added vitamins, added 
minerals, electrolytes, amino acids, no corn, no 
milo, no millet and no chemical preservatives.

7lb Bag
DDC376070-1022 UPC 719195376073
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $13.79

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® Fruit N’ Berry™ 
Bird Seed
A premium wild bird food blended to attract and 
feed the most desirable outdoor pets. Features 
real fruit, premium seeds, added vitamins, added 
minerals, electrolytes, amino acids, no corn, no 
milo, no millet and no chemical preservatives.

5lb Bag
DDC365050-851 UPC 719195365053
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.49
20lb Bag
DDC365200-2919 UPC 719195365206
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $36.89

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® 
Golden Finch Food
A premium finch food blended to attract finches 
and buntings. Premium Nyjer seed, high fat 
content. Mix contains sunflower kernels, Nyjer 
seed, hulled millet. No corn, no milo and no 
chemical preservatives.

5lb Bag
DDC373050-975 UPC 719195373058
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.79

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® Deck, Porch N’ 
Patio® Bird Seed
An elite, zero-waste wild bird food blended to attract the most desired 
outdoor pets and give you the cleanest feeding experience available 
for your outdoor living areas. Features pistachios, sunflower kernels, 
added vitamins, added minerals, electrolytes, amino acids, no corn, no 
milo, no millet, zero-waste and no chemical preservatives.

5lb Bag
DDC374050-1128 UPC 719195374055
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.39
14oz Block
DDC388380-400 UPC 719195388380
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $5.39
20lb Bag
DDC374200-4087 UPC 719195374208
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $53.79

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® Nut N’ Berry® 
Bird Seed
A premium wild bird food blended to attract and feed the most 
desirable outdoor pets. Features real fruit, real nuts, hulled seeds, added 
vitamins, added minerals, electrolytes, amino acids, no corn, no milo, no 
millet and no chemical preservatives.

5lb Bag
DDC366050-863 UPC 719195366050
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.49

20lb Bag
DDC366200-2797 UPC 719195366203
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.29

13oz Block
DDC388350-388 UPC 719195388359
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $5.39
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20lb Bag
DDC368200-2106 UPC 719195368207
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $30.49

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® 
Gourmet Bird Seed
A premium wild bird food blended to attract and 
feed the most desirable outdoor pets. Features 
added vitamins, added minerals, electrolytes, 
amino acids, no corn, no milo, no millet and no 
chemical preservatives.

8lb Bag
DDC368080-912 UPC 719195368085
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $13.39

14lb Bag
DDC372140-2635 UPC 719195372143
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $36.59

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® Sizzle N’ Heat® 
Bird Seed
A premium hot blend designed for BIRDS ONLY. Industry studies 
show that Squirrels are listed as the #1 reason for people leaving the 
bird feeding category. Squirrels dominate feeders, create a mess and 
eat much of the seed, nuts and fruits. After much development and 
product testing, we created Sizzle N’ Heat®, a squirrel deterrent product. 
While this is not a squirrel proof product, our studies showed it to be a 
very effective squirrel deterrent. While squirrels may still visit and feed 
at feeders, once they get a taste of the hot seeds, most will look for 
other sources of food. As with any Wild Delight® product, ensuring the 
best bird feeding experience is the #1 goal. So Sizzle N’ Heat® is filled 
with the same highly desired ingredients birds love, with none of the 
filler ingredients. Made with chili peppers, a strong irritant. Keep out of 
reach of children. Avoid contact with eyes, nose, and skin. Wash hands 
thoroughly after using.

5lb Bag
DDC372050-1036 UPC 719195372051
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.59

12oz Block
DDC388320-392 UPC 719195388328
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $5.39
11.8oz Suet
DDC372175-215 UPC 719195372174
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99

20lb Bag
DDC377200-2430 UPC 719195377209
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.99

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® Songbird Food
A premium wild bird food blended to attract and 
feed the most desirable outdoor pets. Features 
premium ingredients, real cherries, real raisins, 
added vitamins, added minerals, electrolytes, 
amino acids, no corn, no milo, no millet and no 
chemical preservatives.

8lb Bag
DDC377080-1068 UPC 719195377087
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.89

13oz Block
DDC388490-388 UPC 719195388496
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $5.39

20lb Bag
DDC364200-3751 UPC 719195364209
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $52.39

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® Woodpecker, 
Nuthatch N’ Chickadee® Bird Seed
A premium wild bird food blended to attract and feed the most 
desirable outdoor pets. Features real fruit, 
real nuts, added vitamins, added minerals, 
electrolytes, amino acids, no corn, no milo, no 
millet and no chemical preservatives.

5lb Bag
DDC364050-1009 UPC 719195364056
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.69

Wild Delight® Advanced Formula® Zero-Waste™ 
Fruit Blend
An elite, zero-waste wild bird food blended with 
fruit to attract the most desired outdoor pets and 
give you a clean feeding experience. Contains real 
fruit, real nuts, premium seeds, added vitamins 
and minerals, electrolytes, amino acids, no corn, 
no milo, no millet and no chemical preservatives.

5lb Bag
DDC360050-1181 UPC 719195360058
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.29

Wild Delight® Black Oil Sunflower Seed
A premium black oil sunflower seed selected for 
high oil and nutrient content.

5lb Bag
DDC361050-591 UPC 719195596051
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.99

Wild Delight® Bugs N’ Berries Block
A premium wild bird food/treat containing our 
unique three-bug blend and berries. Supports 
wild birds with a protein-rich bird food blend that 
provides the nutritional benefits of insects all year 
round.

12oz
DDC388310-392 UPC 719195388311
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $5.39

20lb
DDC385200-4175 UPC 719195385204
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $58.89

Wild Delight® Fine Sunflower Chips
The finely chopped meat or kernel of the 
sunflower seed. An all-natural, zero-waste 
product for wild birds. Primary Species: American 
goldfinches, purple finches, house finches, 
cardinals, songbirds, woodpeckers, titmice, pine 
siskins, chickadees and other outdoor birds.

5lb
DDC385080-1247 UPC 719195385082
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.99
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Wild Delight® Natural Formula® 
Buffet™ For Outdoor Pets
A wholesome, natural wild bird food. Attracts all 
seed eating birds. Ingredients: millet, sunflower 
seed and milo. No corn.

10lb Bag
DDC391100  -1124 UPC 719195391106
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $16.79

Wild Delight® Natural Formula Nyjer® Bird Seed
A cleaned premium grade nyjer® seed. Sterilized 
to help prevent seed germination. Uniquely clean. 
High protein and fat content. Preferred by all 
species of finch. Use in tube feeders (small holes) 
or finch/thistle sock feeders.

5lb Bag
DDC383050-1060 UPC 719195383057
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.39

Wild Delight® Natural Formula Outdoor Finch™ Food
A special blend of premium ingredients for finches. 
Features: Premium-Grade Nyjer® Seed, Premium 
Seeds, All Natural, No Chemical Preservatives and 
is an Economy Blend of Seeds Preferred by All 
Types of Finches. The Nyjer® has been sterilized to 
help prevent germination.

5lb Bag
DDC375050-765 UPC 719195375052
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.29

Wild Delight® Natural Formula 
Safflower Seed
A premium-select, high-oil seed that is preferred 
by cardinals. Normally, squirrels, jays, starlings 
and grackles will not eat safflower seed due to its 
bitter taste.

8lb Bag
DDC386080-1154 UPC 719195386089
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $15.99

Wild Delight® Safflower Seed
This premium-select, high-oil seed is preferred 
by cardinals. Normally, squirrels, jays, starlings 
and grackles will not eat safflower seed due to its 
bitter taste. Primary Species: Cardinals and other 
songbirds

20lb
DDC386200-2453 UPC 719195386201
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $35.59

Wild Delight® Striped Sunflower Seed
A premium striped sunflower seed selected for 
high oil and nutrient content. Striped sunflowers 
contain less oil than black oil sunflowers, but 
provide variety for seed-eating birds.

15lb
DDC363150-2169 UPC 719195363158
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.49

Wild Delight® Block Bird
Food Feeder
Constructed from vinyl-coated wire to protect 
birds’ feet, tongues and eyes and resist rust and 
stains. Created to work with our Wild Delight® 
Blocks.

Block
DDC388470-535 UPC 719195388472
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $7.29
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20lb Bag
DDC362200-1581 UPC 719195362205
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $24.39

Wild Delight® Wildlife Formula Crunch N’ Nut® 
Squirrel Food
A special blend of premium ingredients for 
squirrels and other wildlife. Squirrels, Raccoons, 
Ducks, Geese, Chipmunks and other outdoor 
pets. Features: Added vitamins, Added minerals, 
Electrolytes, Amino acids, Uniquely cleaned, 
Whole, unprocessed peanuts.

8lb Bag
DDC362080-759 UPC 719195362083
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $10.39

Wild Delight® Wildlife Formula 
Inshell Peanuts
Premium grade, whole in shell peanuts, 
unprocessed and natural. Contains: premium 
grade, extra-clean, aflatoxin-free and unprocessed, 
not salted. Provide excellent nutrition and food for 
many species of wild birds and wildlife.

5lb Bag
DDC379050-1203 UPC 719195379050
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $16.49

Droll Yankees® A-6RP Classic Sunflower Feeder with 
Ring Pull Advantage
The A-6F Classic Bird Feeder, invented in 1969, was the first tubular 
bird feeder. This updated version, A-6RP Classic Sunflower Bird Feeder, 
stays true to the iconic classic while adding the Ring Pull Advantage 
feature for easy cleaning. Simply pull the ring 
to disassemble the feeder in seconds - no tools 
needed! Ports for all seed types protect the tube 
against squirrel damage. Detachable cap allows 
removal of all parts. UV-stabilized polycarbonate 
tube. Durable metal parts that resists damage 
from squirrels. Made in the USA.

Silver - 1lb Capacity, 6 Feeding Ports, 5.5in 
Diam x 20in H
DROA6RP-3000 UPC 021964101213
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $49.99

Wild Delight® Wildlife Formula Corn 
on the Cob
A premium corn on the cob. Features: all natural, 
unprocessed, extra-clean and low moisture to 
help prevent mold.

7lb Bag
DDC388070-828 UPC 719195388076
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $11.99

Droll Yankees® Classic Finch Fedder 
with Ring Pull Advantage
Simply pull the ring to disassemble, no tools 
needed! Larger capacity for fewer refills and ports 
protect the tube from squirrels.

16in
DROTH3RP-3000 UPC 021964101336
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $44.99

Bird Baths

Gardener Select® Mosaic
Glass Bird Bath
Add a splash of color and artful design to your 
garden. Each bird bath is elegantly designed 
with multi-colored glass mosaic tiles. 
The included metal stand folds for easy 
storage.

Butterfly Design
GSA14BFG01B-4068 UPC 049121189010
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $62.99
Fish Design
GSA14BFG01C-4068 UPC 049121189027
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $62.99
Frog Design
GSA14BFG01D-4068 UPC 049121189034
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $62.99
Hummingbird Design
GSA14BFG01A-4068 UPC 049121189003
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $62.99
Sun Design
GSA14BFG02-4068 UPC 049121189041
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $62.99
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Droll Yankees® Domed Cage 
Sunflower/Mixed Seed Feeder
Squirrel proof caged feeders provide the best of both worlds; protection 
from unwanted creatures like squirrels and larger birds, and protection 
from the elements. Small songbirds easily fly in for safe feeding. The 
10.5in diameter, black metal cage encases a 15in green tubular 
sunflower or mixed seed feeder. The 1.5in cage openings allow small 
songbirds easy access to the bird feeder while 
keeping out large birds and squirrels. The 15in 
clear polycarbonate dome shelters against the 
elements. The enclosed feeder is easy to remove 
for cleaning. Backed by Droll Yankees Lifetime 
Warranty Against Squirrel Damage.

Green - 1lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports, 15in 
Diam x 23in H
DROSDC-6450 UPC 021964200619
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $94.99

Droll Yankees® Observer Window Feeder
Great basic window feeder. Open, clear 
construction allows for great bird views. Attaches 
securely to a window using 3 suction cups. 
Constructed of a sturdy polycarbonate plastic that 
stands up to the elements. 7 inch dish suitable 
for seed, fruit, mealworms, or suet. Backed by 
Droll Yankees Lifetime Warranty against squirrel 
damage. Proudly made in the U.S.A.

Clear - 0.5lb Capacity, 8in W x 4in L x 7in H
DROOWF-1264 UPC 021964103705
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.49

Droll Yankees® Onyx Clever Clean® Finch Magnet
The world’s cleanest feeders just got cleaner! The same twist-and-
release removable base technology to make cleaning a breeze. Attract 
twice the finches with the Finch Magnet. The black powder coated, 12in 
metal tube is rust resistant and provides a high 
contrasting background for feeding bright yellow 
finches. Small diamond shaped openings mimic 
nature - birds pull seed out just as they would 
from flowers. Spring-loaded flip top enables the 
feeder to be opened and closed with one hand. 
Tray included.

Black - 1lb Capacity, 2.75in Diam x 12in H
DROCC12FM-3045 UPC 021964252564
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $44.99

Droll Yankees® Onyx Clever Clean® Nyjer®
Seed Feeder
The world’s cleanest feeders just got cleaner! Twist-and-release 
removable base technology makes cleaning a breeze and helps 
maintain the health of birds. The two-part port 
configuration permits unobstructed seed flow 
and gives the feeder an elevated level of design 
elegance. The wide comfort perch feature will 
attract a greater variety of birds. Spring-loaded flip 
top enables the feeder to be opened and closed 
with one hand. Tray included.

Black - 1lb Capacity, 2 Feeding Ports
2.75in Diam x 12in H
DROCC12N-3045 UPC 021964252441
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $44.99

Black - 2lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
2.75in Diam x 18in H
DROCC18N-3789 UPC 021964252458
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $55.99

Black - 3lb Capacity, 6 Ports
2.75in Diam x 24in H
DROCC24N-4533 UPC 021964252465
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $66.99

Droll Yankees® Tweet Spot® Dish 
with Drainage Holes
Low dish profile holds seed, fruit or mealworms. 
The UV stabilized polycarbonate dish is extremely 
durable and mounts to a window by two strong 
suction cups. Assorted colors: orange, green, 
purple and clear.

0.25lb Capacity - 3.85in W x 4.5in L x 1in H
DROTSD-534 UPC 021964105471
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $7.99

Droll Yankees® Cutest Little Chickadee
Bird Feeder
4.5in diameter dish holds one cup of sunflower 
seed, mixed seed, fruit, or mealworms. 6in 
diameter dome offers weather protection and 
bird selectivity. UV stabilized polycarbonate 
construction so feeder lasts for years. Lifetime 
Warranty against Squirrel Damage!

0.5lb Capacity - 6.5in Diam x 9.4in H
DROCUTE-1339 UPC 021964103866
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $19.99

Droll Yankees® Classic Sunflower/Mixed Seed Feeder
Modern, updated versions of the original designs created by Droll 
Yankees founder Peter Kilham, inventor of the first tubular bird 
feeder in 1969. Polished, powder-coated finish 
won’t chip or fade. Dependably durable UV-
stabilized polycarbonate tube. Threaded base 
allows addition of a tray and other accessories. 
Long lasting metal parts resist squirrel chewing. 
Lifetime warranty against squirrel damage. Made 
in the U.S.A.

6.5in Diam x 26.5in H / 2.5lb Capacity / 6 Feed 
Ports
DROB7F-4932 UPC 021964102005
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $72.99

Droll Yankees® Bottoms Up® Finch Feeder
Goldfinches will feed upside-down, but House Finches won’t! The 1 
lb. capacity, UV stabilized polycarbonate tube keeps seed levels visible 
and is highly durable and long lasting. Small holes dispense tiny Nyjer 
seeds economically – birds pull seeds out individually like feeding from 
a flower! Six perch locations provide seed from a variety of angles so 
several birds can dine simultaneously. Sloped base keeps seed within 
easy reach of the birds. The die cast zinc top 
and base are powder coated in bright yellow, 
attracting finches to the feeder and adding a pop 
of color to the backyard. The feeder hangs by 
the stainless steel hanging wire or pole mounts 
via the threaded base. Lifetime warranty against 
squirrel damage. Made in the U.S.A.

Yellow - Thistle, 1lb Capacity, 6 Feeding Ports, 
2.5in D x 16in H
DROBUF16-2226 UPC 021964101343
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $32.99
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Droll Yankees® Seed Saver® Bird Feeder
An ideal versatile feeder for offering a variety of food like seed, suet, 
fruit, or mealworms. Multiple foods will attract multiple bird species. 
The 10in height adjustable domed cover allows for bird selectivity and 
protects the food and feeding birds from the elements. The clear UV 
stabilized polycarbonate construction will reliably 
hold up to the elements. The deep dish has 0.75 
lb. food capacity with drainage holes to keep food 
fresh. Lifetime Warranty against squirrel damage. 
Made in the U.S.A.

10in Diam x 10.5in H / 0.75lb Capacity
DROX1-2489 UPC 021964103507
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $36.99

Droll Yankees® Suet Feeder Double
Double the suet feeding fun! The Droll Yankees Suet Feeder Double is 
a heavy duty suet cage that will reliably and durably offer suet for years 
to come. The easy load front opening design makes filling the cage a 
breeze. The heavy gauge wire cage will hold two standard sized suet 
cakes at the same time, unshelled peanuts, raw 
suet or fruit. The 1in by 1/2in openings are big 
enough for birds to access but small enough to 
reduce the amount of lost pieces. Feeder fastens 
with a versatile heavy duty chain to hang securely. 
Backed by Droll Yankees Lifetime warranty against 
squirrel damage.

Green - 2 Suet Cake Capacity
1.5in L x 5in W x 9.5in H
DROSFD-1022 UPC 021964304065
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.99

Droll Yankees® The New Generation®
Finch Flockers® Feeder
Sturdy metal parts and long lasting UV-stabilized polycarbonate tubes. 
Durable powder coating. Zinc die cast tops, bases and ports last a 
lifetime. Stainless steel wire - squirrels can’t chew. Snug fitting sliding 
cap - easy for you to lift but hard for squirrels. Top easily removes for 
easy cleaning. Seeds flow freely over internal seed 
baffle. Threaded base allows for use with Droll Yankees 
accessories. Lifetime warranty against squirrel damage. 
Made in the U.S.A.

Yellow - 0.5lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
5.5in Diam x 8in H
DROCJTHM8Y-1706 UPC 021964410865
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $24.99

Yellow - 1lb Capacity, 6 Feeding Ports
5.5in Diam x 15in H
DROCJTHM15Y-2152 UPC 021964410735
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.99

Droll Yankees® The New Generation® Peanut Feeder
Woodpeckers cling to the wire mesh food cage 
while feeding. Feeder tube is made of durable 
0.25in stainless steel wire mesh that is perfect 
for 1lb of peanuts or black oil sunflower seed. 
Internal seed baffle design ensures that the feed 
is directed out of the center to the mesh cage so 
that birds can reach it. Open mesh design keeps 
the seed level visible at all times. Lifetime warranty 
against squirrel damage. Made in the U.S.A.

Green - 1lb Capacity, 6in Diam x 13in H
DROCJM13GP-2302 UPC 021964500436
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.99

Droll Yankees® The New Generation® Sunflower/
Mixed Seed Feeder
Sturdy metal parts and long lasting UV-stabilized polycarbonate tubes. 
Durable powder coating. Zinc die cast tops, bases and ports last a 
lifetime. Stainless steel hanging wire - squirrels can’t chew. Snug fitting 
sliding cap - easy for you to lift but hard for squirrels. Top easily removes 
for easy cleaning. Seeds flow freely over internal seed baffle. Threaded 
base allows for use with Droll Yankees accessories. Lifetime warranty 
against squirrel damage. Made in the U.S.A.

Green - 0.5lb Capacity, 2 Feeding Ports
5.5in Diam x 8in H
DROCJM8G-1857 UPC 021964400439
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.49
Green - 1lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
5.5in Diam x 15in H
DROCJM15G-2302 UPC 021964400538
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.99
Green - 2lb Capacity, 6 Feeding Ports
5.5in Diam x 23in H
DROCJM23G-2969 UPC 021964400606
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $43.99

Droll Yankees® The Winner® Multi-Purpose
Window Feeder
Sturdy, clear polycarbonate construction for unobstructed bird 
viewing. Use for fruit, seed, suet, and more. Domed cover protects 
from the elements and is height adjustable for 
small bird exclusive feeding. Rests securely on 
a suction cup bar for easy removal to refill and 
clean. Mounts to window with 3 strong suction 
cups. Proudly made in the U.S.A.

0.5lb Capacity - 8in Diam x 8in H
DROW1-2696 UPC 021964103606
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $39.99

Droll Yankees® Onyx Clever Clean® Sunflower/
Mixed Seed Feeder
Features a twist and release removable base for a quick and easy clean, 
to help maintain the health of birds. The two-part port configuration 
permits unobstructed seed flow and also gives the feeder an elevated 
level of design elegance. The wide Comfort Perch feature will attract a 
greater variety of birds. Lifetime Warranty against 
squirrel damage. Made in the U.S.A.

6in Diam x 17.5in H / 1lb Capacity / 2 Ports
DROCC12S-3045 UPC 021964252410
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $44.99

Black - 2lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports, 2.75in 
Diam x 18in H
DROCC18S-3789 UPC 021964252427
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $55.99

Droll Yankees® Silhouette Window-Mount Feeder
You’ll love this “songbird and blueberries” design. Black metal bracket 
attaches to your window with three strong suction cups (included). 
Motif is positioned below the dish to provide a clear view of the birds. 
Sturdy, 6in clear seed dish locks into the bracket. 
Great for feeding seed, fruit or mealworms. 
Drainage holes keep food dry and fresh. Lifetime 
Warranty against squirrel damage.

0.5lb Capacity - 7.5in Diam x 6.5in H
DROSILW-1428 UPC 021964105501
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.99
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Droll Yankees® Yankee Dipper® Bird Feeder
Prevent large birds and squirrels from eating all your bird food! You save 
money on seed when you use a Yankee Dipper Bird Feeder. The Yankee 
Dipper’s weight sensitive perches encourage smaller songbirds to eat, 
while preventing all squirrels from feeding. Each perch is individually 
sprung and calibrated to collapse when approximately 2oz or more 
rests on the perch. The heavy metal cap fits snugly on the tube to 
prevent squirrels from lifting it to reach the seed. The long, clear feeder 
tube makes the seed visible to the birds, a proven 
advantage. Made of UV stabilized polycarbonate, 
it ensures long lasting durability. Its length and 
girth are designed to prevent squirrels from 
reaching the seed ports. An internal baffle design 
keeps seed flowing freely to the ports. Metal cap 
and base are powder coated.

Burgundy - 5lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
8.5in Diam x 28in H
DROCPD90-8377 UPC 021964205102
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $127.99

Droll Yankees® Yankee Tipper Bird Feeder
Save money on seed with a squirrel proof Yankee Tipper Bird Feeder! 
The Yankee Tipper’s 9in diameter, weight-sensitive feeding tray attracts 
ground feeding birds, but tips under the weight of a grey squirrel. Can 
hold the weight of up to four cardinals (about 8oz). The large tray also 
collects fallen seed and serves as a platform that allows multiple birds 
to feed simultaneously from the four seed ports. The heavy metal cap 
fits snugly on the tube to prevent squirrels from lifting it to reach the 
seed. The long, clear feeder tube makes the seed 
visible to the birds, a proven advantage. Made 
of UV stabilized polycarbonate, it ensures long 
lasting durability. Its length and girth are designed 
to prevent squirrels from reaching the seed ports. 
An internal baffle design keeps seed flowing 
freely to the ports.

Midnight Black - 5lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports,
9.25in Diam x 28in H
DROCPT360-9138 UPC 021964205300
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $138.99

Droll Yankees® Yankee Whipper®
Squirrel Proof Bird Feeder
Curved perches designed with cardinals in mind. Birds, including 
cardinals, can perch and eat; squirrels on the perches cause them to 
collapse. Collapsible, mechanical perch rods are weight-activated using 
a patented design. Sturdy stainless steel wire will not rust. Metal cap 
fits snugly so that squirrels cannot pry it off. Seed tube is made of UV 
stabilized polycarbonate for durability. Tube is 
long enough so that squirrels can’t hang down 
from the top and reach seed. Interior is properly 
baffled to direct seed to the seed ports. Metal 
parts are powder-coated with a beautiful evening 
blue finish. Lifetime warranty against squirrel 
damage.

Blue Finish - 5lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports 
8.75in Diam x 28in H
DROCPW180-8757 UPC 021964205201
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $132.99

Droll Yankees® Sky Hook
Ideal for hanging your bird feeders over those 
hard to reach tree branches. Can also be used to 
hang wind chimes, plants, or garden art. Fits over 
a 6in diameter tree branch.

52in L
DROSKYHK-1339 UPC 021964501006
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.99

Droll Yankees® Squirrel & Weather Guard
UV stabilized polycarbonate dome thwarts squirrels and provides big 
bird feeder protection from weather. Highly effective over any hanging 
feeder. Safety-lock hook secures feeder. Height-
adjustable dome to hang at the desired length on 
the durable brass rod. Made in the U.S.A. (feeder 
not included).

Green Accents - 15in W x 15in L x 13in H
DROSQG-3768 UPC 021964103156
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $55.49

Droll Yankees® Suet Link
Hang suet or other feeders under any threaded 
Droll Yankees® hanging feeder or hummingbird 
feeder. Also use to attach seed trays such as the 
A-6T or Omni Seed Tray - use as a substitute for 
the black threaded plug. Made in the U.S.A.

2.5in Long
DROSL-391 UPC 021964109004
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $5.99

Droll Yankees® Warning Web
The Warning Web is a scientifically based method 
of preventing birds from colliding with windows. 
Two static clings per package. Proudly made in 
the U.S.A.

8in x 8in
DROWWM-707 UPC 021964702021
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $10.49

Droll Yankees® Flipper Squirrel-Proof Feeder
The ONLY entertaining squirrel-proof feeder on the market! Its weight-
sensitive, motorized perch ring attracts the songbirds you love, but 
quickly spins to flip gray squirrels off. Send squirrels on a wild ride 
and keep them away from your bird feeder. The Yankee Flipper has a 
motorized perch ring that is specially calibrated to go off under the 
weight of a squirrel. The perch ring will accommodate bigger birds, like 
cardinals and woodpeckers, but squirrels will be promptly discharged. 
The clear 21in UV stabilized polycarbonate seed tube is too long 
and large in circumference for squirrels to navigate. The seed is only 
accessible from the ports around the perch ring. The clear polycarbonate 
helps you keep track of seed levels. A heavy, snug 
fitting cap sits firmly in place atop the feeder and 
can only be lifted by humans, not squirrels. The 
Flipper’s metal parts are powder coated in a lovely 
forest green that will resist chipping and fading. 
Hanging is a cinch with the sturdy stainless steel 
looped hanging wire.

Green - 5lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
DROFLIPPER-12829 UPC 021964205003
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $194.99
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Droll Yankees® Ant Moat
Offers protection for your hummingbird feeders. 
When filled with water, this little cup forms a 
barrier that keeps ants away from the irresistible 
nectar of the hummingbird feeders. It has a 
¾ cup capacity that offers days of protection. 
Constructed of striking ruby red UV stabilized 
polycarbonate, the ant moat is durable and long 
lasting. It is a reliable first line of defense against 
ants.

Ruby - 3in W x 3in L x 7.8in H
DROAM-618 UPC 021964104818
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.99

Droll Yankees® Bird Feeder Brush
The 24in long Bird Feeder Brush is great for 
cleaning all tubular feeders. The soft and flexible 
5in bristles will remove all debris and residues, but 
will not scratch plastic feeder tubes. Proudly made 
in the U.S.A.

3in W x 2.5in L x 24in H
DROBFB-865 UPC 021964801007
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.99

Droll Yankees® Fruit Feeder
Simplicity of design and function – an easy way 
to offer sweet treats to orioles and other fruit-
feeding birds. Orange powder coated metal wire 
design leaves fruit totally open for bird enjoyment. 
Strong, rust resistant chain with hook – loops 
securely around branches.

Holds 2 Fruit Halves - 4.5in W x 4in L x 21in H
DROFF-618 UPC 021964104504
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.99

Droll Yankees® Orange Ant Moat
The Ant Moat is a reliable first line of defense against ants attempting 
to infiltrate Oriole feeders. When filled with water, the Ant Moat forms 
a barrier that keeps ants away from the irresistible nectar of the Oriole 
feeders. It has a 6 oz. capacity for water that offers 
days of protection. The stainless steel hanging 
hook extends through the base of the Ant Moat 
to capture Oriole feeder hangers. Constructed 
of brilliant orange UV stabilized polycarbonate, 
the ant moat is durable and long lasting. The 
attractive coloration also coordinates with many 
Oriole feeder color schemes.

3in x 3in x 7.75in
DROAMO-618 UPC 021964104825
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.99

Droll Yankees® HummerPlus Brush
Curved 9in brush design cleans interior curves of 
hummingbird or bowl feeders . Also effectively 
cleans the ports on tubular feeders. Soft, flexible 
bristles will not scratch plastic.

3in W x 1.5in L x 9.3in H
DROHUM-474 UPC 021964801205
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $6.99

Droll Yankees® Garden Pole
Perfect for positioning bird feeders and plants just 
where you want them in your yard. Dependable, 
Droll Yankees construction will stand up to the 
toughest elements and keep this pole working for 
you, season after season. Comes in three sections .

1in Diam x 68in H
DROGP-2354 UPC 021964605100
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $34.99

Droll Yankees® Locking Chain
Protects feeders from falling down.

18in
DROLC18-520 UPC 021964502027
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.49

Droll Yankees® Omni Seed Tray
Attracts a wide variety of birds, including ground feeders like cardinals. 
Catches spilled seed and saves money! Fits Droll Yankees’ Classic, The 
New Generation®, Ring Pull, and Bird Lovers® 
feeders. Made in the U.S.A.

10.5in Diam x 1in H
DROOMT-1022 UPC 021964102111
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $14.99

Droll Yankees® A-6 Seed Tray
Save seed and attract more birds. Clear plastic tray with drainage holes. 
Fits Droll Yankees’ Classic, The New Generation®, Ring Pull, and Bird 
Lovers® feeders. Attaches with a threaded black 
plug that fits the bottom of any feeder with a 
1/2in NPT threaded base. Made in the U.S.A.

7.5in Diam x 1in H
DROA6T-707 UPC 021964101107
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.49

Droll Yankees® Perfect Little Brush
Perfect Little Brushes are just the right size to clean 
hummingbird ports, but they’re also the perfect 
answer to loads of other cleaning quandaries. Keep 
them near the kitchen sink and you’ll find a plethora 
of uses for them. Here are just a few: Sippee cup 
spouts, straws, venturi on your gas grill, jewelry, car 
detailing, gun cleaning, furniture refinishing.

3.5in L
DROPLB-316 UPC 021964801304
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $5.29

Droll Yankees® Seed Scoop
Offers easy, quick bird seed dispensing for filling 
your bird feeders. The large flat bottom scoop 
holds 2lbs of seed and can fill most feeders in just 
one scoop.

4.9in W x 15in L x 6.4in H
DROSS2-1181 UPC 021964701017
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.49

Droll Yankees® Cardinal Perch Rings
Convert straight perches to broader, platform perches to attract a 
wider variety of birds, including cardinals. Birds can face the feeder 
directly rather than sideways, helping them make 
the most of their peripheral vision. Super strong 
polycarbonate design is easy to add or remove. 
Two perch rings per package.

2.5in W x 2in L x 1in H
DROCPR-355 UPC 021964109011
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $5.79
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Droll Yankees® Little Flyer 4 Hummingbird Feeder
Leak-proof design with eye-catching bright red cover to attract 
hummingbirds. Low-profile, saucer style feeder offers an unobstructed 
view of feeding hummingbirds. Four molded flower feeding ports 
with separate perches welcome hummers to rest. 10 oz. dish has a 
central ant moat to keep out pesky ants. Hangs 
from brass rod or pole mounts via threaded 
base. Nectar recipe is engraved on the cover. 
Highly durable and impact resistant, UV stabilized 
polycarbonate construction with Snap-Fit cover 
for easy cleaning and refilling. Perfect Little Brush 
included. Warranty against defects. Proudly made 
in the U.S.A.

10oz Capacity - 7.25in W x 7.3in L x 8in H
DROLF4-1745 UPC 021964104610
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.99

Droll Yankees® Ruby Sipper® Hanging 
Hummingbird Feeder
Perfect pairing of whimsical fun and practical 
performance. UV stabilized polycarbonate feeder. 
Floats on a stainless steel curved hanging wire. 
Nectar recipe engraved on dish. Perfect Little 
Brush included. Proudly made in the U.S.A.

Ruby/Clear- 5oz Capacity - 3 Feeding Ports 
5.5in W x 5in L x 7.5in H
DRORS3HC-1076 UPC 021964104856
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99

Droll Yankees® Window Hummer 3
Hummingbird Feeder
Bring hummingbirds right up to the window with Droll Yankees two 
port Window Hummer feeder. Highly durable and impact resistant, 
UV stabilized polycarbonate saucer with 6 oz. capacity. Perfect nectar 
recipe engraved on the feeder. 2 feeding ports feature molded flower 
design. Mounts to included suction cup hanger bar for easy removal 
when cleaning and refilling. Perfect Little Brush included. Warranty 
against defects. Made in the U.S.A.

6oz Capacity - 6.5in W x 5.6in L x 3in H
DROWH3-1719 UPC 021964104658
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.99

Droll Yankees® Classic Glass Hummingbird Feeder
This beautiful hummingbird feeder is a great introduction of bottled 
hummingbird feeders to the Droll Yankees family. The base of this 
feeder was inspired by the Ruby Slipper and the 
addition of the beautiful glass bottle and screw-
on cap make for a sharp-looking feeder. A flat top 
make it easy for the user and attractive to their 
hummingbirds. Backed by Droll Yankees lifetime 
warranty against squirrel damage and proudly 
made in the USA.

Clear/Red - 16oz Capacity, 6 Feeding Ports
DROC6HB-1459 UPC 721964104923
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $23.99

Droll Yankees® Ruby Sipper® Window 
Hummingbird Feeder
Perfect pairing of whimsical fun and practical performance. UV 
stabilized polycarbonate feeder. Rests on a stainless steel suction 
cup mount for up-close viewing. Nectar recipe 
engraved on dish. Perfect Little Brush included. 
Proudly made in the U.S.A.

Ruby/Clear- 5oz Capacity, 3 Feeding Ports
5in W x 5.5in L x 3.25in H
DRORS3WC-1076 UPC 021964104863
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99

Bird Baths

Microbe-Lift® Birdbath Clear™
Prevents organic contaminates from forming 
using two unique technologies. One helps 
prevent the buildup of stains and mineral deposits 
on the birdbath surface and the second uses bio 
enzymatic activity to keep water clear and free 
from the organic debris that can make the water 
cloudy. Safe for birds, small fish, frogs and more.

4oz
ECL10BBC4-696 UPC 097121200204
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $10.95
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Friends of Flight® Stack’m™ Feeder
For use with Stack’ms™. Easy to fill design. Attracts 
both clinging and perching birds. Durable steel 
construction.

Holds up to 4 Stack’ms™
CEBSK6-543 UPC 049121135383
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $8.59

13in H
CEBWP13G-1900 UPC 049121047396
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $28.39

Friends of Flight® Woodpecker Plus® Feeder
Ideal for attracting a wide range of woodpeckers 
and northern flickers. Features stainless steel 
bail wire and a durable color finish. The cage is 
constructed of stainless steel so it will not rust. 
Base and cap are metal to deter squirrels from 
chewing.

9in H
CEBWP9G-1520 UPC 049121047389
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $21.79

Friends of Flight® Cardinal Plus® Feeder
Ideal for cardinals, chickadees, finches, grosbeaks, nuthatches, juncos, 
titmice, towhees and woodpeckers. Features durable polycarbonate 
ring pull perches that attract a wider variety of birds, stainless steel bail 
wire and a durable color finish. Perches, base and cap are metal to deter 
squirrels from chewing.

8in H
CEBCP8-1369 UPC 049121047297
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $19.59
15in H
CEBCP15-1977 UPC 049121047303
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $28.29
23in H
CEBCP23-2507 UPC 049121047310
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $35.89

15in H
CEBFP15-1520 UPC 049121047365
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.79
23in H
CEBFP23-1801 UPC 049121047372
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $25.89

Friends of Flight® Finch Plus® Feeder
Ideal for gold finches, purple finches, house finches, pine siskins and 
common redpolls. Features stainless steel bail wire and a durable color 
finish. The tube is constructed of UV stabilized polycarbonate so it will 
not crack or yellow. Perches, base and cap are metal to deter squirrels 
from chewing.

8in H
CEBFP8-1140 UPC 049121047358
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $16.29

Friends of Flight®
Songbird Plus® II Feeder
Ideal for attracting buntings, chickadees, 
woodpeckers and finches. Features stainless steel 
bail wire and a durable color finish. The tube is 
constructed of UV stabilized polycarbonate so it 
will not crack or yellow. Perches, base and cap are 
metal to deter squirrels from chewing.

23in H
CEBSP23BR-2045 UPC 049121047341
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.99

Friends of Flight® Acrylic Feeder
Features stainless steel screens with molded durable acrylic top and 
bottom. Center seed diverter and drainage holes keeps seeds fresh and 
where you want them. Lifetime guarantee. 

1 qt
Green - Seed - 1qt Capacity - 5in Diam x 7in H
FOFFF112-1402 UPC 049121012066
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.69
Red - Seed - 1qt Capacity - 5in Diam x 7in H
FOFFF114-1402 UPC 049121011700
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.69
Yellow - Nyjer - 1qt Capacity - 5in Diam x 7in H
FOFFF116A-1402 UPC 049121011205
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.69

3qt
3qt feeders have six perching stations.
Green - Seed - 3qt Capacity - 12in Diam x 11in H
FOFFF212-3536 UPC 049121012165
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $50.99
Red - Seed - 3qt Capacity - 12in Diam x 11in H
FOFFF214-3536 UPC 049121012042
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $50.99
Smokey - Seed - 3qt Capacity - 12in Diam x 11in H
FOFFF202-3536 UPC 049121011694
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $50.99
Yellow - Nyjer - 3qt Capacity - 5in Diam x 19in H
FOFFFTALL116A-2169 UPC 049121011625
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $31.39
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20lb Bag
FOF00204-1343 UPC 049121002043
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $16.89

40lb Bag
FOF00205-2547 UPC 049121002050
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $32.29

Friends of Flight® Black Oil
Sunflower Seed
A top quality way of feeding and attracting a 
wide range of birds. The sunflower feed choice 
of many. Recleaned and highly nutritious. For use 
with platform, hopper or tube feeders. Contains 
oil sunflower seed. Packaging coordinates with 
the Red Cardinal Plus Tube Feeder from friends of 
flight.

4lb Bag
FOF00203-339 UPC 049121002036
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $4.69

50lb / Generic Bag
SHA801041-3105 UPC 708056202538
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.99

20lb Bag
FOF00189-1434 UPC 049121001893
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $21.99

Friends of Flight® Cardinal Blend
A special blend of Cardinal’s favorite seed and fruits. Attracts cardinals, 
jays, grosbeaks and other songbirds. Use with hopper, tray or tube 
feeders. Contains oil sunflower seed, safflower, 
dried cherries, raisins and peanuts. Packaging 
coordinates with the Red Cardinal Plus Tube 
Feeder from Friends of Flight.

4lb Bag
FOF00188-416 UPC 049121001886
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $6.29

20lb Bag
FOF00195-1597 UPC 049121001954
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.49

Friends of Flight® Finch Blend
Formulated to attract colorful finches. Contains the small seeds that 
finches love. Attracts gold finches, house finches, purple finches and 
other songbirds. Use with tube or hopper feeders. Contains white 
millet, nyjer (thistle), canary seed and red millet. 
Packaging coordinates with the Yellow Finch Plus 
Tube Feeder from Friends of Flight.

4lb Bag
FOF00194-445 UPC 049121001947
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $7.99

20lb Bag
FOF00201-1143 UPC 049121002012
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $23.59

Friends of Flight® Gourmet Blend
A premium mix songbirds prefer. Over 40% Sunflower. Attracts 
nuthatches, juncos, chickadees, cardinals and more. Use with hopper, 
tray or tube feeders. Contains sunflower, white millet, sunflower chips, 
nyjer (thistle) and safflower. Packaging coordinates with the Red 
Cardinal Plus Tube Feeder from Friends of Flight.

4lb Bag
FOF00200-363 UPC 049121002005
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $5.89

40lb Bag
FOF00202-2144 UPC 049121002029
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $44.79

20lb Bag
FOF00191-2296 UPC 049121001916
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $35.79

Friends of Flight® Nut & Berry Blend
Loaded with high-energy nuts and real fruit pieces. No “filler” 
ingredients. Attracts both nut and fruit eating songbirds. Use with 
hopper, tray or tube feeders. Contains sunflower chips, peanuts, oil 
sunflower, safflower, raisins, dried cranberries and 
hulled pumpkin seeds. Packaging coordinates 
with the Burgundy Songbird Plus II Tube Feeder 
from Friends of Flight.

4lb Bag
FOF00190-585 UPC 049121001909
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $9.49

20lb Bag
FOF00197-903 UPC 049121001978
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $19.99
40lb Bag
FOF00198-1652 UPC 049121001985
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $36.99

Friends of Flight® Quality Wild Bird Blend
Blended to attract a wide variety of your favorite songbirds. 15% 
sunflower blend. Use with hopper, tray or tube feeders. Contains 
oil sunflower, milo and white millet. Packaging coordinates with the 
Burgundy Songbird Plus II Tube Feeder from Friends of Flight.

4lb Bag
FOF00196-269 UPC 049121001961
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $5.29

20lb Bag
FOF00207-1406 UPC 049121002074
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $19.29
40lb Bag
FOF00208-2677 UPC 049121002081
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $38.39

Friends of Flight® Striped Sunflower Seed
Large meaty kernel. High quality seed. Double cleaned, medium 
grey stripe sunflower. For use with platform, hopper or tube feeders. 
Contains grey striped sunflower seed. Packaging coordinates with the 
Red Cardinal Plus Tube Feeder from Friends of Flight.

4lb Bag
FOF00206-353 UPC 049121002067
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $5.59

20lb Bag
FOF00193-2707 UPC 049121001930
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $43.59

Friends of Flight® Woodpecker Blend
Formulated to attract colorful woodpeckers. Contains the small seeds 
that finches love. Also attracts cardinals, jays and more. Use with tube 
or hopper feeders. Contains sunflower chips, peanuts, oil sunflowers, 
pistachios, safflower, raisins, dried cherries, 
papaya, juniper berries, hulled pumpkin seeds, 
dried apples. Packaging coordinates with the 
Green Woodpecker Plus Tube Feeder from Friends 
of Flight.

4lb Bag
FOF00192-667 UPC 049121001923
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $10.29
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Friends of Flight® Red and Yellow 
Glass Striped Hummingbird Feeder
Red plastic base with feeder ports and red wire 
hanger. 5.7in W x 9in H

26oz Capacity
FOFHB0807E-929 UPC 049121207301
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.99

Friends of Flight® Red Twisted Glass 
Hummingbird Feeder
Copper metal hanger and base with feeder ports. 
4.9in W x 10.5in H

29oz Capacity
FOFHB0799D-1065 UPC 049121207349
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.29

Friends of Flight® Swirl Glass 
Hummingbird Feeder
Green plastic base with feeder ports and red wire 
hanger. 5.9in W x 10.5in H

Blue & Green - 28oz Capacity
FOFHB0126R2-1055 UPC 049121207332
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $16.99

Friends of Flight® Wine Carafe Glass 
Hummingbird Feeder
Copper colored metal base with feeder ports and 
wire hanger. 4.9in W x 10.5in H

21oz Capacity
FOFHB0571D-1018 UPC 049121207325
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $16.39

Friends of Flight® Hand Painted 
Glass Hummingbird Feeder with 
Red Base
Red plastic base with feeder ports and red wire 
hanger. 4.6in W x 8.2in H

26.5oz Capacity
FOFHB0366D-978 UPC 049121207318
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $15.79

Friends of Flight® Light Bulb 
Shaped Glass Hummingbird 
Feeder
Copper metal base with feeder ports and wire 
hanger. 4.8in W x 9.5in H

28oz Capacity
FOFHB0794CP2-1126 UPC 049121212671
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $18.29

Friends of Flight® Metal Leaves 
and Hummingbird Decor Glass 
Hummingbird Feeder
Copper metal base with feeder ports and copper 
metal hanger. 6in W x 11.4in H

22oz Capacity
FOFHB0423PR7-1391 UPC 049121215764
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.39

Friends of Flight® Red and Yellow 
Balloon Glass Hummingbird Feeder
Red wire hanger and red plastic base with feeder 
ports. 6.5in W x 10in H

36oz Capacity
FOFHB0805B-1101 UPC 049121207356
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.69

Friends of Flight® Mason Jar Shaped 
Glass Hummingbird Feeder
Red plastic base with feeder ports and red metal 
hanger. 5.5in W x 9.1in H

30oz Capacity
FOFHB0595-1126 UPC 049121215757
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $18.29

Bird Nectar

Clear - 8oz
CEB028951-215 UPC 049121028951
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.39

Red - 2lb
CEB028937-594 UPC 049121028937
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.49

Friends of Flight® Powder Hummingbird Nectar
Easy to use, fast mixing powder nectar concentrates. Just add water, 
no boiling or pre-mixing needed. Dissolves instantly with no mess. 
Formulas are specifically designed to attract birds and contain vitamins 
to promote bird health.

Red - 8oz
CEB028944-215 UPC 049121028944
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.39
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Bird Houses - Bat Houses

Heath™ Bat House
Simple set-up; flush or pole mount

HEABAT1-3134 UPC 085199101028
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $45.99Birding Accessories

Heath™ Bird Feed Scoop and 
Funnel
Functions as a seed scoop and funnel.

HEAFS18-351 UPC 085199043007
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $5.59

Heath™ Universal Squirrel Baffle
Stop squirrels from feeding at your bird feeder. 
Works with hanging or pole-mounted bird 
feeders. Stays clear - made of high strength 
polycarbonate plastic.

Fits poles 0.5in to 1.25in Diam
HEAUB1-1045 UPC 085199041003
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.59

Hummingbird & Nectar Feeders

Heath™ Clementine & Jelly Oriole Feeder
Orioles often prefer dining on fruit and jelly, 
rather than bird seed and this unit perfectly 
meets their needs. Its fun, round shape and 
bright orange color mimic citrus fruit and its 
unique design offers orioles two of their favorite 
foods at once.

Holds 2oz Jelly & 2 Pieces of Fruit
HEACF133-881 UPC 085199131339
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $13.99

Suet

Friends of Flight® Suet
Easy-open, no mess package. Simply pull open and slide 
the suet cake directly into your Friends of Flight suet 
feeder without getting suet on your fingers. Features eco-
friendly packaging, 100% recyclable materials and suet is 
produced with a melt resistant formula.

Friends of Flight® Hot Pepper Melt 
Resistant Suet
Contains rendered beef suet, corn, wheat and 
artificial hot pepper flavoring.

11oz
CEBSK28883-145 UPC 049121028883
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.29

Friends of Flight® Melt Resistant
Berry Suet
Contains rendered beef suet, corn, milo, wheat, 
millet, sunflower seeds and artificial berry 
flavoring.
11oz
CEBSK28845-112 UPC 049121028845
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79

Friends of Flight® Orange
Melt Resistant Suet
Contains rendered beef suet, corn, milo, wheat, 
millet, sunflower seeds and artificial orange 
flavoring.

11oz
CEBSK28852-112 UPC 049121028852
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79

Friends of Flight® Peanut Melt-
Resistant Suet
Contains rendered beef suet, corn, milo, wheat, 
millet, sunflower seeds and peanut parts.
11oz
CEBSK28869-112 UPC 049121028869
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79

Friends of Flight® Sidekick High 
Energy Suet
Contains rendered beef suet, corn, milo, wheat, 
millet and sunflower seeds.

11oz
CEBSK28838-110 UPC 049121028838
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.49

Friends of Flight® Sidekick 
Woodpecker Suet
Contains rendered beef suet, corn, wheat, peanut 
parts and almonds.

11oz
CEBSK28876-119 UPC 049121028876
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.89

Friends of Flight® Heavy-Duty E-Z Fill Suet Basket
Heavy duty wire cages. Great durability 
provides years of use. Holds one standard size 
suet cake. 1/2in x 1in openings help to reduce 
waste. Side flips down for easy filling.

Single Cake Capacity
CEBMEYBI426A-140 UPC 049121024885
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $2.29
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Heath™ Cardinal 
Stack’Ms Seed Cake
Blended with black oil sunflower seeds, 
peanuts, safflower, millet, and cracked corn to 
attract Cardinals
6.5oz
HEASC53-231 UPC NA
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $3.69

Heath™ Multi-Grain 
Stack’Ms Seed Cake
Blended with sunflower hearts, millet, peanut 
pieces, peanuts, and cracked corn

7oz
HEASC54-231 UPC NA
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $3.69

Heath™ Premium Thistle Finch Sock 
- Prefilled with 100% Nyjer Seed
Feeds multiple finches at once. Attracts 
goldfinches, purple finches, house finches, 
indigo buntings, siskins and redpolls, as well as 
chickadees and juncos. Ready to hang. Refillable.

13oz Capacity, 3.25in L x 1.75in W x 10.5in H
HEAFILTS13-466 UPC 085199713009
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $7.39

Heath™ Premium Woodpecker 
Stack’Ms Seed Cake
Blended with black oil sunflower seeds, sunflower 
hearts, and peanuts to attract woodpeckers

7oz
HEASC52-231 UPC NA
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $3.69

Heath™ Sunflower 
Stack’Ms Seed Cake
Blended with black oil sunflower seeds, peanut 
pieces, peanuts, safflower, and millet3.
7oz
HEASC51-231 UPC NA
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $3.69

Bird Feeders

Heath™ Bird Feeder
Durable steel and plastic construction for year-
round feeding. Interior seed deflectors for smooth 
flow of seed

Cotton Candy Blue - Holds 1lbs of seed
HEA395-684 UPC 085199395007
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.29

Heath™ Butterfly Bird Feeder
The Butterfly features an eye-catching textured 
finish with multiple butterfly cut-outs. The 
durable steel and plastic construction makes this 
a long-lasting feeder for years of enjoyment. The 
top unscrews for refilling and cleaning.

Hammered Silver Finish - 3lb Mixed Seed 
Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
HEA21239-2249 UPC 085199212397
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $31.99

Heath™ Colonial Revival Collection 
Jamestown Lantern Bird Feeder
Features durable steel and plastic construction for 
many seasons of use. Holes for drainage helps to 
prevent water build up and keep seeds dry.

Black - 3.5lb Mixed Seed Capacity, Multiple 
Feeding Ports
HEA20131-2022 UPC 085199201315
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $28.79

Heath™ Giddy Seed Tube Feeder
Wild bird feeder with an attractive copper look.

Aged Copper
HEA21230-1629 UPC 085199212304
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.89

Heath™ Suet ‘n Seed Owl Feeder
The Suet ‘n Seed Owl Bird Feeder is uniquely 
designed to hold sunflower seed, shelled peanuts, 
and up to two suet cakes. The all-over mesh 
construction is ideal for clinging birds such as 
finches, chickadees, nuthatches, woodpeckers, 
and more. A door on top of the feeder opens for 
filling seed or peanuts.

Holds 2 Standard Suet Cakes
HEA21703-1934 UPC 085199217033
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $30.79
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Bird Baths

Innova® Bird Bath
Rust free, cast aluminum top. Heavy duty, cast iron post 
and base for stability. All powder coated finish. Easy to 
assemble.

Innova® 2-Tier Lily Pad Bird Bath
Aged Bronze - 20.5in Diam x 31.5in H
IHHC88785-14412 UPC 640312887854
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $192.99

Innova® Floral Bird Bath
Vintage White - 19.25in Diam x 30.25in H
IHHS88560A-8583 UPC 640312885607
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $120.99

Vintage Yellow - 19.25in Diam x 30.25in H
IHHS88573A-8583 UPC 640312885737
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $120.99

Innova® Heron Lily Bird Bath
Aged Bronze - 16in Diam x 28in H
IHHC87571-12394 UPC 640312875714
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $174.99

Innova® Lily Pad Bird Bath
Verdigris - 19.5in Diam x 29in H
IHH29617V-13311 UPC 640312296175
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $174.99

Innova® Reflections Bird Bath
Copper Rust - 19.5in Diam x 29in H
IHH29651CR-13311 UPC 640312296519
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $174.99

Innova® Sunflower Bird Bath
with Stand
Brushed Blue - 19.75in Diam x 29in H
IHHC87429AV-8583 UPC 640312874298
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $120.99

Verdigris - 19.75in Diam x 29in H
IHH29619V-12394 UPC 640312296199
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $174.99

Innova®English Ivy Birdbath 
Copper Rust
20.5in D x 29in H
IHH29618CR-12394 UPC 640312296182
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $174.99

Innova®Frog and Lily Pad Table 
Birdbath
Verdigris finish. Rust free cast aluminum top. All 
powder coated finish. Easy to assemble.

6in H x 8in W x 9in D
IHHC32451-2203 UPC 640312324519
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.99
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10lb
GRV2647421-915 UPC 088685472770
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.99
25lb
GRV2647281-2051 UPC 088685472817
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.99

Lyric® Black Oil Sunflower
A favorite food among all seed eating birds. Attracts cardinals, 
grosbeaks, woodpeckers and jays. Contains only the highest quality 
ingredients, so you don’t have the dust or the mess.

5lb
GRV2647419-501 UPC 088685472794
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $7.99

18lb
GRV2647386-2174 UPC 088685472923
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $30.99

Lyric® Cardinal Premium Sunflower & Safflower Mix
Formulated to attract cardinals. Birds with prominent, seed cracking 
bills, like cardinals, easily crack in-shell seeds like sunflower, safflower 
and buckwheat. These seeds preclude smaller birds with finer bills yet 
attract larger, colorful jays and cardinals. Contains black oil sunflower 
seed, striped sunflower seed, safflower seed, sunflower kernels and 
buckwheat.Only the finest and freshest ingredients. Scientifically 
tested, developed and marketed to appeal to 
a wide variety of wild birds. Free of fillers. Better 
seeds and better quality mean more birds at your 
feeder - again and again!
3.75lb
GRV2619065-620 UPC 088685190650
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $9.99

20lb
GRV2647393-2638 UPC 088685472879
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $36.99

Lyric® Chickadee Premium Sunflower & Nut Mix
Formulated to attract chickadees. Chickadees are a lively group! These 
little birds tend to forage together with nuthatches and titmice in 
mixed flocks. They dwell in trees, and they relish sunflower mixes and 
tree nuts. Contains black oil sunflower seed, shelled peanuts, striped 
sunflower Seed, sunflower kernels and tree nut pieces. Only the finest 
and freshest ingredients. Scientifically tested, 
developed and marketed to appeal to a wide 
variety of wild birds. Free of filler and waste. Better 
seeds and better quality mean more birds at your 
feeder - again and again!

4lb
GRV2619063-673 UPC 088685190636
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $11.99

20lb
GRV2647407-3206 UPC 088685472916
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $43.99

Lyric® Delite No Waste Mix
Many people are reluctant to feed wild birds during the warm months 
because the bird seed germinates and causes weeds. Bird food shells 
make decks, patios and lawns unsightly. This mix is waste-free, mess-
free and weed-free. It’s also a great value, because you don’t pay for 
the shells. Contains shelled peanuts, sunflower kernels, tree nut pieces 
kernels, pecans, pistachios and shelled pumpkin seeds. Contains only 
the finest and freshest ingredients. Scientifically tested, developed and 
marketed to appeal to a wide variety of wild birds. 
Free of filler and waste. Better seeds and better 
quality mean more birds at your feeder - again 
and again!

5lb
GRV2647403-920 UPC 088685190674
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $13.99

Lyric® Cracked Corn
Great for ground feeding and aids in digestion. 
Attracts blue jays, cardinals, mourning doves, 
woodpeckers, deer, squirrels and chipmunks. 
Contains cracked corn.

5lb
GRV2647423-310 UPC 088685472725
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $6.99

20lb
GRV2647408-2566 UPC 088685472886
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $36.99

Lyric® Finch Small Songbird Mix
Formulated to attract Finches. Finches’ tiny bills are masterful at handling 
small seed, and pound for pound, this mix is easier on the budget 
than straight Nyjer. Contains sunflower kernels, small golden millet, 
Nyjer seed, canary seed and canola seeds. Only the finest and freshest 
ingredients. Scientifically tested, developed and 
marketed to appeal to a wide variety of wild birds. 
Free of fillers. Better seeds and better quality mean 
more birds at your feeder - again and again!
5lb
GRV2647404-780 UPC 088685190605
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $12.99

Lyric® Golden Safflower
More nutrition and has less waste than white 
safflower. 15% more oil, 25% higher protein and 
30% higher fat. Golden safflower has an extremely 
thin hull making it easier for birds to eat and 
digest.

5lb
GRV2647430-705 UPC 088685472756
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $10.99

10lb
GRV2647427-1529 UPC 088685472824
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.99

Lyric® Nyjer Seed
A premium, high-energy wild bird food that is perfect for finches 
and other small-beaked birds. Attracts all types of finches including 
american goldfinches, purple finches, house finches and pine siskins. 
Contains only the highest quality ingredients, 
so you don’t have the dust or the mess. Can be 
used alone or combined with any other bird seed 
mixes. You will attract more birds, and you’ll keep 
them coming back!
3lb
GRV2647426-499 UPC 088685472732
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $8.99

Lyric® Peanut Pieces
Attracts arboreal wild birds such as titmice, 
nuthatches, jays, woodpeckers and chickadees. 
Keep this bird food dry for best results. Contains 
shelled peanuts.

5lb
GRV2647429-734 UPC 088685472763
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $12.99
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15lb
GRV2647410-2486 UPC 088685474101
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.99

Lyric® Fine Tunes No Waste Mix
100% edible nutrition – no waste, no fillers, no weeds. It is a nutritious 
blend of nuts and kernels, finely-cut for easier feeding and smoother 
flowing in bird feeders. Our fine-cut mix is easier to use and easier to 
eat. All shells and hulls are removed and the mix contains no fillers. Fine 
Tunes is a food all songbirds, especially smaller 
beaked birds, will truly enjoy! Contains sunflower 
kernels, almonds, roasted peanuts, pistachios, 
hulled white proso millet and pumpkin kernels.
5lb
GRV2647409-938 UPC 088685474095
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $14.99

20lb
GRV2647344-3045 UPC 088685473449
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $41.99

Lyric® Fruit & Nut High Energy Mix
A high-energy mix featuring a gourmet blend of select fruits, nuts 
and seed. This premium mix is sure to attract a colorful array of birds. 
Contains cherries, cranberries, raisins, Valencia peanuts, almonds, 
pecans, cashews, sunflower kernels, shelled pumpkin seeds, pistachios, 
black oil sunflower and steamed, crimped corn. Only the finest 
and freshest ingredients. Scientifically tested, 
developed and marketed to appeal to a wide 
variety of wild birds. Free of fillers. Better seeds 
and better quality mean more birds at your feeder 
- again and again!
5lb
GRV2647343-930 UPC 088685473432
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $12.99

25lb
GRV2647284-3941 UPC 088685472848
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $55.99

Lyric® Sunflower Kernels Bird Seed
Good source of fat and protein for finches, nuthatches, titmice, 
chickadees, woodpeckers and cardinals. Contains only the highest 
quality ingredients, so you don’t have the dust or the mess. Can be 
used alone or combined with any other bird seed mixes. You will attract 
more birds, and you’ll keep them coming back! New packaging features 
barrier construction and oxygen scavenger 
packet to keep product fresher, longer. Attracts 
buntings, cardinals, chickadees, finches, flickers, 
grosbeaks, nuthatches, redpoll, titmice, towhees 
and woodpeckers.
5lb
GRV2647431-913 UPC 088685472749
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $14.99

20lb
GRV2647290-1954 UPC 088685472909
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.99

Lyric® Supreme Wild Bird Mix
Offers the very best gourmet ingredients plus an assortment of preferred 
bird seeds and tree nut pieces. It is the strongest recommended seed 
to attract the most species of birds possible. Contains white proso 
millet, black oil sunflower seed, cracked corn, shelled peanuts, striped 
sunflower seed, safflower seed, sunflower kernels, pecans, pistachios, 
small golden millet, Nyjer seed and canary seed. Only the finest and 
freshest ingredients. Scientifically tested, developed and marketed to 
appeal to a wide variety of wild birds. Free of fillers. Better seeds and 
better quality mean more birds at your feeder - again and again!

4.5lb
GRV2619066-600 UPC 088685190667
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $9.99

40lb
GRV2647293-3589 UPC 088685190575
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $51.99

20lb
GRV2646824-1569 UPC 036151468246
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.99

Lyric® Wild Bird Mix Bird Seed
General purpose wild bird seed mix that provides an economical 
choice with no filler. Contains white proso millet, black oil sunflower 
seed, cracked corn, shelled peanuts, striped sunflower seed and 
safflower seed. Only the finest and freshest ingredients. Scientifically 
tested, developed and marketed to appeal to a 
wide variety of wild birds. Better seeds and better 
quality mean more birds at your feeder - again 
and again!
5lb
GRV2647432-425 UPC 088685472855
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $6.99

Lyric® Wildlife Food
Lyric’s Wildlife Food has been carefully crafted to attract a wide variety 
of wildlife to your yard. This special blend includes steam crimped corn 
which has been proven to be easier for some 
animals to digest. Ingredients like peanuts, black 
oil sunflower and peas are some of the other mix 
ingredients your backyard visitors will also enjoy. 
You can look forward to watching song birds like 
blue jays pick up peanuts in the shell and take 
them away for hiding, or squirrels and rabbits 
bound around your yard.

10lb
GRV2647434-1075 UPC 088685474347
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $16.99

20lb
GRV2647406-3031 UPC 088685472893
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $41.99

Lyric® Woodpecker No Waste Mix
Formulated to attract woodpeckers. Contains corn, shelled peanuts, 
sunflower kernels, pecans, pistachios, shelled pumpkin seeds, 
dried cherries and raisins. Only the finest and freshest ingredients. 
Scientifically tested, developed and marketed to 
appeal to a wide variety of wild birds. Free of filler 
and waste. Better seeds and better quality mean 
more birds at your feeder - again and again!

5lb
GRV2647405-929 UPC 088685190599
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $13.99

Song N’ Beauty® Economy Wild Bird Mix
An economical general purpose wild bird food. 
The very best in a low-end mix for those who 
want to feed birds but don’t want to invest a lot 
of money. Attracts mourning doves, cardinals, 
sparrows, juncos, blue jays, among others. 
Contains milo, millet, cracked corn and black oil 
sunflower.

20lb
GRV2619094-887 UPC 072406190944
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $12.99
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API® Heated Bird Bath Basin
(Pedestal Not Included)
Thermostatically controlled 150 watt heated 
bath. Comes with hardware which will mount the 
bath to almost any pedestal (stone or plastic) or 
any deck rail up to 12in wide.

Beige Finish - 150 watt, 20in Diam Basin
API600-6584 UPC 022102060003
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $91.89

API® Heated Bird Bath with EZ-Tilt-to-Clean™
Deck & Pole Mount
Supplies ice-free water all winter long. Heating element is completely 
hidden beneath the birdbath surface and the power cord clips under 
the bath when heat is no longer needed. Simple but durable EZ-Tilt-to-
Clean™ design easily tilts and lifts for cleaning 
or storing of the bath.

Stone Finish - 70 watt, 14in Diam Basin
API14B-4928 UPC 022102141009
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $65.79

API® Heated Bird Bath with EZ-Tilt-to-Clean™
Deck Mount
Plastic, stone-colored heated bird bath 
designed to keep water ice-free all winter 
long. It is thermostatically controlled and 
tested to -20 degrees F. The gentle slope with 
strategically placed seam makes it easy for 
birds to perch to drink. Will not crack during 
cold conditions.

Stone Finish - 20in Diam Basin
API650-5955 UPC 022102650006
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $79.49

Birding Accessories

API® Bird Bath De-Icer
120 Volts. Has a durable, non-stick coating, compact aluminum base in 
a low-profile design. Fins provide large surface area to make the unit 
run cooler while putting out the same amount 
of heat as conventional de-icers. Multiple 
thermostats allow efficient control while 
providing over-temperature protection. Safe to 
use in plastic bird baths.

250 Watt with 10ft Power Cord
APIBDT250-3527 UPC 022102111262
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $49.29

API® Lighted Aurora Water Wiggler®
Lights up at dusk and provides three hours of pleasing colors as the 
dome slowly shifts through the spectrum. Easy to install, no wiring 
and no plumbing. Just place in birdbath and go. Operates silently on 
two D-cell batteries for up to two months, 24 hours a day. May also be 
used with heated birdbath in winter. Features an action that creates 
continuous ripples in water, preventing 
mosquitoes from laying eggs in birdbaths and 
attracting birds. Helps prevent the spread of 
West Nile Virus by eliminating stagnant water 
in bird baths. Easy to install. Just place and go!

Changing Colors
API7WW-2798 UPC 022102071108
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $38.99

API® Solar Water Wiggler®
Just place it in your bird bath and it will operate unattended until you 
remove it. Features an action that creates continuous ripples in water, 
preventing mosquitoes from laying eggs in birdbaths and attracting 
birds. Helps prevent the spread of West Nile Virus 
by eliminating stagnant water in bird baths. Easy 
to install. Just place and go! There is no wiring and 
no plumbing. It operates on two D-cell batteries 
(not included).

Powered by the Sun.
API8WW-3156 UPC 022102008111
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $41.99

API® Standard Water Wiggler®
Features an action that creates continuous ripples in water, preventing 
mosquitoes from laying eggs in birdbaths and attracting birds. 
Helps prevent the spread of West Nile Virus by 
eliminating stagnant water in bird baths. Easy to 
install. Just place and go! There is no wiring and 
no plumbing. It operates on two D-cell batteries 
(not included).

Natural
API4WW-2230 UPC 022102041101
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $30.99

API® Bird Bath De-Icer
120 Volts. Features a built-in thermostat for temperature control and 
over-temperature protection to keep your bird bath ice-free all winter 
long. A stainless-steel guard shields wildlife from 
contacting the heating element. Can be used in 
pottery, plastic, or concrete bird baths.

200 Watt with 15ft Power Cord
API300-4087 UPC 022102030006
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $54.49
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Yellow
NPU3030Y-2535 UPC 082045032253
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $37.89

NPU Poly Feeder
Made of recycled poly lumber and 1/8in plexiglass. Stainless steel 
screws. Hanging cable attached. 9in x 5in x 7in(tall). Holds three cups.
Blue
NPU3030B-2535 UPC 082045032246
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $37.89
Green
NPU3030G-2535 UPC 082045032802
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $37.89
Red
NPU3030R-2535 UPC 082045032239
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $37.89

NPU Poly Window Feeder
Made of poly lumber and 1/8in plexi-glass. Stainless steel screws. Holds 
three cups. 9in x 5in x 7in(tall). Four UV protected suction cups.

Medium Black
NPU3070BLK-2639 UPC 082045033410
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $39.39
Medium Blue
NPU3070B-2639 UPC 082045032338
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $39.39
Medium Green
NPU3070G-2639 UPC 082045032307
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $39.39
Medium Red
NPU3070R-2639 UPC 082045032314
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $39.39
Medium Yellow
NPU3070Y-2639 UPC 082045032321
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $39.39

Beekeeping Supplies

Little Giant® Glass Honey Jar
This clear bottle in a traditional skep design helps 
show off your honey. There is room on both sides 
of the jar for a label. Airtight lid included in the 
12-pack carton.

16oz
APIHJAR16-1341 UPC 084369175722
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $20.89

Little Giant® Plastic Squeeze Jar
Made of BPA-free PETE plastic. Space is provided 
on the bottle for Little Giant® honey labels (sold 
separately). Yellow flip-top lids with built-in 
freshness and safety seal are included.

16oz
APISKEP16-901 UPC 084369175708
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $12.49

Little Giant® Honey Jar Labels
In order to sell honey and be compliant with 
federal regulations, each bottle or jar must have 
a label with the producer’s name and the net 
weight of the honey. These self-adhesive labels 
make the process quick and easy to get your 
honey to market! Includes two sizes of labels for 
different sizes of bottles. 40 labels per package.

2-1/8in x 2-3/8in
APIHLABEL-214 UPC 084369175739
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.29

Little Giant® Plastic Pail with Lid
Heavy gauge plastic with tight sealing lid .

5gal
APIBKT5-1876 UPC 084369177061
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $28.59
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Bird Houses

NPU Chateau Wren House
Durable Recycled Poly Lumber construction that won’t crack, split or 
fade. Stainless steel cables and deck screws. The 1-1/8in entrance hole 
is the perfect size to allow wrens access, while preventing predators 
from getting in. The 4in height to the hole provides safety for the chicks, 
making sure they do not fall out. Remove the stainless-steel screws at 
the bottom of the birdhouse for easy cleaning. 6.5in W x 9in H x 6.25in 
D. Made in the USA.

Black/White
NPUWRENCWBK-3026 UPC 082045033113
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $45.17
Green/White
NPUWRENCWG-3026 UPC 082045033120
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $45.17

Red/White
NPUWRENCWR-3026 UPC 082045033137
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $45.17
Star
NPUWRENCSTAR-3026 UPC 082045033175
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $45.17

NPU Window Meal Worm Feeder
100% poly lumber material. Stainless steel screws. 
Two UV protected suction cups, one jar. Easy to 
clean. 5in x 3.5in x 5.5in. Works with 
bird seed too!

Blue
NPU3280-1521 UPC 082045032673
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $22.69

NPU Window Oriole Jelly Feeder
100% poly lumber material. Stainless steel 
screws. Two UV protected suction cups. One jelly 
jar, easy to clean. 5in x 3.5in x 5.5in.

Bright Orange
NPU3255-1521 UPC 082045032680
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $22.69

NPU Hanging Poly Oriole Feeder
Made of recycled poly lumber and 1/8in 
plexiglass. Stainless steel screws. Two jelly jars. 
9in W x 5in L  x 11in H.  Hanging cable 
attached.

Bright Orange Poly
NPU3000-2704 UPC 082045032598
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $39.99

NPU Ultimate Oriole Buffet Feeder
Easy to fill, easy to clean. Hanging cable 
attached. Two jelly jars & four orange spikes. 
11in x 10.5in x 9in.  Bright orange poly 
lumber & clear acrylic roof.

Bright Orange Poly
NPU4210-3886 UPC 082045032581
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $57.99

NPU Single Hanging DOTS 
Hummingbird Feeder
Made of twisted copper. Large DOT capacity - 1.25 
oz. Easy to clean & easy to fill. Includes 
one extra DOT.

8in Long
NPUHND1-564 UPC 760921396407
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.39

NPU DOTS
Nectar DOTS are made of a high quality plastic 
that will last for years.  The bright colored cap 
and flower helps attract the hummingbirds.  
Every DOT has red!  Hand held feeders 
for Hummingbirds. Made in the USA.

144pc Display With Player
NPUNDS144-44355 UPC 760921396063
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $662.01

NPU Nectar DOTS Wildflower
Nectar DOTS are made of a high quality plastic that will last for years.  
The bright colored cap and flower helps attract the hummingbirds.  
Every DOT has red! Hand held feeders 
for Hummingbirds.  Made in the USA.

34ct Counter Display
NPUNDW34-9314 UPC 760921396285
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $139.01
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Nature’s Way® Hopper Feeder With 
2 Suet Cages
Holds  3  quarts of seed and 2 suet cakes, Made 
with Insect and rot resistant premium cedar, 
Extra spacing to accommodate large birds like 
Cardinals and Jays.

3qt - 10In H x 13In W x 8In D
NWBCWF28-2302 UPC 857907005078
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $33.29

Nature’s Way® Bamboo Tail-Prop Suet Feeder
The tail-prop design of this feeder is ideal for attracting large 
woodpeckers like the Northern Flicker and Pileated to your backyard. 
Skerfs below the suet cage provide better 
gripping service for birds to cling to feed. Made 
with naturally insect and squirrel resistant 
bamboo, this feeder is constructed with rust-free 
screws and mesh and includes a vinyl-coated 
steel hanging cable for a durable feeder that will 
last for years of birding enjoyment. This feeder 
holds one suet cake.

Holds 1 Suet Cake - 14in x 8in x3in
NWBBWF1-1775 UPC 857907005627
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $28.69

Nature’s Way® Cedar Double Tail Prop Feeder
The tail-prop spacing of this feeder is ideal for attracting large 
woodpeckers like the Northern Flicker and Pileated to your backyard. 
Durable Easy-Cling mesh provides optimal 
gripping service for birds to cling to feed. Made 
with naturally insect and rot resistant premium 
cedar, this feeder is constructed with rust-resistant 
screws and mesh and includes a vinyl-coated 
steel hanging cable for a durable feeder that will 
last for years of birding enjoyment. This feeder 
holds 2 suet cakes. 

11.75in H x 3in D x 7.87in W
NWBCWF31-1246 UPC 857505008150
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.99

Nature’s Way® Cedar Tail-Prop Suet Feeder
The perfect feeder for all suet loving birds. With an 
extended tail prop even larger woodpeckers will 
fit comfortably encouraging longer feeding times 
for your enjoyment. Easy to fill. The premium cedar 
is naturally insect and rot resistant. Constructed 
using rust-free hardware and coated mesh. Water-
based protective stain. Vinyl coated steel hanging 
cable.

Holds 1 Suet Cake - 7-7/8in W x 3in D x 12in H
NWBCWF1-1217 UPC 857907005467
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.69

Nature’s Way® Cedar Upside Down
Seed Cake Feeder
Premium insect and rot resistant cedar. Upside-
down feeding. Eliminates nuisance birds who 
do not feed upside down. Holds 1 large seed 
cake. Includes vinyl-coated steel hanging cable. 
3 year manufacturer’s warranty.

4in H x 9in W x 8.5in D
NWBCWF32-1560 UPC 857505008167
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $22.99

Nature’s Way® Galvanized Weathered
Hopper Feeder
Weathered stain and a textured galvanized roof 
bring a decorative rustic feel to your birding 
experience! Made with naturally Insect and 
rot resistant premium cedar. Extra spacing to 
accommodate larger birds like Cardinals and 
Jays. Rust-free tray lifts out easily for cleaning, 
preventing mold and bacteria growth. Keeps 
seed fresh by allowing water to drain and air to 
flow freely.

11In H x 8.5In W x 6In D
NWBWWGF2-2580 UPC 850023007926
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $36.99

Nature’s Way® Upside-down 
Suet Feeder
Made with insect and rot resistant premium 
cedar and powder coated steel mesh.

Cedar
NWBCWF2-1299 UPC 857907005474
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $20.99

Nature’s Way® Hopper Bamboo Bird Feeder with 
Suet Cage
The superior quality and innovative design of this hopper feeder are 
sure to make it a quick favorite! Use a wide range of seed varieties and 
suet to attract a variety of beautiful birds like cardinals, woodpeckers, 
nuthatches, finches, and more to your backyard. This feeder features 
a removable mesh seed tray to allow water 
drainage for keeping seed fresh longer and 
removability for easy cleaning. Constructed from 
durable, naturally insect and squirrel resistant 
bamboo using stainless steel screws. This feeder 
is built for years of birding enjoyment.

6qt Capacity & 2 Suet Cakes, 14.5in x 8.13in 
x 10.5in
NWBBWF19-4556 UPC 857907005702
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $65.99

Nature’s Way® Hopper Bird Feeder with Suet Cages
Made with premium cedar so it’s naturally insect and rot resistant; 
ours is treated with a water-based, protective stain. It’s designed to 
accommodate 6 full quarts of various seed mixes including sunflower 
seeds, mixed seeds and peanuts, along with two vinyl-coated wire 
mesh suet cages. This particular feeder design offers a wide opening 
for easy filling and no spilling, then diverts seed to the feeding area, 
giving birds easy access. The durable, rust-free stainless steel Fresh 
Seed Tray easily lifts out for cleaning and keeps seed fresh - preventing 
mold and bacteria growth - by allowing water to drain and air to flow 
freely. Extra spacing accommodates large birds like Cardinals and Jays. 
It attracts Cardinals, Grosbeaks, Titmice, Nuthatches, Chickadees, Finch, 
Jays, Juncos and Woodpeckers. The stay-clear, crack resistant weather 
shield and windows allow you to see the level of seed in the feeder and 
see through the feeder for better bird viewing. 
Including the vinyl-coated steel hanging cable, 
all hardware is rust-free and covered by a 3 year 
manufacturer’s warranty. Our innovative design 
technology is combined with superior quality for 
ease-of-use and long-lasting durability.

6qt
NWBCWF19-3569 UPC 857907005573
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $51.69
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Nature’s Way® Bamboo Vertical Wave Feeder
The superior quality and innovative design of this vertical wave feeder 
are sure to make it a quick favorite! Side feeding ports and an extended 
base feeding tray offers comfortable feeding space for both large and 
small birds. Use a wide range of seed varieties to attract a variety of 
beautiful birds like cardinals, woodpeckers, nuthatches, finches, and 
more to your backyard. This feeder features a 
durable perforated seed tray to allow water 
drainage for keeping seed fresh longer and is 
removable for easy cleaning. Constructed from 
durable, naturally insect and squirrel resistant 
bamboo using stainless steel screws, this feeder is 
built for years of birding enjoyment.

2qt Capacity - 8.5in x 8.25in x 14.5in
NWBBWF5-3019 UPC 857907005658
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $43.69

Nature’s Way® Cedar Vertical Wave Bird Feeder
It is made of premium cedar that is resistant to damaging rot and 
insects, and it has a protective stain that is certified water-proof. The 
unit is equipped with a stay-clear, acrylic weather shield and windows 
that are crack proof and it includes rust impervious 
hardware such as stainless steel screws and vinyl 
coated steel hanging cable. Built with a rust-proof 
seed tray that has a capacity to hold two quarts 
of black sunflower or mixed seed. It also provides 
a seed diverter which deploys fresh seed into 
feeding areas. Its rain drainage can be easily lifted 
for cleaning.

2qt Capacity / 8.5in x 8.25in x 14.5in
NWBCWF5-2297 UPC 857907005498
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $33.29

Nature’s Way® Galvanized Weathered Vertical Feeder 
Weathered stain and a textured galvanized roof 
bring a decorative rustic feel to your birding 
experience! Made with naturally Insect and 
rot resistant premium cedar. Extra spacing to 
accommodate larger birds like Cardinals and 
Jays. Rust-free tray lifts out easily for cleaning, 
preventing mold and bacteria growth. Keeps 
seed fresh by allowing water to drain and air to 
flow freely. Rust-free feeding ports.

14In H x 7In W x 8.25In D
NWBWWGF1-2109 UPC 850023007919
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $30.39

Nature’s Way® Hanging Platform Feeder
Made with Insect and rot resistant premium cedar. Extra spacing to 
accommodate large birds like Cardinals and Jays. Rust-free tray lifts 
out easily for cleaning, preventing mold and bacteria growth. Keeps 
seed fresh by allowing water to drain and air 
to flow freely. Wide opening for easy filling and 
less spilling. Rust-free hardware; stainless steel 
screws. Water-based protective stain. Vinyl 
coated steel hanging cable.

2.25In H x 12In W x 12In D
NWBCWF3-1499 UPC 857907005481
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $24.29

Nature’s Way® Hanging Platform
Bamboo Bird Feeder
Made with solid multi-ply bamboo that makes it stronger and harder 
than regular cedar and cypress wood. It has double the defense against 
rotting, swelling, shrinking and warping. It features a removable fresh 
seed tray lifts out easily for cleaning. The 
hanging cable is made from steel with vinyl 
coating. It has a water based protective stain 
making it last for a long time. Ultra-resistant to 
bacteria, insects and squirrels.

2.25in L x 12in W x 12in H
NWBBWF3-2104 UPC 857907005641
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $31.39

Nature’s Way® Deluxe Funnel Flip-Top Tube Feeder
Unique lid design creates a built-in funnel with a 38% wider opening for 
easier filling with less spilled seed and mess! Spring system In roof 
allows feeder to be opened for filling with just one hand. Easy Clean™ 
technology - all parts remove easily without the 
use of any tools. Unique hanger design connects 
to outside of tube, removing any obstacles for 
the easiest filling and less seed spilling. Even 
Feed™ baffle allows for constant seed and birds 
at multiple levels. Unique hanger design connects 
to outside of tube, removing any obstacles for the 
easiest filling and less seed spilling.

17In H x 6In W x 6In D
NWBNMFFB19-1642 UPC 850023007421
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $24.99

Nature’s Way® Wide Funnel Flip-top™ Tube Feeder
Patented Funnel Flip-Top™ funnel - allows for easy hassle free fill with 
less spilling. Patented Easy Clean™ technology - no tools required to 
easily remove all parts for easy hassle free cleaning - dishwasher safe. 
Patented Even-Feed™ baffle - keeps seed at all 
ports for more birds attracted to feeder. 2-in-
1 insert allows choice between sunflower or 
thistle seed with one feeder. UV stabilized, crack 
resistant polycarbonate tube.

8in Diameter x 18.5in High - 2.8qt Capacity
NWBWPFFB19-1336 UPC 850023007377
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.99

Nature’s Way® Decorative Easy Clean Feeder
Bring a decorative rustic feel to your birding experience with this 
decorative Easy Clean tube feeder! Spend less time refilling your feeder 
and more time enjoying the birds with this large 2.8 quart capacity tube 
feeder. This feeder can be used for sunflower and mixed seed blends, 
or can also be converted to a thistle feeder with 
the thistle inserts, allowing you to attract an even 
wider variety of birds with a single feeder. This 
feeder’s innovative design allows the base and 
feed ports to be removed for a more thorough 
cleaning without the use of tools to help you keep 
your backyard flock healthy. 

NWBWWWPRBDECO-883 UPC 857505008730
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.99
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Nature’s Way® Illuminated Hummingbird Feeder
Beautiful, thick hand-blown glass base and lid. Solar powered LED 
lighting. Decorative perching ring enables hummingbirds to perch 
while feeding. Easy Fill & Clean™ - glass easily lifts out of hanging 
bracket for filling and cleaning. Exclusive 4in 
wide lid enables easier filling and cleaning. Three 
removable flowers for easy cleaning. Dishwasher 
safe (except LED unit). Exclusive, innovative 
gaskets on lid and flowers for tight leak-free fit. 
Includes decorative hanging chain and ring.

16oz Capacity - 5.75in Diam x 2.5in H, 7in Diam 
x 9in H with Hanger
NWBGHF7-2586 UPC 857907005238
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $36.39

Nature’s Way® So Real Gravity Hummingbird Feeder
Unique design creates an easy-to-use hummingbird feeder combined 
with a one-of-a-kind look that will be a favorite for both you and the 
hummingbirds! Five feeding ports attract multiple 
hummingbirds. Five built-in perches enable 
hummingbirds to perch while feeding. Built-in ant 
moat deters unwanted pests from reaching the 
nectar. Easy Fill & Clean™ design; two-part base 
system and removable flower petals allow for a 
more thorough cleaning.

Pink/Fuchsia - 20oz Capacity, 7in Diam x 11in H
NWBGFHF1-987 UPC 850023007315
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.99

Nature’s Way® Artisan Glass Hummingbird Feeder
This premium hand blown glass hummingbird feeder serves as both 
a feeder and a beautiful decoration. Unlike painted glass or plastic, 
this feeder features actual colored glass with a unique pattern only 
acheivable through the artisanal process - ensuring that the colors 
remain bold and vibrant for the years to come! The feeder base includes 
a built-in continuous perching ring to allow the hummingbirds to 
perch while feeding, which can increase feeding time and leads to even 
more hummingbird viewing. Flexible feeding ports optimize feeding 
comfort while also acting as Leak Free gaskets. All feeder parts are 
removable, making it that much easier to keep the feeder clean and 
your hummingbirds healthy.

16oz Capacity - Blush
NWBAGF1-1330 UPC 857505008792
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $19.99

28oz - Sunny Day
NWBAGF3-1791 UPC 857505008815
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.99

28oz Capacity - Spring Rain
NWBAGF2-1791 UPC 857505008808
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.99

Nature’s Way® Bluebird Feeder Bluebird Buffet
Simultaneously feed a combination of mealworms or seed and fruit 
or suet options to serve up a variety for your birds! A continuous ring 
allows for optimal perching space for multiple 
birds. This feeder comes with a clear protective 
baffle that can be assembled to the hanger to 
better shield the feeder from weather while 
maintaining optimal bird viewing.

NWBBBFM1-1114 UPC 857505008471
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $15.99

Nature’s Way® Garden Hummingbird Feeder
Beautiful, thick hand-blown glass base and lid. 
Decorative perching ring enables hummingbirds 
to perch while feeding. Glass easily lifts out of 
hanging bracket for filling and cleaning. Exclusive, 
Innovative gaskets on lid and flowers for tight 
leak-free fit. Perching ring made of metal with a 
durable, powder-coated ‘hammered’ finish.

Mason Jar Blue - Glass 2.5In H x 5.75In W x 
5.75In D; With hanger 9In H x 7In W x 7In D
NWBGHF9-2285 UPC 850023007896
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $30.99

Nature’s Way® Garden Top Fill
Hummingbird Feeder
A decorative hanging basket with built-in 
hummingbird perches allows hummingbirds 
to feed more comfortably, encouraging longer 
feeding time and increased hummingbird 
viewing!

16oz Capacity - 5.75in Diam x 2.5in H, 7in Diam 
x 9in H with Hanger
NWBGHF5-2285 UPC 857907005214
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $30.99
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Nature’s Way® So Real Mini 3D Hummingbird Feeder
Unique design creates an easy-to-use hummingbird feeder combined 
with a one-of-a-kind look that will be a favorite for both you and the 
hummingbirds! Five feeding ports attract multiple hummingbirds with 
five built-in perches enables hummingbirds to perch while feeding. 
Easy Connect design allows for multiple feeders 
to be connected from top to bottom - creating a 
decorative vine of flowers. Built-in ant moat deters 
unwanted pests from reaching the nectar. Nectar 
held In base dish and dome shape of feeder lid 
creates a naturally bee-resistant design.

Feeder 2.5In H x 7In W x 7In D
With Hanger 10In H x 7In W x 7In D
NWBM3D1-791 UPC 850023007889
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.99

Nature’s Way® So Real Window Hummingbird Feeder
Unique design creates an easy-to-use hummingbird feeder combined 
with a one-of-a-kind look that will be a favorite for both you and the 
hummingbirds! Mount this feeder right onto your window for the 
closest hummingbird viewing! Three feeding ports attract multiple 
hummingbirds. Three built-in perches enable hummingbirds to 
perch while feeding. Suction cup mounting system allows for easier 
installation with no additional hooks or hangers required. Feeder unit 
can easily be lifted off of mounting system for easy filling and cleaning 
without removing suction cups. Easy Fill & Clean design; all petals and 
ports can be removable for a more thorough cleaning. Exclusive 6in 
wide base enables easier filling and cleaning. Nectar held in base dish 
and dome shape of feeder lid creates a naturally 
bee-resistant design. Built-in ant moat deters 
unwanted pests from reaching the nectar.

Honeysuckle - 8oz Capacity
3in L x 7.5in W x 3in H
NWBWFHF3-691 UPC 850023007346
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.99
Purple/Fuchsia - 8oz Capacity
3in L x 7.5in W x 3in H
NWBWFHF2-691 UPC 850023007339
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.99

Nature’s Way® Traditional Gravity
Hummingbird Feeder
Unique design creates an easy-to-use 
hummingbird feeder combined with a classic 
look that will be a favorite for both you and the 
hummingbirds! Six feeding ports attract multiple 
hummingbirds Six built-in perches enables 
hummingbirds to perch while feeding Built-in ant 
moat deters unwanted pests from reaching the 
nectar Easy Fill & Clean™design; two-part base 
system allows for a more thorough cleaning.

8.75in H x 7in W x 7in D
NWBTGF1-756 UPC 857505008273
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.99

Nature’s Way® Traditional Window
Hummingbird Feeder
Unique design creates an easy-to-use hummingbird feeder combined 
with a classic look that will be a favorite for both you and the 
hummingbirds! Mount this feeder right onto your window for the 
closest hummingbird viewing! Three feeding 
ports attract multiple hummingbirds Three 
built-in perches enables hummingbirds to 
perch while feeding. Suction cup mounting 
system allows for a more thorough cleaning.

3in H x 7.5in W x 3in D
NWBTWF1-662 UPC 857505008259
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.99

Nature’s Way® Wire Oriole Wire Oriole Feeder
Simultaneously feed jelly and fruit to serve up a 
variety for your birds! A continuous ring allows 
for optimal perching space for multiple birds. 
This feeder comes with a clear protective baffle 
that can be assembled to the hanger to better 
shield the feeder from weather while 
maintaining optimal bird viewing.

3/4 Cup Capacity
NWBOFM1-1102 UPC 857505008464
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.79

Nature’s Way® All-In-One Oriole Buffet
Simultaneously feed liquid nectar, jelly, and fruit to serve up an all-in-
one buffet for your birds! This feeder comes with a clear protective 
baffle that can be assembled to the hanger to better shield the 
feeder from weather while maintaining optimal bird viewing. Three 
removable dishes allow for easier cleaning and replenishment of jelly 
or nectar at separate times, leading to a cleaner feeder and less wasted 
feed! A built-in ant moat deters these unwanted pests from reaching 
feed. Simply fill the cavity surrounding the hanger with water. Be sure 
to remove dead ants and any other debris from the moat often. This 
feeder comes with removable bee guards. 
Simply slip the guard over the base of the 
feeding port to prevent bees from reaching the 
nectar. Remove the guard for a more thorough 
scrub when cleaning the feeder to 
help prevent mold.

Nectar, Jelly, and Fruit
NWBOFP1-1031 UPC 857505008457
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.99

Nature’s Way® Mason Jar 
Hummingbird Feeder Tray Pack
Unique design creates an easy-to-use 
hummingbird feeder combined with a unique 
rustic  look that will be a favorite for both you 
and the hummingbirds!

9pcs
NWBMJF1TRAY-5382 UPC NA
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $8.99

Nature’s Way® Mason Jar
Hummingbird Feeder
Unique design creates an easy-to-use 
hummingbird feeder combined with a unique 
rustic  look that will be a favorite for both you 
and the hummingbirds!

2.5in H x 5in W x 5in D
NWBMJF1-599 UPC 857505008280
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.99
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Nature’s Way® Cedar Bluebird Box House
Bluebird Box House is made with premium cedar so it’s naturally 
insect and rot resistant; treated with a water-based, protective stain. 
This particular design attracts bluebirds and tree swallows. Air vents 
allow for maximum air ventilation. An elevated 
mesh floor aids in the management of blowfly; 
it’s crafted from durable, rust-free wire mesh. 
An added predator guard extends the entrance 
hole to protect young birds against predators. 
The innovative design can be installed with a 
pole mount or flush mount. Constructed using 
rust-free hardware and covered by a 3 Year 
Manufacturer’s Warranty.

5.5in W x 8.125in D x 12in H
NWBCWH3-1778 UPC 857907005597
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $25.79

Nature’s Way® Cedar Bluebird Viewing House
Made with premium cedar; naturally insect and rot resistant. Treated 
with a water-based, protective stain. Attracts bluebirds and tree 
swallows. Stay-clear, crack-resistant viewing windows allow viewing 
while protecting the young. Air vents allow maximum air ventilation 
through wall and floor openings. Clean-out doors provide easy access 
for cleaning. Elevated mesh floor aids in the 
management of blowfly; crafted from durable, 
rust-free galvanized wire mesh. Predator guard 
extends the entrance hole to protect young birds 
against predators. An addition of fledgling skerfs 
provide extra grip for fledglings to climb out. Can 
be installed with a pole mount or flush mount. All 
included hardware is rust-free and covered by a 3 
year manufacturer’s warranty.

NWBCWH4-1975 UPC 857907005603
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $28.59

Nature’s Way® Cedar Traditional Wren House
Cedar traditional wren house is a favorite for wrens. It utilizes the classic 
diamond shape with a vinyl coated steel cable for hanging. The clean 
out door allows for easy access to clean between broods. Made with 
insect and rot-resistant premium cedar. Air 
vents allow for maximum air ventilation 
through wall and floor openings. 1-1/8in hole 
allows both wrens and chickadees to nest 
while keeping out sparrows and larger birds. 
Constructed using rust-free hardware. Water-
based protective stain.

8.875in W x 8.125in D x 8in H
NWBCWH1-1307 UPC 857907005580
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $20.99

Nature’s Way® Cedar Single 
Chamber Bat House
Made with Insect- and rot-resistant premium 
cedar. Holds up to 60 bats. Landing skerfs for easy 
grip landing. Durable nylon mesh for easy grip 
hanging. Includes pre-drilled pilot holes for easy 
mounting.

15In H x 10In W x 3.5 D
NWBCWH10-2469 UPC 850023007902
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $33.99

Nature’s Way® Cedar Triple
Chamber Bat House
Cedar bat house is a unique triple chamber house 
that holds up to 300 bats. This house features 
bat friendly nylon mesh on the inserts to allow 
for easy clinging and people friendly removable 
inserts for easy cleaning. The premium cedar is 
naturally insect and rot resistant.

20.5in H x 12in W x 5in D
NWBCWH6-3548 UPC 857907005610
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $51.39

Nature’s Way® Galvanized
Weathered Bluebird House
Weathered stain and a textured galvanized roof 
bring a decorative rustic feel to your birding 
experience! Made with naturally Insect and 
rot resistant premium cedar. Air vents allow 
for maximum air ventilation through wall and 
floor openings. Clean-out doors provides easy 
access for cleaning.

11In H x 6.75In W x 6In D
NWBWWGH3-1634 UPC 850023007957
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.29

Nature’s Way® Galvanized 
Weathered Wren House
Weathered stain and a textured galvanized roof 
bring a decorative rustic feel to your birding 
experience! Made with naturally Insect and 
rot resistant premium cedar. Air vents allow for 
maximum air ventilation through wall and floor 
openings. Clean-out doors provides easy access 
for cleaning. 1 1/8” hole keeps out sparrows and 
larger birds.

8.25In H x 7.25In W x 7.25In D
NWBWWGH1-1244 UPC 850023007940
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $19.99
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Nature’s Way® Farmhouse Series
Easy access clean-out door. Ventilation on sides, front and 
back. Creates cleaner environment to encourage birds to 
nest in house. Maintains proper temperature in house to 
keep birds healthy.

Nature’s Way® Farmhouse
Bluebird House
NWBWWLH3DECO-1432 
UPC 857505008679
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.99

Nature’s Way® Farmhouse
Hopper Feeder
NWBWWLF2DECO-2232
UPC 857505008655
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $34.99

Nature’s Way® Farmhouse
Vertical Feeder
NWBWWLF1DECO-1769
UPC 857505008648
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $29.99

Nature’s Way® Farmhouse
Wren House
NWBWWLH2DECO-1117
UPC 857505008662
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.99

Birding Accessories

Beekeeping Supplies

Nature’s Way® AdjustaPole Yard Kit 
Completely customizable and adjustable outdoor hook and display 
system. Great for hanging bird feeders, plants, and other yard and garden 
accessories! Customize between different adjustable height settings 
along the pole and directional setting sin a 
full 360 degree circle. Kit Includes: (1) 84” pole 
(1) 10” double hanging hook (1) 10” hanging 
hook (1) 6” pot holder (1) base support

NWBAP10-2801 UPC 857907005320
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $40.59

Nature’s Way® AdjustaPole Woth 
Double Hooks 
Great for hanging bird feeders, plants, and other 
yard and garden accessories!

64in pole with 7in hooks
NWBAPK1-2083 UPC 850023007964
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $28.79

Nature’s Way® Deluxe Pollinator House
Naturally maintain and improve the health of 
the plants in your yard, landscape, or garden 
by attracting beneficial insects! Attract gentle 
solitary bees capable of pollinating up to 20x that 
of honeybees to help your plants reach their full 
potential. Easy-mount hanger. Dimensions: 11”H 
x 6.5”W x 3.75”D. Attracts these beneficial insects:  
mason bees, leafcutter bees, solitary 
bees, solitary wasps.

NWBPWH5-1247   UPC 857505008440
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.99

Nature’s Way® Better Gardens Deluxe Multi-
Chamber Beneficial Insect House
Naturally maintain and improve the health of the plants in your yard, 
landscape, or garden by attracting beneficial insects! Multi-chamber 
design attracts the largest variety of beneficial insects. POWER 
POLLINATORS: Attract gentle solitary bees capable of pollinating up 
to 20x that of honeybees to help your plants reach their full potential. 
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT: Attract predatory insects like 
lacewings and lady bugs to help reduce plant 
damage from pests like aphids and caterpillars 
without the use of harsh pesticides. Easy-Clean 
Chamber allows customizing of chamber contents 
and easy clean out of any unwanted pests. Easy-
mount hanger. Attracts these beneficial insects: 
mason bees, leafcutter bees, lacewings, ladybugs 
and more.

5 Chambers, 10in L x 3.5in W x 17in H
NWBPWH4-2182 UPC 850023007841
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $29.99

Nature’s Way® Better Gardens Bee House
Naturally maintain and improve the health of the plants in your 
yard, landscape or garden by attracting beneficial insects. Powerful 
pollinators - attract gentle solitary bees capable of pollinating up to 20x 
that of honeybees to help your plants reach their full potential. Easy-
mount hanger. Attracts: mason bees, 
leafcutter bees and solitary bees.

Assorted Colors - Single Chamber
6in L x 3.5in W x 8in H
NWBPWH1AST-858 UPC 850023007810
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.69
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Nature’s Way® Better Gardens Dual Chamber 
Beneficial Insect House
Naturally maintain and improve the health of the plants in your 
yard, landscape, or garden by attracting beneficial insects! Multi-
chamber design attracts a larger variety of beneficial insects. POWER 
POLLINATORS: Attract gentle solitary 
bees capable of pollinating up to 20x 
that of honeybees to help your plants 
reach their full potential. Easy mount 
hanger. Attracts these beneficial insects: 
Mason Bees, Leafcutter Bees, and more!

Assorted Colors - 2 Chambers, 5in L x 
3.5in W x 9in H
NWBPWH2AST-933 UPC 850023007827
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.69

Nature’s Way® Better Gardens Multi-Chamber 
Insect House
Naturally maintain and improve the health of the plants in your yard, 
landscape, or garden by attracting beneficial insects! Multi-chamber 
design attracts the largest variety of beneficial insects. POWER 
POLLINATORS: Attract gentle solitary bees capable of pollinating up 
to 20x that of honeybees to help your plants reach their full potential. 
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT: Attract predatory insects like 
lacewings and lady bugs to help reduce plant damage from pests like 
aphids and caterpillars without the use of harsh pesticides. Easy-Clean 
Chamber allows customizing of chamber contents and easy clean out 
of any unwanted pests. Easy mount hanger. 
Attracts these beneficial insects: Mason Bees, 
Leafcutter Bees, Lacewings, Ladybugs and 
more!

Assorted Colors - 4 Chambers, 8in L x 3.5in 
W x 12in H
NWBPWH3AST-1640 UPC 850023007834
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.39

Audubon™ Branch Hook
Made of sturdy metal. Features a large end that 
hooks easily over tree branches. Great for bird 
feeders, flower baskets and wind chimes.

0.25in Diam Hook - 6in W x 24in L
Holds up to 25lbs
WLLNABH24-542 UPC 715038302346
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $7.69

Audubon™ Deck Mount Bracket
Easily clamps to deck to hang bird feeders, flower 
baskets and more. Durable construction and 
polyester powder coating ensures lasting quality. 
Fits deck rails 3/4in to 1-1/2in.

1.75in Diam Pole - 4.2in W x 32.4in L
Holds up to 15lbs
WLLNADECK-1721 UPC 715038302322
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.59

Audubon™ Multi-Position Hook
Design allows it to lock securely in five different 
positions. Mounts on most decks, fences or walls.

1.5in Diam Pole - 5in W x 24.75in L
Holds up to 15lbs
WLLNAMULTI-1517 UPC 715038302384
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $21.59

Bird Baths

Panacea® Glass Bird Bath And 
Feeder Stake
Glass bird bath with yard stake included.

8in
PAN82900-999 UPC 093432829004
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $15.89

Bird Nectar

Woodlink® Clear Oriole Nectar
Concentrated powdered nectar mix. Add water 
and stir to create a optimum mix of nectar for 
your orioles.

8oz - Makes 64fl oz of Nectar
AKE5590-199 UPC 025845123639
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $2.79

Woodlink® Hummingbird Nectar Mix
Concentrated powdered nectar mix. Add water 
and stir to create a optimum mix of nectar for your 
hummingbirds.

Clear - 8oz, Makes 48fl oz of Nectar
AKE5586-199 UPC 025845123547
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $2.79
Red - 8oz, Makes 48fl oz of Nectar
AKE5585-199 UPC 025845123462
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $2.79
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Audubon™ Chalet Bird Feeder
Durable, chew resistant, powder coated steel body. Clear polycarbonate 
windows can’t be damaged by squirrels. Seed saver baffles discourage 
spilling of seed. Double-sided to attract 
more birds. Top locks securely to prevent 
squirrel access. Includes heavy duty hook. 
Post mount capable (pole kit not included).

4lb Capacity - 11.3in L x 10.3in W x 8.4in H
AKE74240-2946 UPC 047977000817
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $41.99

Audubon™ Going Green® Platform Feeder
Constructed from up to 90% recycled 
materials. Won’t absorb water, thus will not 
harbor mold or bacteria. Easy to fill and clean. 
Simply hang and enjoy! Made in the USA.

Capacity Varies by Feed Type - 12.75in L x 
12.75in W x 2.5in H
WLLNAGGPLAT-2354 UPC 715038308331
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $33.59

Audubon™ Going Green® Ranch Feeder
This durable feeder is constructed from up to 90% 
recycled plastic. Won’t absorb water, thus will not 
harbor mold or bacteria. Environmentally friendly 
and designed for attracting birds! Ready to hang. 
Easy to fill and clean. Proudly made in the USA.

3lb Capacity - 8.5in L x 8in W x 8.75in H
WLLNAGOGREEN1-3442 UPC 715038307914
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $48.99

Audubon™ Granary Feeder
Easy to fill swivel top. May be hung or pole 
mounted on a 3/4in pole. (Pole not included). 
Made in the USA.

Assorted Colors: Blue & Yellow - 4lb Capacity, 
10in Diam x 11in H
AKE6231-1026 UPC 047977006017
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $13.99

Audubon™ Green Plastic Tube 
Feeder
These plastic tube feeders come fully assembled 
and ready to hang. Easy to fill and clean.

Mixed Seed - 2lb Capacity, 6 Feeding 
Ports, 5.5in Diam x 15in H
WLLNATUBE12-908 UPC 715038305309
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $12.89

Thistle - 2lb Capacity, 8 Feeding Ports, 
5.5in Diam x 15in H
WLLNATUBE9-908 UPC 715038305118
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $12.89

Audubon™ Seeds ‘N More Feeder
This metal feeder features a seed tray and 
suet baskets to attract a wider variety of birds. 
Includes a heavy-duty hanger. Easy fill and 
clean. Powder-coated steel for durability.

Large - 15lb Capacity, 12.3in L x 14.5in W x 
10.3in H
AKE7452R-4520 UPC 047977000961
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $64.99

Audubon™ Original Bird’s Delight 
Squirrel-Resistant Feeder
Metal feeder roof locks securely to keep those 
pesky squirrels out of hopper. Includes hanger 
and pole-mounting hardware. Easy to fill and 
clean. Powder-coated steel for durability. Sloped 
floor helps seed flow to seed baffle area.

Large - 9lb Capacity, 14.3in L x 12in W x 7.8in H
AKE7511I-4257 UPC 047977001005
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $60.69

Audubon™ Prairie Style Feeder
Features a green lift top for easy filling. Hanging 
cord included or pole mount on 3/4in pole (not 
included)

5lb Capacity - 9in L x 9in W x 11.5in H
AKENA6234-1183 UPC 027452062349
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $16.89

Audubon™ Snack Shack Squirrel 
Resistant Feeder
Features three weight-adjustable perch settings 
that keep squirrels out by closing access to the 
seed tray. Roof locks securely to keep squirrels out 
of hopper. Easy to fill and clean.
7lb Capacity - 6.5in L x 10.75in W x 21.5in H
WLLNA35194-3460 UPC 047977008073
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $49.39

Audubon™ Vista Squirrel-Resistant 
Feeder
This feeder includes a heavy-duty hook and 
comes ready to fill and hang. Easy to fill and clean. 
Powder-coated steel for durability.

6lb Capacity - 9.1in L x 9.8in W x 12.8in H
AKE75160-3788 UPC 047977000978
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $53.99

Audubon™ Dragonfly Squirrel-Resistant
Tube Feeder
Squirrel proof, spring loaded cage decorated with 
dragonfly design and perches that close to stop 
access to the seed. Sturdy powder coated steel 
construction, clear polypropylene tube shows 
seed levels. The Twist-Lock lid and EZ-Clean quick 
release bottom makes for easy cleaning and filling.

Gray - 2.5lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
9.25in Diam x 18in H
WLLNA32431-2494 UPC 047977008059
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $35.69
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Audubon™ Have-A-Ball™
Finch Feeder
Pops open to reveal a thistle sock. Retails in shelf 
display.

12oz Capacity - 4in Diam x 10in H, 3 Assorted 
Colors
AKE6111-386 UPC 047977005690
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $5.49

Audubon™ Have-A-Ball™ Blooming 
Finch Flower Feeder
Pops open to reveal a thistle sock. Retails in shelf 
display.

Yellow - 12oz Capacity, 4.3in Diam x 10in H
WLLNA6111S-299 UPC 047977012346
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $4.29

Audubon™ Heavy-Duty Nyjer® 
Thistle Sock
Durable thistle sock, simply fill, hang and enjoy.

1lb Capacity - 4.25in L x .1in W x 11in H
WLLNASOCK-236 UPC 715038304401
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $3.39

Audubon™ Universal Pole Kit
2.3in D x 3.1in W x 20.5in H
AKE75860-1773 UPC 047977004945
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $25.29

Audubon™ Large Cedar Ranch Feeder
with Suet Cages
Handcrafted, kiln-dried natural cedar feeder. Easy 
to fill and clean. Metal hanging cable and metal 
legs attached. Zinc chromate screws. Proudly 
Made in the USA.

5lb Capacity + 2 Suet Cakes 
8.5in L x 12in W x 9.75in H
WLLNARANCH3-3956 UPC 715038312994
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $56.39

Audubon™ Double Suet Metal Holder
Bright colored metal suet cages, a fun way to feed 
the birds! Ready to hang. Easy to fill and clean. 
Each feeder holds 2 cakes. Comes in assorted case 
of three fun colors: yellow, blue and red.

5.25in x 7in x 7.5in
WLLNA19643-1023 UPC 715038312550
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $14.69

Audubon™ Going Green®
Suet Feeder (Diamond Shape)
This durable feeder is constructed from up to 90% recycled plastic. Won’t 
absorb water, thus will not harbor mold or bacteria. Environmentally 
friendly and designed for attracting birds! Ready 
to hang. Easy to fill and clean. Proudly made in the 
USA.

Holds 1 Suet Cake
3.75in L x 9.625in W x 8.375in H
WLLNAGGSUET-1352 UPC 715038308348
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $19.29

Audubon™ Absolute® II Squirrel-Resistant Feeder
This slightly smaller version of the Original Absolute® feeder will also 
keep the squirrels at bay. Proudly made in the USA. Easy to fill and clean. 
Roof locks securely to keep squirrels out of hopper. Includes hanger 
and pole kit for multiple display options. 
Powder-coated steel durability.

Large - 12lb Capacity
13.5in L x 16in W x 11.3in H
AKE7536-7006 UPC 047977003979
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $99.99

Audubon™ Original Absolute® Squirrel-Resistant Feeder
Keep the squirrels from stealing your precious seed and enjoy watching 
the birds flock to this attractive and durable feeder. Proudly made in 
the USA. Easy to fill and clean. Roof locks securely to keep squirrels out 
of hopper. Includes hanger and pole kit for 
multiple display options. Powder-coated 
steel for durability.

Large - 15lb Capacity
13.5in L x 16in W x 11.3in H
AKE7533-6207 UPC 047977003986
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $88.69

Audubon™ Mini Absolute® Feeder
Metal feeder roof locks securely to keep those 
pesky squirrels out of hopper. Includes heavy-
duty hanger. Easy to fill and clean. Powder-coated 
steel for durability.

4lb Capacity - 10.5in L x 6.6in W x 8.8in H
AKE7458-3572 UPC 047977004983
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $50.89

Woodlink® Rustic 
Farmhouse Galvanized Silo Nyjer® 
Thistle Feeder
holds .5lbs of seed

WLL28716-712 UPC 093432287163
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.29
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Woodlink® All-Steel Mini Magnum® 
Nyjer® Screen Feeder
This all-steel mini Magnum is durable and 
attractive. Powder coated, hunter green tops 
and bottoms. Metal mesh screens. Easy to fill and 
clean with easy-open top.

0.75lb Capacity, 4.625in Diam x 9in H
WLLNAMINIMAG2-867 UPC 715038312949
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.99

Woodlink® All-Steel Mini Magnum® 
Sunflower Screen Feeder
This all-steel, mini Magnum is durable and 
attractive. Powder coated, hunter green tops 
and bottoms. Metal mesh screens. Easy to fill and 
clean with easy-open top.

0.5lb Capacity - 4.625in Diam x 9in H
WLLNAMINIMAG1-867 UPC 715038312932
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.99

Woodlink® Brushed Copper Mini Nyjer® Feeder
Provides many places for birds to perch and feed. 
This feeder features an easy to fill top and base 
to allow all seed to leave the feeder. This screen 
feeder allows many birds to feed at one time and 
provides great visibility of birds for the backyard 
nature lover!

0.5lb Capacity - 3.75in Diam x 9.75in H
WLLCOPTMINI-1241 UPC 715038306603
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.69

Woodlink® Ladybug Squirrel-Resistant Tube Feeder
Attract clinging and perching birds with this 
squirrel-resistant tube feeder! The moment a 
squirrel arrives, the metal sleeve drops down to 
activate the cute ladybug metal portal protectors, 
shutting off access to seed. Extra spacing between 
the tube and outer sleeve prevents debris from 
blocking the feeding ports, while the rubber 
grommet snuggles against the lid to 
keep the seed dry.

WLL23813-2412 UPC 047977012681
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $35.49

Woodlink® Mini Magnet™ Squirrel-Resistant Feeder
The Mini Magnet™ offers a full 360° weight-
activated perch, designed to support birds but 
collapses under the weight of squirrels and 
shutting off seed access. Feed only the birds you 
want! Adjust perch by turning dial on bottom. 
Holds 1.25lbs. of seed

4.75in x 16.75in
WLL23800-1258 UPC 047977012476
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $18.49

Woodlink® Nantucket White CopperTop®
Ranch Feeder
Nantucket styling  ranch feeder is a fusion of coastal weathered  
white wood with the refinement of a copper roof.  This hopper style 
ranch feeder has  a 5-lb mixed seed capacity and  2 metal suet cages. 
Clear plastic hopper lets you monitor seed 
levels; lift the hinged roof to fill.  Heavy metal 
cable included for hanging. Decorative and 
functional, a beautiful addition to any 
backyard or garden!

5lb Capacity
WLL25437-2534 UPC 093432254370
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $37.29

Woodlink® Plastic Magnum Nyjer® 
Screen Feeder
This hunter green Magnum feeder is as durable 
as it is attractive. Easy to fill and clean with easy-
open top.

5lb Capacity, 8.5in Diam x 12.5in H
WLLMAG2-1851 UPC 715038398110
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $25.39

Woodlink® Plastic Magnum 
Sunflower Screen Feeder
This hunter green Magnum feeder is as durable 
as it is attractive. Easy to fill and clean with easy-
open top.

3lb Capacity - 8.5in Diam x 12.5in H
WLLMAG1-1851 UPC 715038398103
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $25.39

Woodlink® Squirrel Resistant 
Chateau Seed Feeder
Keep the squirrels from stealing your precious 
seed and enjoy watching the birds flock to this 
attractive and durable feeder. Easy to fill and 
clean. Powder-coated steel for durability. Perches 
are weight sensitive and adjustable. Feed only the 
birds you want. When a heavier bird or squirrel 
steps on the perch the feeding ports close.

WLL24608-4042 UPC 093432246085
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $57.69

Woodlink® Sunflower Suet Feeder
Holds one standard suet cake in a sunflower 
shape.

3.5in x 9.8in x 9.8in
WLL2587-1234 UPC 027452025870
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.69
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Audubon™ Cedar Bluebird House
Handcrafted, natural cedar construction, built to 
Audubon™ specifications. Featuring an easy open 
front for cleaning. Comes fully assembled and 
ready to mount. Proudly made in the USA.

1.56 in Hole - 6.4in L x 7.5in W x 11.75in H
WLLNABB-1987 UPC 715038302025
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $28.29

Woodlink® Lake & Cabin Bluebird House
With Predator Guard
This functional and simple home offers bluebirds 
a ready nesting spot. This rustic Lake & Cabin 
design features a green metal roof. Designed with 
a back panel for mounting to a post, fence or tree. 
Can also be pole mounted using a vertical flange 
for side mounting. Front open for easy cleaning. 
The cedar construction makes an unassuming 
and sturdy home for several seasons.

6.25in x 6.75in x 13in
WLL25427-1894 UPC 093432254271
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.99

Bird Feeders

Woodlink® Sneak-a-Peek™ Window Seed Feeder
Sneak-a-Peek™ Heavy Duty Crystal Clear Polycarbonate House Window 
Seed Feeder. Simply attach a filled feeder to a clean window and enjoy 
the show. This double decker feeder feeds twice as many birds and 
gives you a clear unobstructed full view of the birds.  Includes a 1-way 
mirror, you can see the birds but they can’t see you.  Filling is easy with 
an easy access refill port, and seed is protected 
with stay dry integrated seed storage and 
retractable feeding trays with drain holes.   Easy 
to install feeder comes with extra strong suction 
cups which makes it a easy and quick installation. 
Simply attach the suction cups to any 
window without a screen.

Heavy Duty Crystal
Clear Polycarbonate
WLL25435-1087 UPC 093432254356
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.89

Woodlink® Sock Finch Feeder
In eyecatching colors that hold 1lb of seed.

4.5in x .25in x 10.7in
WLL24216-248 UPC 093432242162
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.59

Woodlink® Ultimate Renewable® BAMBOO 
Contemporary Tall Hopper Feeder
Ultimate Renewable® bamboo feeders and houses are made with 
eco-friendly bamboo. Bamboo is fast-growing, durable, and naturally 
insect, squirrel, and weather resistant, making it 
not only the perfect choice for quality products, 
but environmentally friendly and an ultimate 
renewable resource. Slide up roof to fill, two 
perches for feeding. Fully assembled and easy to 
hang with attached jute rope from 
small branches or hooks.

1.5lb Capacity
WLL29102-1449 UPC 093432291023
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $23.79

Bird Houses

Panacea® Large Gazebo Feeder
Whimsical gazebo design. Plastic. Ready to hang. 
Use with 3/4” pole, not included. Easy lift-off top. 
Easy to fill and clean. For up to ten pounds of bird 
seed.

12in x 12in x 12in
AKENA6262-2021 UPC 047977006024
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $28.79

Woodlink® Combination Hopper/Seed
Scoop Feeder
Take the hassle out of refilling with the WoodLink® 
Combination Hopper/Seed Scoop Bird Feeder. The 
removable hopper doubles as a seed scoop, so all 
you have to do is remove, scoop, and replace. The 
seeds will automatically fall into the tray. Plus, the 
clear plastic allows you to effortlessly 
monitor the level of feed.

Metal Coppertop
WLL23963-3168 UPC 093432239636
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $46.59

Woodlink® Combination Hopper/
Seed Scoop Feeder
A scoop + feeder In one! 1. Turn the handle to the 
right to remove scoop. 2. Scoop seed from bag 
or storage container. 3. Turn the handle left and 
watch the seed automatically drop Into the seed 
tray. 4. Enjoy! Holds approx. 2½ lbs. of seed

Measures 8.5In x 8.5In x 12.25In H
WLL23961-1969 UPC 715038302001
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $27.99
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Audubon™ Bat Shelter
Handcrafted, natural cedar construction. 
Featuring an easy open front for cleaning. Comes 
fully assembled and ready to mount. Proudly 
made in the USA.

4.25in L x 14.5in W x 15.9in H
WLLNABAT-3214 UPC 715038302186
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $45.89

Audubon™ Traditional Wren House
Handcrafted, natural fir construction, built to 
Audubon™ specifications. Featuring an easy 
open front for cleaning. Comes fully assembled 
and ready to mount. Proudly made in the U.S.A

1.125in Hole - 6.88in L x 7.13in W x 6.25in H
WLLNAWREN-1201 UPC 715038306580
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $17.29

Woodlink® Bamboo Wren House
Built with naturally durable bamboo, resistant to 
weather, squirrels and insects. Environmentally 
friendly and an ultimate renewable resource. Easy 
to clean out. The 1in hole size keeps larger birds 
out.

WLLWRENB1-1110 UPC 715038350019
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $15.99

Woodlink® Corrugated Metal Colorful
Wren/Chickadee Bird house
1 1/8in hole size, easy clean-out access with 
screwdriver, steel predator guard, corrugated 
top and hanger. Constructed of bird-safe 
economical medium density fiberboard (MDF). 

Measures 4.75In D x 6In W x 8.375In H
WLL25415-657 UPC 093432254158
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $9.99

Woodlink® Nantucket White CopperTop®
Bluebird House
Nantucket styling  bluebird house is a fusion 
of coastal weathered  white wood with the 
refinement of a copper roof. This charming 
bluebird house has an entrance holes specifically 
designed to discourage other unwanted species 
from invading the nesting area. Featuring an 
easy open side panel for seasonal cleaning. Fully 
assembled and ready to mount. Mount nest box 
approximately 4 feet to 5 feet high on 
a pole, baffled wood post or tree.

WLL25440-2173  UPC 093432254400
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $31.99

Woodlink® Nantucket White CopperTop®
Wren House
Nantucket styling  wren house is a fusion of coastal 
weathered  white wood with the refinement of a 
copper roof.   This charming wren house has an 
entrance hole  size  specific to wrens and prevents 
larger birds from entering. Fully assembled and easy 
to hang with attached cable from small branches 
or hooks. Featuring an easy open side panel for 
seasonal cleaning. Hang in early spring 5 to 10 ft. 
high to attract wrens and chickadees.

WLL25439-1738  UPC 093432254394
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $28.59

Woodlink® Rustic Bluebird House
Features a 1.5-in entrance hole specifically 
designed for bluebirds Charming rustic look with 
solid wood under rustic metal roof to provide 
insulation Fully assembled and ready to mount

5.5in x 6in x 12in
WLL24233-1473 UPC 047977011905
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.59

Woodlink® Rustic Farmhouse Bluebird House
Our Rustic Farmhouse brand is on trend and Incorporates popular rustic 
materials with functional design. A dark rustic finish and galvanized roof, 
with a decorative hammered star on front makes this bluebird house 
functional and decorative. The entrance hole of 
1.8in is designed to attract bluebirds and sturdy 
wood with screwed together construction, air gap 
vent and easy open front to make cleaning easy. 
Solid wood roof under fluted galvanized overlay 
provides Insulation. Mount about 5ft high facing an 
open area, side door opens for seasonal cleaning.

Measures 6.5In x 6In x 12.5In
WLL28701-1475 UPC 093432287019
Min. Buy 3EA Retail $21.39

Woodlink® Ultimate Renewable® BAMBOO 
Contemporary Bluebird House
Ultimate Renewable® bamboo feeders and houses are made with eco-
friendly bamboo. Bamboo is fast-growing, durable, and naturally insect, 
squirrel, and weather resistant, making it not only the perfect choice 
for quality products, but environmentally friendly 
and an ultimate renewable resource.  This bluebird 
house has a  specifically designed entrance hole to  
discourage other unwanted species from invading 
the nesting area. Featuring an easy open side 
panel for seasonal cleaning. Fully assembled and 
ready to mount. Mount nest box approximately 4 
feet to 5 feet high on a pole, baffled 
wood post or tree.

WLL29101-1812  UPC 093432291016
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.69

Woodlink® Ultimate Renewable® BAMBOO 
Contemporary Wren House
Ultimate Renewable® bamboo feeders and houses are made with eco-
friendly bamboo. Bamboo is fast-growing, durable, and naturally insect, 
squirrel, and weather resistant, making it not only the perfect choice 
for quality products, but environmentally friendly and an ultimate 
renewable resource.  The hole size  is specific to 
wrens and prevents larger birds from entering. 
Fully assembled and easy to hang with attached 
jute rope from small branches or hooks. Featuring 
an easy open side panel for seasonal cleaning. 
Mount  the front of nest box east to southeast and 
mount or hang at a height of 5-to ft. 
on a fence post or shepherd hook.

WLL29100-1014  UPC 093432291009
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $16.69
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Birding Accessories

Audubon™ 3-Piece Pole Kit
Kit contains two pole sections equaling 72in, 
mounting platform, ground socket and mounting 
screws. Holds up to 30lbs.

6.5in L x 2in W x 72in H
WLLNAPOLE-2137 UPC 715038302308
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $30.49

Audubon™ ANT-OFF™ Ant Bell
In-line bell repels ants from nectar feeders. Proudly 
made in the USA.

Red
AKENA5572-308 UPC 047977005959
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.39

Audubon™ Clear Plastic Baffle
Hang or Pole Mount.

16in Diam x 3.5in H
WLLNACLBAF16-1689 UPC 715038305033
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $23.99

Audubon™ Defend “Ant” Guard
Keep ants away from your hummingbird nectar.

Red - 3in Diam x 4in H
WLLNA13201-426 UPC 715038311010
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.79

Audubon™ Window Glass Hanger
Plastic window hanger, perfect for small feeders, 
hummingbird feeders and wind chimes. Two 
suction cups are included. Holds up to 4lbs.

7.25in L x 7.25in W x 11.5in H
WLLNAHANGER-600 UPC 715038302155
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.59

Woodlink® Wrap-Around Baffle
Baffle wraps around 4 x 4 post.

Green - 22in Diam x 8in H
WLLBAF3GR-4290 UPC 715038399681
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $61.69

Audubon™ Bird Nester Refill Material
Bird nesting material filled with a special blend 
of natural fibers attractive to nesting birds. One 
bag holds enough material to completely refill 
the bird nester.

0.6lbs
AKE64007BNR-326 UPC 047977003504
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $4.59

Woodlink® Squirrel Baffle
Defeats squirrels every time, and no need to 
remove bird feeder when mounting.

WLL24265-1894  UPC 715038302285
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.89

Woodlink® Torpedo Squirrel Baffle
Torpedo shaped steel squirrel baffle. Allows birds 
to feed while preventing access to 
squirrels and other critters.

WLL24266-1894 UPC 715038302032
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $27.89
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Hummingbird & Nectar Feeders

Audubon™ Classic Hummingbird Dish
Classic dish feeder with built in ant moat. Comes 
attached to backer card, ships in PDQ shelf display.

12oz Capacity - 8.75in Diam x 2in H
WLLNAH1-1201 UPC 715038304227
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.29

Audubon™ Garden Stake 
Hummingbird Feeder
Attract hummingbirds to your gardens and flower 
baskets with this simple to use nectar feeder. 
Includes green stake.

3oz Capacity - 1.5in Diam x 12in H
WLLNA35248-474 UPC 047977008790
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $6.69

Audubon™ Swirl Glass 
Hummingbird Feeder
Classic swirl, clear glass design. Made in the USA

16oz Capacity - 6in Diam x 9.4in H
WLLNA35225-1135 UPC 047977007977
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $16.29

Woodlink® Vintage Glass 
Hummingbird Feeder
Floral design tops the base. Four Flower-
shaped feeding ports designed to attract more 
Hummingbirds. The bottle is a vintage inspired 
design with a capacity of 16 oz.

4.8in x 4.8in x 9.5in
WLLNA35241-1523 UPC 047977008127
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.69

Audubon™ 3-in-1 Oriole Dish
Classic dish feeder. Comes attached to backer 
card. Ships in PDQ shelf display.

12oz Nectar, 3oz Jelly & 1 Orange Half Capacity 
- 8.75in Diam x 2in H
WLLNAO1-1201 UPC 715038304258
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.29

Audubon™ Orange Oriole Feeder
Classic orange design. Plastic, light weight. Made 
in the USA

40oz Capacity
AKENA5547-984 UPC 047977005935
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $13.99

Woodlink® Going Green Oriole 
Feeder
Made out of recycled plastic. Holds 2 jelly jars. Easy 
to fill and clean. Includes hook for easy hanging. 
Made in the U.S.A.

4.5in D x 6in W x 9in H
WLL32320-1817 UPC 715038006619
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $25.89

Woodlink® Fluted Glass Oriole Feeder
3 feeding ports and hangs easily.

Orange - 20oz
WLLNAO9-1364 UPC 047977010137
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $19.39

Squirrel Feeders & Food

Audubon™ Tractor Squirrel Distractor
Corn Cob Feeder
Helps keep squirrels occupied and away from 
other bird feeders. Mounts to tree or post with 
two screws (included).

Holds 2 Ears of Corn - 9.2in L x 3.4in W x 
6.75in H
WLLNA35182-1095 UPC 047977008233
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $15.59
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Pine Tree Farms® Suet Cake
Made with high quality rendered beef kidney fat and top 
quality seeds, grains and specialty products. Value priced 
suet that attracts a wide variety of birds. A great source of 
energy. For use year around.

Pine Tree Farms® Birdwatcher’s™
Best Berry Essence Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef suet, fine cracked 
corn, white millet, chopped peanuts and berry 
flavoring.

11oz
PTF2011-117 UPC 748884020119
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79

Pine Tree Farms® Birdwatcher’s™ 
Best Nutty Butter Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef suet, fine cracked corn 
and chopped peanuts.

11oz
PTF2012-117 UPC 748884020126
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79

Pine Tree Farms® Birdwatcher’s™ 
Best Orange Essence Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef suet, chopped peanuts 
and orange flavoring and fine cracked corn.

11oz
PTF2013-117 UPC 748884020133
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79

Pine Tree Farms® Birdwatcher’s™ 
Best Superior Blend Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef suet, fine cracked corn, 
white millet and chopped peanuts.

11oz
PTF2010-117 UPC 748884020102
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79

Pine Tree Farms® Blueberry Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef kidney fat, dried 
blueberries, white millet, chopped peanuts and 
peanut butter.

12oz
PTF1680-177 UPC 748884016808
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.79

Pine Tree Farms® Fruit
Berry & Nut Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef kidney fat, peanuts, 
chopped almonds, white millet, red millet, cracked 
corn, blueberries, cherries and dried apples.

12oz
PTF1202-209 UPC 748884012022
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.29

Pine Tree Farms® Hi-Energy Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef kidney fat, sunflower 
seed, white millet, cracked corn, peanuts and 
cashews.

12oz
PTF1090-120 UPC 748884010905
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.89

Pine Tree Farms® Hot Pepper
Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef kidney fat, ground 
peanuts, cracked corn and capsicum pepper.

12oz
PTF1203-196 UPC 748884012039
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99

Pine Tree Farms® Sunflower Heart 
Suet Cake
Contains sunflower hearts and chopped peanuts.

12oz
PTF1201-209 UPC 748884012015
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.29

Pine Tree Farms® Year Round High Energy Suet and 
Seed Cake Blend
Contains rendered beef suet, cracked corn, white 
millet, peanut pieces, and black oil sunflower 
seed.

11oz
PTF6010-117 UPC 748884060108
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $1.79
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Pine Tree Farms® Suet Cake
Made with high quality rendered beef kidney fat and top 
quality seeds, grains and specialty products. Value priced 
suet that attracts a wide variety of birds. A great source of 
energy. For use year around.

Pine Tree Farms® Insect Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef kidney fat, ground 
peanuts, cracked corn and dehydrated insects.

12oz
PTF1470-190 UPC 748884014705
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99

Pine Tree Farms® Le Petit
Woodpecker Cake
Contains peanuts, almonds, cracked corn, 
sunflower hearts, black oil sunflower seed and 
gelatin.

9oz
PTF1485-163 UPC 748884014859
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.59

Pine Tree Farms® Peanut Butter
Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef kidney fat, chopped 
peanuts and peanut butter.

12oz
PTF1110-177 UPC 748884011100
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.79

Pine Tree Farms® Black Oil
Seed Cake
Contains black oil sunflower seed and gelatin.

1.6lbs
PTF1391-569 UPC 748884013913
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $8.99

Pine Tree Farms® Fruit Berry Nut & Seed Cake
Contains black oil sunflower seed, white millet, 
corn, red millet, peanuts, safflower seed, dried 
blueberries and gelatin.

2lb
PTF1361-569 UPC 748884013616
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $8.99

Pine Tree Farms® Nutsie Seed Cake
Contains tree nuts, sunflower hearts, pecans, 
dried fruit and gelatin.

2.75lb
PTF7003-817 UPC 748884070039
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $12.99

Pine Tree Farms® Superior Blend Seed Cake
Contains black oil sunflower seed, white millet, 
sunflower hearts, safflower seed, peanuts and 
gelatin.

2lb
PTF1371-569 UPC 748884013715
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $8.99

Pine Tree Farms® Woodpecker Seed Cake
Contains peanuts, almonds, cracked corn, 
sunflower hearts, black oil sunflower seed and 
gelatin.

2.5lb
PTF1480-701 UPC 748884014804
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $10.99

Pine Tree Farms® Almond Suet Cake
Contains rendered beef kidney fat and chopped 
almonds.

12oz
PTF1460-209 UPC 748884014606
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.29

Pine Tree Farms® Farms Le Petit
Mealworm Banquet Cake
Attracts a variety of birds and is a great source 
of energy. Contains mealworms...the real deal! 
Contains dried mealworms, cranberries, sunflower 
kernels, tree nuts & gelatin.

7.5oz Seed Cake
PTF1445-237 UPC 748884014453
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.69

Pine Tree Farms® Farms Mealworm Banquet Cake
Attracts a variety of birds and is a great source 
of energy. Contains mealworms...the real deal! 
Ingredients: Dried Mealworms, Cranberries, 
Sunflower Kernals, Tree Nuts & Gelatin.

1.75lb Large Seed Cake
PTF1341-848 UPC 748884013418
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $13.49

Pine Tree Farms® Peanut Butter
Suet Seed Cake
Contains peanut parts and peanut butter. Made 
with high quality rendered beef kidney fat and 
top quality seeds, grains and specialty products.

3lbs
PTF1421-729 UPC 748884014217
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $11.59
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Pine Tree Farms® Classic Seed Log
Developed for year round feeding. Classic Seed Log 
products are solid and consist of the finest seeds and nuts 
to attract a variety of wild birds. Feeders can feed many 
birds at one time.

Pine Tree Farms® Log Jammers Suet
Designed for easy loading into the Pine Tree Farms® Log 
Jammer Feeder.

Pine Tree Farms® Hot Pepper Log 
Jammer Suet
Contains rendered beef suet, ground peanuts, 
cracked corn and capsicum pepper.

9.4oz
PTF5005-172 UPC 748884050055
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.69

Pine Tree Farms® Log Jammers
Berry N Nut Suet Plug
Contains rendered beef suet, chopped peanuts, 
cracked corn, dried blueberries and dried 
cranberries.

9.4oz
PTF5003-172 UPC 748884050031
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.69

Pine Tree Farms® Log Jammers High 
Energy Suet Plug
Contains rendered beef suet, black oil sunflower 
seed, white millet, cracked corn and peanuts.

9.4oz
PTF5001-172 UPC 748884050017
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.69

Pine Tree Farms® Log Jammers Insect Suet Plug
Contains rendered beef suet, ground peanuts, 
finely cracked corn, dehydrated crickets, 
dehydrated mealworms and dehydrated 
waxworms.

9.4oz
PTF5004-172 UPC 748884050048
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.69

Pine Tree Farms® Log Jammers 
Woodpecker Peanut Suet Plug
Contains rendered beef suet, chopped peanuts, 
peanut butter, cracked corn and sunflower hearts. 

9.4oz
PTF5002-172 UPC 748884050024
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.69

68oz
PTF8006-1155 UPC 748884080069
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.39

Pine Tree Farms® Fruitberry Nut Classic Seed Log
Contains black oil sunflower seed, white millet, 
corn, red millet, mixed tree nuts, peanuts, 
blueberries, other dried fruits, gelatin and 
flavoring.

28oz
PTF8005-526 UPC 748884080052
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $8.39

Pine Tree Farms® Nutsie Classic 
Seed Log
Contains tree nuts, sunflower hearts, pecans, 
dried fruit and gelatin.

40oz
PTF8003-817 UPC 748884080038
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $12.99
80oz
PTF8004-1427 UPC 748884080045
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $22.69

Pine Tree Farms® Woodpecker
Classic Seed Log
Contains mixed tree nuts, peanuts, almonds, 
cracked corn, sunflower hearts, black oil sunflower 
seed and gelatin.

36oz
PTF8001-758 UPC 748884080014
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $11.99
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Pine Tree Farms® Seed Bell
Easy to use, packaged with a colorful net bag that is 
ready to hang on trees and shrubs. Made with top quality 
products that attract a larger variety of wild birds.

Pine Tree Farms® Black Oil 
Sunflower Seed Bell
Contains black oil sunflower seed and gelatin.

11oz
PTF1310-251 UPC 748884013104
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.99

Pine Tree Farms® Fruit, Berry,
Nut & Seed Bell
Contains black oil sunflower seed, striped 
sunflower seed, white millet, peanuts, safflower 
seed, sunflower hearts, dried blueberries and 
gelatin.

16oz
PTF1340-251 UPC 748884013401
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.99

Pine Tree Farms® Mixed Seed Bell
Contains black oil sunflower seed, sunflower seed, 
white millet, cracked corn, red millet and gelatin.

16oz
PTF1320-251 UPC 748884013203
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.99

Pine Tree Farms® Nutsie Seed Bell 
with Net
Contains tree nuts, sunflower hearts, pecans, 
dried fruit and gelatin.

18oz
PTF7002-427 UPC 748884070022
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $6.79

Pine Tree Farms® Peanut Bell
Contains chopped peanuts and gelatin.

18oz
PTF1330-398 UPC 748884013302
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $6.29

Pine Tree Farms® Log Jammer Feeder
Made from hornbeam hardwood. Hand-crafted 
in New York’s beautiful Adirondack region. For use 
with the Pine Tree Farms® Log Jammer Suet Plugs.

1.75lb
PTF5000-1502 UPC 748884050000
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $23.89

Pine Tree Farms® Holiday “Birdie Wreath”
Easy to use seed wreaths come packaged with 
easy to use hang cord. These seed wreaths make 
a great gift item as no additional feeders are 
needed to use. Contains: Black Oil Sunflower, 
Peanuts, Colored Safflower and Red Millet.

2.25lb Seed Wreath
PTF1351-1217 UPC 748884013517
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.29

Bird Feeders

Pine Tree Farms® Classic Seed Log 
Hanging Feeder
Long-lasting powder coated wire feeder for use 
with the Pine Tree Farms® Classic Seed Logs. Will 
hold all the large and small Classic Seed Logs.

2lbs
PTF8007-1493 UPC 748884080076
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $23.69

Pine Tree Farms® Large Seed & Suet 
Cake Hanging Feeder
Holds large suet and seed cakes. Made with vinyl 
coated wire. Cage measures 7.5in x 8in.

8in x 7in x 3in
PTF1451-554 UPC 748884014514
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $8.79

Squirrel Feeders & Food

Pine Tree Farms® Bushy Tail Cake
Contains corn, almonds, peanuts, black oil 
sunflower seed, striped sunflower seed and 
gelatin. High quality mixture designed to 
attract wildlife. Provides squirrels or other 
wildlife with a high energy level and complete 
nutritional diet.

2.5lb
PTF1381-569 UPC 748884013814
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $8.99
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Songbird Essentials® Whole Peanut
Wreath Squirrel Feeder
Keeps squirrels and jays busy and away from 
other feeders! Easy to fill! The outside diameter 
is 13in, inner diameter is 7in and the diameter 
of the spring only is 2.75in.

Black
BSPSE6019-1290 UPC 645194060197
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $19.99

Birding Accessories

Songbird Essentials® Window Hawk 
Transparent Decal
A static-cling decal that may be applied to 
home and office windows. The decal contains a 
component which brilliantly reflects ultraviolet 
sunlight. This ultraviolet light is invisible to 
humans, but glows like a stoplight for birds.

BSPSE7015-587 UPC 645194070158
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $8.69

Hummingbird & Nectar Feeders

Songbird Essentials® Jelly/Jam™ 
Oriole Feeder
Fits 10 to 12 oz jelly or jam jars. Hanger system 
included. Complete with empty jelly jar. Easy to 
use. Easy to clean. Patented.

12oz Capacity
BSPSEBC0212-794 UPC 645194212121
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $11.89

Songbird Essentials® Squngee™ 
Deluxe Squirrel Feeder
Watch as a squirrel jumps on the corn, then, as 
they hold on to the cob and the spring, their 
weight causes them to bounce and swing back 
and forth, up and down approximately 12 to 18 
inches while pulling out kernels.

BSPSESQUNGEE-998 UPC 833062001025
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $15.29

Bird Nectar

750ml - Concentrate
SWENHCON-655 UPC 661799213745
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $11.99

Sweet-Seed™ Sweet-Nectar™  Hummingbird Nectar
Just when you thought it couldn’t get any easier! Our ready-to-use 
hummingbird nectar is made from the same ingredients as our popular 
hummingbird nectar concentrates, but can be 
served straight from the bottle. Just pour into any 
hummingbird feeder and enjoy!

750ml - RTU
SWENHRTU-545 UPC 045635922730
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.99

Sweet-Seed™ Sweet-Nectar™ 
Butterfly Nectar
Our ready-to-use butterfly nectar is made from 
the same ingredients as our popular butterfly 
nectar concentrate, but can be served straight 
from the bottle. Just pour into any butterfly feeder 
and enjoy!

Ready to Use - 750ml
SWENBRTU-545 UPC 712038079698
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.99

250ml - RTU
SWEBHRTU250-209 UPC 712038203741
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.99

1.5l - Concentrate
SWEBHCONM-831 UPC 712038079612
Min. Buy 9EA Retail $15.99

1.5l - RTU
SWEBHRTUM-727 UPC 712038079636
Min. Buy 9EA Retail $13.99

Sweet-Seed™ Sweet-Nectar™ Hummingbird Nectar 
Eco-Fresh™ Pouch
Gone are the mess and hassle of making your own hummingbird 
nectar just to be 100% certain that only the best of ingredients are 
being offered at your feeders. Is infused with all natural, steam-distilled 
wildflower extracts that your hummers will love. No unnecessary food 
coloring or corn syrup here!

250ml - Concentrate
SWEBHCON250-235 UPC 712038203772
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $4.49

Sweet-Seed™ Sweet-Nectar™ Oriole Nectar
Citrus fruits are the order of the day for your 
orioles, and we deliver. Our Sweet-Nectar™ oriole 
nectar concentrate is infused with the extracts of 
the fruits most sought out by these birds. 

Concentrate - 750ml
SWENOCON-655 UPC 661799213714
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $11.99
Ready to Use - 750ml
SWENORTU-545 UPC 712038079711
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $9.99
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Stovall® Feeders
Quality feeder, hand made with Red Western Cedar and 
assembled with stainless steel and dichromate plated 
hardware. Made with pride in Michigan.

Stovall® Barn Hanging Feeder - Medium
Features a convenient flip-top for easy refill.

Hanging with Chain - 12lb Seed Capacity, 
17.75in L x 11.5in W x 10in H
SP3FH-5161 UPC 894259002072
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $71.39

Stovall® Barn Hopper Feeder - 
Large
Features a convenient flip-top for easy refill.

Post Mount - 14lb Seed Capacity, 17.75in L x 
14.5in W x 11.5in H
SP4F-5968 UPC 894259002096
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $82.59

Stovall® Flip Top Mixed Seed Feeder - Standard
Features a convenient flip-top for easy refill.

Post Mount - 12lb Capacity Plus Two Suet 
Cakes, 19.75in L x 11.5in W x 10in H
SP3FB-5726 UPC 894259002751
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $79.29

Stovall® Hanging Feeder - Medium
Features a convenient flip-top for easy refill.

Hanging with Chain - 8-10lb Seed Capacity, 
17.75in L x 13.25in W x 10in H
SP2FH-4275 UPC 894259002058
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $58.99

Stovall® Hanging Hopper Feeder
Great starter feeder. Has a single side rail.

Hanging with Chain - 4lb Seed Capacity, 
12.25in L x 10in W x 9.5in H
SP1SH-3177 UPC 894259002010
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $43.99

Stovall® Hanging Hopper Feeder
Great starter feeder. Features a big seed diverter 
with four perching rails.

Hanging with Chain - 5lb Seed Capacity, 15in L 
x 12in W x 10.5in H
SP1F-4275 UPC 894259002027
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $58.99

Stovall® Hanging Hopper Feeder with Perforated 
Plastic Bottom
Great starter feeder. Features a big seed diverter 
with four perching rails.

Hanging with Chain - 5lb Seed Capacity, 15in L 
x 12in W x 10.5in H
SP1FP-4516 UPC 894259002034
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $62.49

Stovall® Hanging Multi-Sided 
Feeder
Multi-side feeder with a seed diverter and landing 
deck.

Hanging with Chain - 5-6lb Capacity, 17.75in L 
x 12in W x 11.5in H
SP9FNI-6613 UPC 894259002171
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $91.49

Stovall® Mealworm Bluebird Feeder
Features a convenient flip-top for easy refill.

Hanging with Chain, 17.75in L x 9.5in W x 
10.25in H
SP11FH-3941 UPC 894259002249
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $54.49

Stovall® Mini Mixed Seed Feeder
Features a convenient flip-top for easy refill.

Hanging with Chain - 2lb Capacity, 8.5in L x 7in 
W x 9.25in H
SPMINI1-1398 UPC 894259002348
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $19.29

Stovall® Pavilion Ground Feeder
Can be used for seed or food blocks. It also is great for an all around 
pavilion ground feeder. Made entirely of western red cedar and 
assembled with stainless steel and dichromate plated screws, washers. 
Products are hand sanded and many products 
are coated with wood protector, which accents 
the wood grain and the natural warmth of 
cedar. Made with pride in Michigan.

20in L x 16.25in W x 18.5in H
SP5F-6170 UPC 894259002119
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $85.39

Stovall® Upside-Down Suet Feeder
Holds one suet cake. Includes screw eyes and 
chain for hanging.

8in L x 8in W x 5.5in H
SP3SWS-1774 UPC 894259002331
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $24.59

Stovall® Whole Peanut Feeder
Use to hold peanuts in the shell, great for feeding 
blue jays. Features one inch coated steel mesh.

14in L x 11in W x 11in H
SP18FS-3729 UPC 894259002157
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $51.49
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Stovall® White Cedar Suet Log
For use with suet plugs. Includes a screw eye for hanging.

3in Diam x 8.5in H, 3 Drilled Holes
SP13FS-933 UPC 894259002676
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $12.89
4in Diam x 16in H, 3 Drilled Holes
SP13F-1230 UPC 894259002652
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $16.99
4in Diam x 22in H, 5 Drilled Holes
SP13FL-1398 UPC 894259002669
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $19.29

Bird Houses - Bat Houses

Stovall® Nursery Bat House
Features three chambers that can hold 300 to 400 bats. Made entirely 
out of 7/8in thick, Western Red Cedar and are naturally well insulated. 
One bat can eat 6000 insects per night. Bats like 
to be warm to hot, so place the house in a sunny 
and sheltered area on a post, pole, dead tree, side 
of a building or chimney, but not on a live tree. 
These houses conform to the Bat Conservation 
International guidelines, make functional garden 
accents and are great gift ideas. Made with pride 
in Michigan.

17in L x 7.5in W x 28in H
SP10H-7422 UPC 894259002546
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $102.99

Stovall® Single Cell Bat House
Can hold up to 12-36 bats. This bat house is often mounted back-to-
back so the bats can crawl to where it is the warmest. Made entirely out 
of 7/8in thick, western red cedar and are naturally well insulated. One 
bat can eat 6000 insects per night. The bat houses 
are a safe daytime shelter normally housing a 
small group of bats (6-24). Bats like to be warm to 
hot, so place the house in a sunny and sheltered 
area on a post, pole, dead tree, side of a building 
or chimney, but not on a live tree. These houses 
conform to the Bat Conservation International 
guidelines. Made with pride in Michigan.

14.5in L x 4.75in W x 21in H
SP8H-4355 UPC 894259002522
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $60.29

Stovall® Bachelor Pad Bat House
Features three chambers that can hold 30 to 100 bats. Made entirely out 
of 7/8in thick, western red cedar and are naturally well insulated. One 
bat can eat 6000 insects per night. The bat houses 
are a safe daytime shelter normally housing a 
small group of bats (6-24). Bats like to be warm to 
hot, so place the house in a sunny and sheltered 
area on a post, pole, dead tree, side of a building 
or chimney, but not on a live tree. These houses 
conform to the Bat Conservation International 
guidelines. Made with pride in Michigan.

8in L x 6.75in W x 20in H
SP9H-4355 UPC 894259002539
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $60.29

Bird Houses

Stovall® Screech Owl/Kestrel House
House has a 3in entrance hole and comes 
complete with wood shavings and placement 
instructions. It also features a special perch inside 
for owls to roost on and look out. 

11.5in L x 8.25in W x 21.75in H
SP6H-5547 UPC 894259002492
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $76.79

Stovall® Barred Owl House
Comes complete with wood shavings and 
placement instructions. Features an easy to clean 
out design, good ventilation and are naturally 
insulated. Constructed with T-1-11 OC plywood 
siding that has been treated with a wood 
preservative.

7in x 8in Entrance Hole - 17in L x 13.75in W x 
24in H
SP6HB-8629 UPC 894259002508
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $119.39

Stovall® Bluebird House
Great house to use by itself and also for those that 
have the traditional bluebird trails. Has a 1-1/2in 
entrance hold.

9.25in L x 5.25in W x 14in H
SP2H-1855 UPC 894259002430
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $25.69

Stovall® Chickadee & Wren House
A large house designed to attract house wrens, 
black-capped chickadees, tufted titmice and 
white-breasted nuthatches. Entrance is 1-1/4in to 
deter house sparrows. 

Post Mount - 8.25in L x 4.75in W x 14.5in H
SP1H-1653 UPC 894259002409
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.89

Stovall® Hanging Chickadee & Wren 
House
Very popular small wren and chickadee house. 
Includes a screw eye in roof for hanging or can be 
screwed to a tree. Has a 1-1/8in entrance.

6.75in L x 5in W x 13in H
SP1HH-1532 UPC 894259002416
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $21.29

Stovall® Wooden Houses
Made entirely out of 7/8in thick, Western Red Cedar and 
are naturally well insulated. Features an easy clean out, 
easy opening with predator guard and grooves on the 
inside below the entrance for young birds leaving the 
box. The house has been planed and finished by sanding, 
assembled with stainless steel screws and then coated 
with a wood protector. Made with pride in Michigan
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Stovall® Wooden Houses
Made entirely out of 7/8in thick, Western Red Cedar and 
are naturally well insulated. Features an easy clean out, 
easy opening with predator guard and grooves on the 
inside below the entrance for young birds leaving the 
box. The house has been planed and finished by sanding, 
assembled with stainless steel screws and then coated 
with a wood protector. Made with pride in Michigan

Stovall® Country Squire A-frame 
Wren House
Includes a screw eye in roof for hanging or can be 
screwed to a tree. Has a 1-1/8in entrance.

7in L x 5.5in W x 13.5in H
SPCS1-2076 UPC 894259002379
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $28.69

Stovall® Country Squire
Arch Roof House
Great for wrens, black-capped chickadees, tufted 
titmice, white-breasted nuthatches, violet green 
swallows, bluebirds or tree swallows. Has a 1-1/2in 
entrance.

8in L x 5.25in W x 13.75in H
SPCS3-2076 UPC 894259002393
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $28.69

Stovall® Country Squire
Peak Roof House
Great for wrens, black-capped chickadees, tufted 
titmice, white-breasted nuthatches, violet green 
swallows, bluebirds or tree swallows. Has a 1-1/2in 
entrance.

7in L x 6in W x 14in H
SPCS2-2076 UPC 894259002386
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $28.69

Stovall® Jenny Wren House
Small diamond shaped hanging jenny wren 
house with easy opening for cleaning. Has a 
1-1/8in entrance. 

8in L x 8.75in W x 8.75in H
SP1W-1484 UPC 894259002423
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $20.59

Stovall® Peterson Bluebird House
Peterson style house that is very useful for Eastern, 
Western and mountain bluebirds. The front of the 
house pulls down for observing. 1-½in x 2in oval 
entrance.

11.5in L x 6.25in W x 19.25in H
SP3H-2695 UPC 894259002447
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.29

Stovall® Robins’ Nesting Shelf
Ideal to place out in the early spring before the 
leaves are on the trees for the robin’s protection 
from predators.

8.5in L x 7.75in W x 13.25in H
SP7H-1735 UPC 894259002515
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $23.99

Stovall® Ultimate Bluebird House
with Viewing Window
Unique house that has copper inside the 1-½in 
entrance guard to deter squirrel chewing. A great 
house for wrens, black-capped chickadees, tufted 
titmice, white-breasted nuthatches, violet green 
swallows, bluebirds or tree swallows. Features 
grooves in wood below the entrance for young 
birds learning to exit. One door opens for viewing 
and the other for cleaning. Clear window on the 
side to observe.

9in L x 6.75in W x 14.5in H
SP2HU-3467 UPC 894259002454
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $47.99

Stovall® Wood Duck House
Features an entrance that has a 3in x 4in opening 
with a screen on the inside for the young to climb 
upon to exit. Includes two bags of shavings inside 
along with information on house placement.

14in L x 10.5in W x 23.75in H
SP5H-5703 UPC 894259002485
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $78.99

Stovall® Wood Roosting Box
House has two 15in roosting perches and 
screen on the back for woodpeckers to roost 
on. Multiple species will use it at the same 
time during extreme, cold weather. Features 
a 2in entrance hole and removable clean out 
board with a hanger with screws on the inside 
of house.

10.5in L x 16in W x 11in H
SP15H-4297 UPC 894259002577
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $59.49

Stovall® Woodpecker House
Designed with a 2in entrance hole, filled with 
wood shavings so the woodpecker thinks he is 
excavating a hole. 

10.5in L x 6.5in W x 22in H
SP4H-4922 UPC 894259002461
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $67.99
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Stovall® Orange & Jelly Oriole Feeder
Features a peg for oranges as well as a dish for grape jelly. It is perfect to 
hang or post mount. Features all cedar construction, stainless steel and 
dichromate plated screws, washers, hooks and chains, hand sanded, 
assembled with screws, many products coated 
with wood protector which accents the wood 
grain and the natural warmth of cedar.

14.25in L x 6in W x 10in H
SP8F-1774 UPC 894259002195
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $24.59

Birding Accessories

Stovall® Red Cedar Cap
Cedar cap for mounting feeders.

8.75in L x 5.25in W x 6in H
SP4M-721 UPC 894259002638
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $9.99

Squirrel Feeders & Food

Stovall® Classic Single Cob Squirrel Feeder
Quality feeder, hand made with Red Western 
Cedar and assembled with stainless steel and 
dichromate plated hardware. Made with pride in 
Michigan.

Post, Wall, Deck or Fence Mount - 8in L x 6.5in 
W x 10in H
SP120F-1451 UPC 894259002263
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $19.99

Stovall® Five Cob Squirrel Feeder
Squirrels pull the corn kernel and eat tip ends 
(gymnosperm, where most food value is) and 
drop the rest of the kernel into the tray. They will 
later come back and eat what they have dropped.

Post, Wall, Deck or Fence Mount - 8.75in L x 
6.5in W x 14in H
SP12F-2298 UPC 894259002256
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.79

Stovall® Peanut Squirrel Feeder
Made from western red cedar construction and 
assembled with stainless steel and dichromate 
plated screws, washers, hooks and chains. Hand-
sanded and crafted with pride in Michigan. Stop 
door peanut and shell corn feeder. Seat for squirrel 
is hinged for shipping ease.

Post, Wall, Deck or Fence Mount - 12.5in L x 5in 
W x 15.25in H
SP16F-2034 UPC 894259002294
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $27.99

Stovall® Small Single Cob Feeder
Quality feeder, hand made with Red Western 
Cedar and assembled with stainless steel and 
dichromate plated hardware. Made with pride in 
Michigan.

Post Mount - 5.5in L x 4.75in W x 10.5in H
SP12MINI-1049 UPC 894259002355
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $14.49

Stovall® Butterfly Habitat
Made from white pine construction and 
assembled with stainless steel and dichromate 
plated screws, and washers. These quality butterfly 
houses are hand-sanded and crafted with pride in 
the USA .

7.25in L x 7in W x 14.25in H
SP14H-2034 UPC 894259002560
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $27.99

Stovall® Small Ladybug Habitat
Made out of white pine construction. Features 
front ventilation with a ladybug likeness on 
front and a screen on inside of back for bugs to 
cling together during hibernation. Great garden 
decoration. Instructions included. Made with 
pride in Michigan.

7.5in L x 7in W x14.25in H
SP13H-2034 UPC 894259002553
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $27.99

Bee & Butterfly Houses
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SuperMoss® Deco Birdhouses
Individually constructed and made from vibrant green 
Mountain Moss and wicker, which are natural nesting 
materials for birds so they can truly feel at home. Extremely 
durable and meant for outdoor and garden use. The 
baskets maintain their shape through the elements and 
will not deteriorate for multiple years. Each house comes 
with an elegant chain to easily hang from a tree branch 
or hook.

SuperMoss® Deco Birdhouses - 
Bungalow
6in L x 7in H
SPM56019-780 UPC 759834560197
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.69

SuperMoss® Deco Birdhouses - 
Shack Vined Roof
Small - 6in Diam x 8in H
SPM56015-780 UPC 759834560159
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.69

SuperMoss® Deco Birdhouses - 
Gazebo
11in Diam x 11in H
SPM56001-1644 UPC 759834560012
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $26.69

SuperMoss® Deco Maison 
Birdhouse
7in x 7in
SPM56036-780 UPC 759834560364
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.69

SuperMoss® Deco Raindrop 
Birdhouse
SPM56026-780 UPC 759834560265
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $12.69

Large with Chain - 11in Diam x 15in H
SPM56013-1660 UPC 759834560135
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.99

SuperMoss® Deco Birdhouses - 
Bungalow
Medium with Chain - 9.5in Diam x 10.5in H
SPM56053-1328 UPC 759834560531
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $21.99

Large with Chain - 11in Diam x 12in H
SPM56012-1549 UPC 759834500128
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.49

SuperMoss® Deco Birdhouses - 
Maison
Medium with Chain - 9.5in Diam x 10.5in H
SPM56052-1353 UPC 759834560524
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.99

SuperMoss® Deco Gourd Birdhouse
7in L x 7in W x 12in H
SPM56010-1597 UPC 759834560104
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.99

SuperMoss® Deco Birdhouses - 
Raindrop
Medium with Wicker & Chain - 9.5in Diam x 
10.5in H
SPM56050-1332 UPC 759834560500
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $21.69

SuperMoss® Plantable Birdhouse
A cute way to plant everything from succulents 
to mosses to grasses. It has a small container 
on top with a plastic liner to keep the soil and 
water out of the birdhouse. It looks amazing 
planted and very cute with silk plants. They are 
great for floral projects, crafting, or gardening

Amber
SPM56800-1953 UPC 759834568001
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $31.90

SuperMoss® Large Plantable Wood 
Birdhouse
Long-lasting stained pine wood  that Includes a 
plastic liner. Looks beautiful with flowering plants 
and great with floral foam and silk arrangements.

SPM56061-1265 UPC 759834560616
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $20.69
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SuperMoss® Woven Birdhouses
Attract wild birds to your yard. These bird houses are of 
show-stopping beauty and time-tested quality. They are 
extremely durable and meant for outdoor garden use. 
Wild birds are naturally attracted to the materials and the 
feeders maintain their shape through weather and will not 
deteriorate for multiple years.

SuperMoss® Woven Bird Feeders
Attract wild birds to your yard. SuperMoss Natural Moss 
Bird Feeders are of show-stopping beauty and time-tested 
quality. They are extremely durable and meant for outdoor 
garden use. Wild birds are naturally attracted to the 
materials and the feeders maintain their shape through 
weather and will not deteriorate for multiple years.

SuperMoss® Beneficial Bug House
Pollinators and beneficial bugs need a home in your 
garden! These houses are a fun and practical addition 
to your home garden. They are perfect for kids to learn 
about organic farming, predatory insects and pollinators. 
The houses harbor beneficial bugs that keep insects such 
as aphids off our plants. Pollinators use the houses to 
develop from egg to adulthood, where they can facilitate 
the reproduction of flowering plants! Help host these 
essential species right in your garden. 

SuperMoss® Woven Birdhouses - 
Maison Birdhouse Plantable
9.5in L x 10.5in H
SPM56002-1835 UPC 759834560029
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.89

SuperMoss® Woven Birdhouses - 
Maison Patio
14in L x 12in W x 11in H
SPM56700-1837 UPC 759834567004
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.89

SPM56903-1500 UPC 759834569039
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.39

SuperMoss® Woven Bird Feeders - 
Sparrow
7in H
SPM56902-873 UPC 759834569022
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.29

9.5in H
SPM56901-1577 UPC 759834569015
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.59

SuperMoss® Woven Bird Feeders - 
Dove
7in H
SPM56900-873 UPC 759834569008
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $14.29

SuperMoss® Woven Bird Feeders - 
Plantable Gazebo
14in Diam x 13in H
SPM56701-1837 UPC 759834567011
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $29.89

Bird Feeders

SuperMoss® Beneficial Bug House - Heather
This house is particularly helpful for solitary 
bees. Solitary bees are typically stingless 
and are excellent pollinators. Since females 
depend on a hive for nesting, they must 
build one from hollow logs, rarely found in 
our gardens. Solitary bee populations are in 
serious decline and desperately need our 
help!

Assorted Colors: 2ea - Red & Chestnut, 1ea 
- Blue & Green, 5.5in L x 4.75in W x 7.5in H
SPM56119-1711 UPC 759834561194
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.79

SuperMoss® Beneficial Bug 
House - Tulip
This house is particularly helpful for solitary 
bees, ladybugs, lacewings and earwigs.

Assorted Colors: 2ea - Red, Chestnut & 
Green
SPM56129-2138 UPC 759834561293
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $30.99
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Unipet

UniPet™ Premium Select Energy Trio
A one-of-a-kind product that combines some 
bestselling products; no-melt dough 
bites, suet pellets and mealworms.
24oz
UNIUP0600333-337 UPC 859860002750
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $5.49

UniPet™ Premium Select
No Melt Suet
A true no-melt, no-mess suet dough made with 
the highest quality ingredients.

Roasted Nuts & Berries
UNIUP0800108-144 UPC 850009874054
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $2.39
Ultimate Woodpecker
UNIUP0800107-144 UPC 850009874047
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $2.39

Wild Bird Seed

UniPet™ Hentastic® Chicken 
Supplement
Dried Mealworms.

3.5oz
UNIHEP01-230 UPC 859860002279
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $3.79

UniPet™ Mealworms & Berry To Go®
Ideal for feeding all insect eating wild birds all year 
round, especially beneficial to fledglings.

3.5oz
UNIWB157-258 UPC 859860002057
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $4.29

UniPet™ Mealworm To Go Value Box
Bulk Dried Mealworms in a convenient box for 
storage and shipping.

5lb Resealable Bag
UNIWB5-3544 UPC 859292006241
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $51.69

UniPet™ Premium Domed Feeder
Premium Mealworm & Suet domed feeder

7oz
UNIPMF1-1058 UPC 859860002361
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $17.29

UniPet™ Suet To Go® Coconut with 
Mealworm and Peanut
Natural coconut shell filled with a suet blend of 
dried mealworms and peanut flour

10oz
UNIWB200-306 UPC 859292006043
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $4.99

UniPet™ PREMIUM SelectSuet
High energy suet pellets with mealworms. Suet 
to Go® pellets can be easily carried to either a 
place of safety or back to the nest where they 
make the perfect high protein fledgling food. Use 
in conjunction with any existing peanut or seed 
feeder, or simply place directly onto the bird table 
or platform feeder. Great for year round feeding.

19.4oz Resealable Bag
UNIWB113-230 UPC 859860002514
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $3.79

17.6oz Resealable Bag
UNIWB125-913 UPC 859860002019
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $14.89

UniPet™ Mealworms To Go®
Premium dried mealworms. Ideal for feeding all insect eating wild 
birds all year round, especially beneficial to fledglings. 100% natural 
mealworms 53% protein, 28% fat, 6% fiber and 5% moisture.

3.5oz
UNIWB069-230 UPC 859860002002
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $3.79

30oz Resealable Bag
UNIWB305-1496 UPC 859860002293
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $24.39

5.5oz Tub
UNIWB300-429 UPC 859860002156
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $6.99
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Welliver Outdoors® Carved Wren Houses
Traditionally crafted wren house, constructed of durable, renewable 
cedar, chosen for its weather resistance and superior insulation 
properties. Detailed wood carving on face enhances the beauty in 
your yard. Designed with a 1-1/8in entrance hole, which is attractive 
to wrens and discouraging to unwanted species. Turn-tab closure 
on the side panel provides quick and easy clean out. Appropriate air 
ventilation and drainage is provided. Includes coated cable for hanging. 
Fully assembled and ready to hang.

Acorn Design - 7.75in L x 5.25in W x 8.5in H
WLVWDCA-1704 UPC 044434300305
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.99
Daisy Design - 7.75in L x 5.25in W x 8.5in H
WLVWDCD-1704 UPC 044434300312
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.99
Pinecone Design - 7.75in L x 5.25in W x 8.5in H
WLVWDCP-1704 UPC 044434300329
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.99
Raspberry Design - 7.75in L x 5.25in W x 8.5in H
WLVWDCR-1704 UPC 044434300336
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.99

Welliver Outdoors® Eastern Bluebird House
Traditionally crafted Eastern Bluebird house, constructed of durable, 
renewable, 3/4in cedar, chosen for its weather resistant and superior 
insulation properties. Designed with a 1-1/2in 
entrance hole, which is attractive to the Eastern 
Bluebird and discouraging to unwanted species. 
Easy turn tab to open the front panel for checking 
the nesting birds, also provides quick and easy 
clean out. Appropriate air ventilation and drainage 
is provided. Fully assembled and ready to mount.

5.625in L x 6.625in W x 13in H
WLVWBBH-2045 UPC 044434300008
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $27.79

Welliver Outdoors® Bluebird House
Cedar constructions with rust resistant hardware.

Standard Line Design
WLVWPBBH-1023 UPC 044434300077
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $15.49

Welliver Outdoors® Bat House
Cedar constructions with rust resistant hardware.

Standard Line Design
WLVWPBAT-2045 UPC 044434300114
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $27.79

Welliver Outdoors® Wren House
Cedar constructions with rust resistant 
hardware.

Standard Line Design
WLVWPWRH-1023 UPC 044434300091
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $15.49

Welliver Outdoors® Carved Bluebird House
Traditionally crafted Eastern Bluebird house, constructed of durable, 
renewable, 3/4in cedar, chosen for its weather resistant and superior 
insulation properties. Designed with a 1-1/2in entrance hole, which 
is attractive to the Eastern Bluebird and discouraging to unwanted 
species. Easy turn tab to open the front panel for checking the nesting 
birds, also provides quick and easy clean out. Appropriate air ventilation 
and drainage is provided. Fully assembled and ready to mount.
Bear Design - 6.5in L x 6.25in W x 13in H
WLVWDCB-2861 UPC 044434300237
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $38.99
Father Time Design - 6.5in L x 6.25in W x 13in H
WLVWDCM-2861 UPC 044434300213
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $38.99
Lighthouse Design - 6.5in L x 6.25in W x 13in H
WLVWDCL-2861 UPC 044434300299
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $38.89
Mother Earth Design - 6.5in L x 6.25in W x 13in H
WLVWDCW-2861 UPC 044434300206
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $38.99
Owl Design - 6.5in L x 6.25in W x 13in H
WLVWDCO-2861 UPC 044434300220
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $38.99
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Bee & Butterfly Houses

Welliver Outdoors®
Decorative Bee Mason Bee House
WLVWDMB-2225 UPC 044434300169
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.99

Welliver Outdoors® Decorative 
Flower Mason Bee House
WLVWDMF-2225 UPC 044434300176
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.99

Welliver Outdoors®
Decorative Frog Mason Bee House
WLVWDMFR-2225 UPC 044434300190
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.99

Welliver Outdoors® Decorative 
Ladybug Mason Bee House
WLVWDML-2225 UPC 044434300183
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.99

Welliver Outdoors®
Decorative Mason Bee House
Made with 3/4in cedar wood and assembled with rust 
resistant screws. This item is a fully functional bee house 
featuring replaceable corrugated nesting tubes.

Welliver Outdoors® Mason Bee 
House
Cedar construction with rust resistant hardware.

Standard Line Design
WLVWPBEE-1363 UPC 044434300107
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $19.99

Welliver Outdoors® Mason Bee House
with Green Roof
Made with 3/4in cedar wood and assembled 
with rust resistant screws. House features a 
decorative routed roof with rich green stain. 
Proudly made in the USA.

Traditional Line Design
WLVWBEE-3407 UPC 044434300046
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $45.99

Welliver Outdoors® Decorative Solitary Bee House
Help the conservation of solitary bees, one of the most highly effective 
pollinators of flowers, vegetables and fruit crops. This house provides 
replaceable paper tubes where the female bees can lay eggs from 
march to august. The larvae will develop over the winter months in the 
tubes and will emerge as adult bees the following spring. Tubes should 
be replaced after use or 1 or 2 seasons to prevent mite infestations. 
These bees are non-aggressive and cannot excavate their own holes, 
so they do not pose a danger to wooden structures. Solitary bees 
including Mason and Leaf-cutter bees typically 
nest in pre-made cavities such as woodpecker 
holes, insect holes and hollow stems, making 
this bee house a perfect choice to help increase 
pollination.

9in x 8.5in x 7.5in
WLVWDMBU-2225 UPC 044434300244
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $29.99

Welliver Outdoors®
Mason Bee Tubes
Corrugated nesting tubes.

Traditional Line Design - 50pk
WLVWRBEE-682 UPC 044434300060
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $10.29

Bird Feeders

Welliver Outdoors® Deluxe Hopper Feeder
Made with 3/4in cedar wood and assembled 
with rust resistant screws. Each feeder has a 
stamped metal floor for optimal drainage as 
well as a coated steel hanging cable. Feeder 
features a decorative routed roof with rich 
green stain. Proudly made in the US

Traditional Line, Roof Lifts Off for Easy 
Filling!
WLVWHDF-3407 UPC 044434310045
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $45.99

Welliver Outdoors®
Hopper Feeder
Cedar constructions with rust resistant 
hardware.

Standard Line Design
WLVWPHF-1023 UPC 044434310083
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $15.49

Welliver Outdoors®
Open Air Feeder
Cedar constructions with rust resistant 
hardware.

Standard Line Design
WLVWPOAF-1023 UPC 044434310090
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $15.49
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Wetsel Seed® Black Oil Sunflower 
Seed
Black oil sunflower is a top quality way of feeding 
and attracting a wide range of birds to the 
backyard. Has become the sunflower feed of 
choice by many. Recleaned, highly nutritious.

25lb
SHA801049-1633 UPC 070805840637
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $18.29

25lb
SHA801076-2426 UPC 070805840538
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $36.29

Wetsel Seed® Safflower Seed
Very attractive feed for various types of birds, 
and is quickly becoming a highly demanded diet 
source for many. A good energy source for all 
types of birds; a favorite of cardinals.

4lb
SHA80174-371 UPC 049961801745
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $5.99

Wetsel Seed® Shell Free No Waste Wild Bird Mix
Completely edible, no waste. No empty shells and no mess under your 
feeder. Contain 55% white millet, 20% sunflower kernels, 10% canary 
seed, 10% cracked corn and 5% peanut hearts.

5lb
SHA807094-267 UPC 070805620383
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $4.29

25lb
SHA801066-2887 UPC 049961971745
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $46.69

Wetsel Seed® Sunflower Chips - Coarse
No waste or empty hulls. All sunflower kernel, to attract goldfinches 
and other small birds. This is the smart way to feed sunflower.

4lb
SHA801064-525 UPC 049961801646
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $8.49

50lb
SHA801067-5501 UPC 776896500046
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $88.89

Wetsel Seed®
Sunflower Chips - Medium
Hulled half and whole kernels mixed. No waste or 
empty hulls.

25lb
SHA801056-2887 UPC 049961810563
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $46.69
50lb
SHA801057-5501 UPC 049961810570
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $88.89

25lb
SHA807045-1041 UPC 070805840545
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $22.69
50lb
SHA807047-1924 UPC 070805840750
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $43.99

Wetsel Seed® White Millet
Used in many bird food mixtures. A must secondary source of nutrition 
for all birds. Attractive to all feed eating birds.

5lb
SHA807044-213 UPC 049961971943
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $3.49

Wild Bird Seed

Thrifty Seasons Wild Bird Mix
A value priced economy mix that is good for year-
round feeding. Contains 3% oil sunflower, 50% 
milo and 47% millet. **Due to the nature of this 
product packaging is subject to change without 
notice.

5lb
SHA80124-173 UPC 049961801240
Min. Buy 10EA Retail $2.79

10lb
SHA62050-1319 UPC 070805620505
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $21.29
20lb
SHA80145-2643 UPC 070805620536
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.99

Wagner’s® Nyjer Seed
The favorite seed of goldfinches everywhere. Nyjer seed (thistle seed) is 
the absolute favorite of finches, such as the American goldfinch, purple 
finch, pine siskin and other small songbirds. This tiny delicacy is used in 
finch feeders which have smaller holes and tiny perches - perfect for the 
finches but discouraging to larger birds. Ultimate choice for nurturing 
finches with its high fat and protein content. Nyjer seed is the only 
major wild bird food ingredient imported from overseas -- sometimes 
referred to as “Black Gold,” Nyjer seed may seem more expensive than 
some premium blends.

5lb
SHA801046-686 UPC 070805620512
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $11.59

Wetsel Seed® Nyjer Seed
Nyjer or thistle seed for pulling in many small colorful birds and finches 
to the yard. A must feeding option for the complete bird watcher.

50lb
KNI801047-6098 UPC 652459502170
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $91.69
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Bird Baths

World Source Partners Blue Ceramic
Hanging Bird Bath
This glazed blue bird bath is ideal for small 
gardens. Clean, fresh water is vital for bird 
survival - and this 11” bird bath will allow your 
visitors to drink in style. Includes heavy-duty 
chain for hanging in trees or on hangers.

11in x 21in
WSPBA01111-1384 UPC 745487011117
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $21.39

8in Diam - Blue Glazed Ceramic
WSPBA01124-901 UPC 745487011247
Min. Buy 5EA Retail $13.89

World Source Partners Glazed 
Hanging Mini Bird Bath
Hanging mini bird bath. Stainless steel hangers.

World Source Partners
Pedestal Bird Bath
Durable resin with the look of Antique Bronze 
finish. Easy “no tool assembly”.

Bronze - 20” x 20” x 28”
WSPBA01281-2780 UPC 745487012817
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $36.29

Bird Houses

World Source Partners Woven & 
Roof Roosting Pocket
This roosting pocket provides a cozy roosting and 
resting place for all small birds. Woven natural 
grass-rope and natural hanger.

6in x 6in x 9in
WSPBA05201-485 UPC 745487052011
Min. Buy 25EA Retail $7.79

World Source Partners Woven Rope 
Acorn With Roof Roosting Pocket
This roosting pocket that looks like a woven acorn 
provides a cozy roosting and resting place for all 
small birds. Woven natural grass-rope and natural 
hanger. 

8in H x 6in W x 6in W
WSPBA05203-485 UPC 745487052035
Min. Buy 25EA Retail $7.79

World Source Partners Woven 
Teardrop Roosting Pocket
This roosting pocket provides a cozy roosting and 
resting place for all small birds. Woven natural 
grass-rope and natural hanger.

6in x 6in x 11in
WSPBA05202-485 UPC 745487052028
Min. Buy 25EA Retail $7.79

Bird Feeders

Gardman®Mealworm Bird
Feeder Tray
Can be used for mealworms or many other feeds. 
Movable, clear dome allows you to regulate the 
size of birds that can use the feeder. Tough, clear 
polycarbonate dome and stainless steel swivel 
hook, with wire micro mesh feeder tray.

Black - 7.5in L x 7.5in W x 11in H
WSPBA01320-1880 UPC 745487013203
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $26.29

Wild Bird Seed

28oz Pouch
WSPBA04515-1858 UPC 745487045150
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $29.99

Gardman® Dried Mealworms
High energy bird food. Dried to maintain maximum nutrition. Ideal for 
all bird species that feed on the ground, tables and seed feeders.

3.5oz Pouch
WSPBA04510-278 UPC 745487045105
Min. Buy 15EA Retail $4.29

42oz Pouch
WSPBA002856-3067 UPC 814567028564
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $43.49

7oz Pouch
WSPBA04513-555 UPC 745487045136
Min. Buy 8EA Retail $8.59
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Bird Feeders

Perky-Pet® Finch Tube Thistle Feeder
Features a yellow baffle and tray combined with a 
black mesh seed tube which can feed up to 15 birds 
at one time! The black mesh attracts clinging birds 
while perching birds will appreciate the attached 
seed tray.  Constructed without the use of plastic o

1.75lb Capacity
ODSYB5F00340-2691 UPC 633686500344
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $38.79

Perky-Pet® Shorty Thistle Feeder
The yellow baffles on this Finch Tube Feeder 
help retain seed along the entire length of the 
feeder, and helps to attract both perching and 
clinging birds. Without the use of plastic or wood 
components, the premium construction of this 
feeder stands up against squirrels and other small 
animals that may try to access birdseed.

0.7lb Capacity
ODSYSSF00347-1312 UPC 633686734008
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $20.99

Perky-Pet® No-No™ Seed Ball Feeder
Available in a new 6-inch round shape and a 
beautiful red finish. This unusual feeder will invite 
all kinds of birds to feed. Holds 1.12 lb of seed. 
Without the use of plastic or wood components, the 
premium construction of the Perky-Pet® Red Seed 
Ball Wild Bird Feeder stands up against squirrels and 
other small animals that may try to access birdseed.
Red Finish - 6in Diameter, 56oz Black Oil 
Sunflower Seed Capacity
NNBRSB00343-660 UPC 633686003432
Min. Buy 18EA Retail $10.59

Perky-Pet® Cardinal Wild Bird Feeder
Made with all-metal durability, no wood to rot and 
no plastic to break or weather away. Feeder design 
attracts clinging and perching birds. Features large 
roof to provide shade, plus trough ring to attract 
cardinals and other wild birds.

Red Finish - 2.5lbs Black Oil Sunflower
Seed Capacity
NNBC00322-2317 UPC 633686003227
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.29

Perky-Pet® Seed Ball Feeder
Made with all-metal durability, no wood to rot and 
no plastic to break or weather away. Feeder design 
attracts clinging and perching birds.

Green Finish - 48oz Black Oil Sunflower Seed 
Capacity, 6in Diam
NNBGSB00344-581 UPC 633686003449
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $9.39

Perky-Pet® Straight-Sided Finch Feeder
This charming feeder is a perfect combination of 
durable and functional. No plastic, no wood. The 
wire mesh, all-metal construction resists damage, 
while also being low-maintenance and easy to 
clean. In addition, Evenseed technology also 
allows for an even distribution of seed throughout 
the three tiers of the feeder as it empties. Circular 
seed tray and mesh surface allows for clinging 
and perching. Large overhang provides shelter 
and shade for birds.

Yellow - 1.5lb Thistle Seed Capacity
NNBYSSF003462-2177 UPC 633686003463
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $31.39

Bird Baths

Southern Patio Miami Birdbath
All birds need water, even birds that don’t 
eat bird seed. By adding a water source, 
you’ll attract a larger variety of feathered 
visitors, including colorful birds like warblers 
and bluebirds that may not eat from bird 
feeders.

Assorted Colors - 12pcs
STPCRM064435G-53728 UPC 684143064435
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $852.99

Perky-Pet® Coffee Pot Mesh Bird Feeder
Your backyard birds may not love coffee as much as you do, but they’re 
sure to love eating delicious black oil sunflower seed from the NO/NO® 
Coffee Pot Mesh Bird Feeder! This cute coffee pot shaped bird feeder 
dispenses seed from the entire surface area through unique diamond 
mesh holes. These holes are small enough to hold 
the seed securely in place, but large enough that 
clinging birds can pull individual seeds through 
to eat. The blue powder coated design will resist 
rust and be a standout addition to your yard. This 
feeder can hold up to 2 lb of sunflower seed to 
attract and feed lots of bird visitors!

Blue - 2lb Seed Capacity
ODSCFE101-1322 UPC 633686928155
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $21.29
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Thistle Sack Finch Feeder is another way to attract 
the bright colored finches to your backyard. They 
will enjoy clinging to the soft fabric of this feeder 
as it easily dispenses thistle seed. Features colorful 
natural designs. Hang this feeder from the hanging 
chain attached to the sack. Holds up to 3 pounds of 
thistle seed. Feeds multiple birds at once.

3lb Capacity
ODS379CS-314 UPC 078978379008
Min. Buy 24EA Retail $5.29

Bird Feeders

Perky-Pet® 2 in 1 Jumbo Seed Tube 
Feeder
Holds 4lbs of seed. Patented 2 in 1 ports to serve 
either nyjer or mixed seed. Clear, shatterproof 
tube. 6 feeding ports.

4lb Capacity
ODS3266-1561 UPC 078978570849
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.59

Perky-Pet® Wild Bird & Finch Feeder
Features a plastic cap that protects the seed from 
moisture. The six feeding stations with attached 
perches and seed ports can be easily switched 
from mixed seed to thistle seed. The clear, shatter-
proof plastic reservoir makes it easy for you to 
monitor the seed levels.

1.8lb Capacity, 6 Feeding Ports
ODS3261-556 UPC 078978326101
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.99

Perky-Pet® Squirrel Slammer Wild 
Bird Feeder
Weight activated ports slam shut under a squirrel’s 
weight. All metal base and ports prevent squirrel 
damage. Clear cover protects birds as they feed 
and prevent squirrels from accessing the seed.

3.5lb Capacity, 3 Feeding Ports
ODS51412-2922 UPC 078978051119
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $41.99

Perky-Pet® Squirrel-Be-Gone® Feeder
Squirrel proof feeder with feeding ports that have 
sturdy, U-shaped metal perches. These perches 
allow birds to feed comfortably but, when the 
squirrels perch on them their weight causes the 
entire metal casing to slip down, completely 
blocking the feeding ports and their access to 
the seed. The interior seed tower is surrounded by 
rustic metalwork.

2lb Capacity, 6 Feeding Ports
ODS336-2325 UPC 078978336001
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.49

Perky-Pet® Squirrel-Be-Gone® II
Country Style Wild Bird Feeder
Features the Squirrel-Be-Gone® weight-
activated system to keep squirrels and nuisance 
birds from feeding at your feeder. Durable, all-
metal construction with removable roof. Can be 
hung or pole mounted.

8lb Seed Capacity - 11in L x 14in W x 14in H
ODS338-3133 UPC 078978338005
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $40.29

Perky-Pet® Multi-Seed Wild Bird Feeder
Feed large amounts of wild birds that visit your 
yard or garden. Watch as birds flock to this large 
feeder that holds up to 4lbs of mixed seed.

Red & Black - 4lb Mixed Seed Capacity
NNBRBMT003412-2245 UPC 633686003418
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $32.29

Perky-Pet® Shorty Sunflower Bird Feeder
The Perky-Pet® Shorty Sunflower Bird Feeder is a 
perfect combination of durable and functional. 
The wire mesh, all-metal construction resists 
damage, while also being low-maintenance and 
easy to clean. Plus, the mesh surface and seed tray 
make this feeder attractive to both clinging and 
perching birds.

.7lb Capacity
ODSTSS00348-1303 UPC 633686348007
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $20.99

Perky-Pet® Dual Mesh Seed Feeder
With the Perky-Pet® Dual Mesh Seed Feeder, you 
get superior durability and functional design in 
one convenient package. This charming feeder 
has room for many birds at once, because it 
allows for both clinging and perching. Plus, the 
two independent seed compartments allow you 
to serve 1.10 lb of sunflower seed and 1.75 lb of 
thistle at the same time.

2.85lb Capacity
ODSTSS00349-1754 UPC 078978540378
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $28.29

Perky-Pet® Classic Finch Feeder 
Yellow
Holds 1.8lbs of thistle seed. 6 feeding ports with 
Flexports to provide greater access to seed. 
Unique comfort perches. Finches can feed upright 
or upside down on 2 ports. 12 total drain holes.

6 ports & 1.8lb capacity
ODS481F-668 UPC 078978045446
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.99

Perky-Pet® Metal Tube Feeder
Sturdy metal hanger. Powder coated, all metal colorful tube. Fill with 
mixed seed or fill with black-oil sunflower seed to attract the largest 
variety of birds.

Blue - 1lb Capacity, 6 Feeding Ports,
5.5in W x 13.25in H
ODS391-1235 UPC 078978003910
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $19.59
Red - 1.5lb Seed Capacity
8 Feeding Ports
ODS392-1423 UPC 078978003927
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $22.49

Yellow - 0.75lb Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
5.5in W x 9.75in H
ODS390-1053 UPC 078978003903
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $16.69
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Perky-Pet® Copper Triple Tube Bird Feeder
Perky-Pet® Copper Finish Triple Tube Bird Feeder is designed to 
accommodate a wide variety of birds at once 
and can be used with different types of feed 
simultaneously thanks to its three independent 
seed compartments. The clear tubes let the 
natural variations in the seed show through to 
attract the birds, and the copper-colored accents 
add to your outdoor landscaping and decor.

10lb Seed Capacity - 12 Feed Ports
ODS71032-6494 UPC 077625710317
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $94.89

Perky-Pet® Select-A-Bird Tube Feeder
The Perky-Pet® Select-A-Bird Tube Feeder with Copper Finish features 
8 feeding ports, a 3.5 lb seed capacity and an easy-fill wide mouth top. 
The Select-A-Seed feature allows for the feeding 
ports to rotate so mixed or Nyjer thistle seed is 
served. The clear plastic reservoir makes it easy to 
monitor seed levels. The base can be rotated so 
perches can accommodate birds of all different 
shapes and sizes. The beautiful copper finish 
shows true classiness!

Copper Finish - 3.5lb Seed Capacity
ODS1124-1989 UPC 077625011216
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $25.49

Perky-Pet® Brick Red Gazebo Feeder
Make your backyard the go-to hangout spot for wild birds with 
the  Perky-Pet® Brick Red Gazebo Feeder!  This This feeder boasts a 
wraparound seed tray that allows birds to perch anywhere around the 
feeder. With the ability to hold up to 3.5 lb of 
mixed seed, your favorite backyard birds won’t 
be able to resist flocking to your yard! In addition 
to offering features birds love, this feeder also 
makes a charming addition to any outdoor 
setting with its quaint gazebo-style design. The 
powder-coated finish prevents rust to ensure it 
will be a focal point for years to come.

3.5lb Seed Capacity
ODSGAZ02-2234 UPC 078978540392
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $32.29

Perky-Pet® Sparkle Lantern Feeder
Features a detailed bird screen printed design on two of the four sides 
of the feeder. Holds up to 3 pounds of seed, has 4 feeding stations, 
bird-preferred U-shaped perches, and a powder-coat finish. It utilizes 
the Sure-Lock™ cap system which keeps squirrels out, allows birds to 
feed, and makes refilling and cleaning easy for you. Transparent seed 
compartment makes it easy to monitor seed 
levels and keep the bird feeder clean.

Blue - 3lb Capacity
ODS363B-1944 UPC 078978648661
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $30.79

Red - 3lb Capacity
ODS363R-1944 UPC 078978648654
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $30.79

Perky-Pet® Hanging Tray Bird Feeder
Large birds need love too, so make sure they are accommodated In 
your yard with the  Perky-Pet® Hanging Tray Bird Feeder. Its versatile 
design caters to larger birds that are unable to perch at the seed feeders 
Intended for small birds. It’s also perfect for 
other types of birds that are partial to ground 
feeding, allowing those birds to dine how 
they prefer without making a mess all over 
your lawn. With this buffet for birds, you’ll be 
able to attract a wider variety of birds than 
ever before.

1.6Lbs
ODS50178-1014 UPC 717816911153
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $19.29

Perky-Pet® Birdscapes® Wooden
Gazebo Feeder
Holds up to 2 pounds of seed and features a multi-
port seed dispenser with the Sure-Lock™ cap to 
prevent the squirrels from raiding it, a thatched 
roof and metal “twig style” accents. Feeder hangs 
from included loop hanger. The transparent seed 
compartment makes it easy to monitor seed 
levels and keep your feeder clean.

2lb Seed Capacity
ODS50129-2595 UPC 717816501293
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $37.39

Perky-Pet® Birdscapes® Wooden Mountain
Chapel Feeder
Birds will love the Perky-Pet® Mountain Chapel Bird Feeder which holds 
3.5 lb of their favorite seeds and has a generously-sized tray on which 
several can perch while dining. The strong and 
sturdy fir construction ensures years of durable 
bird-feeding delight, and the thoughtful design 
enables quick filling and easy cleaning. A 
graceful leaf print on the feeder’s transparent 
windows lends even more natural beauty to your 
enchanted garden and lets you keep an eye on 
the seed levels for your devoted flock.

3.6lb Seed Capacity
ODS50172-2110 UPC 717816501729
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $30.39

Perky-Pet® Panorama Feeder
Birds will flock to this stylish bird feeder, with its 
circular perch and a continuous fresh supply of 
seed.

Copper - 2lb Seed Capacity
ODS312C-1682 UPC 078978381186
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $27.49

Perky-Pet® Squirrel-Be-Gone® III Feeder -
Triple Tube
Features three durable plastic seed chambers, attractive metal caging 
with a powder-coated rustic brown finish and ornamental leaves that 
are more than just decorative. Squirrel proof feeder with feeding ports 
that have sturdy U-shaped metal perches. These perches allow birds to 
feed comfortably but, when the squirrels perch on 
them their weight causes the entire metal casing 
to slip down, completely blocking the feeding 
ports and their access to the seed. The interior 
seed tower is surrounded by rustic metalwork.

8lb Capacity - 9 Feeding Ports, 10in W x 10in L 
x 20.84in H
ODS337-4751 UPC 078978337008
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $68.39
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Perky-Pet® Holly Berry Gilded Chalet
The Perky-Pet® Holly Berry Gilded Chalet Feeder features a circular perch 
for feeding from all angles. This durable, plastic feeder has a lid with 
an embossed holly berry pattern. Rustic gold 
finish is treated with a UV inhibitor to protect it 
from the sun and prevent fading. Unique twist 
off base makes cleaning your feeder so easy!

2lb of Seed Capacity
ODS305-910 UPC 078978515062
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.89

Perky-Pet® Daisy Vase Vintage Bird Waterer
All birds need water, even birds that don’t eat 
bird seed. By adding a water source, you’ll attract 
a larger variety of feathered visitors, including 
colorful birds like warblers and bluebirds that 
may not eat from bird feeders. Provide backyard 
birds with a fresh, clean water source by adding 
the Perky-Pet® Daisy Vase Vintage Bird Waterer to 
your bird feeder collection.

18oz
ODS81362-1611 UPC 078978813625
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.49

Perky-Pet® Mason Jar
Wild Bird Feeder
All metal base and feeding ports. Easy to fill and 
clean. Glass nectar container with embossed bird 
detail on a mason jar shape. Wide mouth opening 
for easy filling and cleaning. Galvanized metal 
base with circular perch.

Blue - 1lb Capacity, 8 Feeding Ports
ODS784-1611 UPC 078978515086
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.49

Perky-Pet® Mason Jar
Wild Bird Waterer
Easy to fill and clean. Glass nectar container 
with embossed bird detail on a mason jar 
shape. Wide mouth opening for easy filling and 
cleaning. Galvanized metal base with circular 
perch. Attract more birds by offering water.

32oz Capacity
ODS783-1385 UPC 078978515079
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $21.89

Perky-Pet® Sapphire Starburst Seed 
Feeder
Sapphire blue fade vintage glass bottle design 
with embossed starburst accents. Wide mouth 
bottle is easy to fill and clean. Seed tray with 
unique circular perch. 0.56lb seed capacity.

ODS81382-1611 UPC 078978713154
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.49

Perky-Pet® Birdscapes® Window Feeder
Economical and convenient, this window bird 
feeder attaches easily to any window surface. 
Wide open compartment enables birds to have 
unfettered access to seed resting in the bottom.

8oz Capacity
ODS348-688 UPC 078978348004
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $11.29

Perky Pet® Farmhouse Wild Bird
Seed Feeder
Durable, all metal construction. Features 
u-shaped perches, which birds prefer, a lift off lid 
with a wide mouth opening for easy filling and 
cleaning and drain holes that keep seed fresh 
and dry. Can be used for mixed seed or sunflower 
seed.

2.8lb Capacity
ODSWFH001-1795 UPC 078978108783
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $28.89

Perky-Pet® Star Barn Wood Chalet Bird Feeder
The  Perky-Pet® Star Barn Wood Chalet Bird 
Feeder  will add country charm to your 
backyard. This hopper style bird feeder holds 
up to 2 lb of bird seed and has clear side panels 
so you can constantly monitor seed levels. 
The wood barn Includes a built In tray with 
decorative fence accents to keep seed from 
falling to the ground.

2Lbs
ODS50181-1840 UPC 078978930186
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $29.59

Perky-Pet® The Loft Bamboo Feeder
With the durable Perky-Pet the Loft Bamboo 
Feeder, you can serve up to two suet cakes 
at once while protecting them from weather 
conditions under the upside down roof-style 
design.

Holds 2 Suet Cakes
ODSBAMLFT-2464 UPC 078978540446
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $35.49

Perky-Pet® Tin Jay Wood Feeder
Wooden feeder will bring wild birds from all 
around to sit on the twig-style perches and feast 
on delicious seed. Has a thin, full-length window 
for monitoring the seed levels. The six perches 
and 2 lb seed capacity assures there will be plenty 
of birds to watch.0

2lb Capacity
ODS50171-2218 UPC 717816501712
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.89

Perky-Pet® Bronze Powder Coated
Tall Tulip Feeder
Holds up to 6 pounds of seed, has a wraparound 
feeding tray, utilizes the Sure-Lock™ cap system to 
keep squirrels out and has a rustic brown powder-
coat finish. While the cap is tough for squirrels, 
it’s a breeze for people to open and easy to fill 
through its wide top. This large bird feeder comes 
with a squirrel-resistant looped wire hanger.

6lb Capacity
ODS366-2298 UPC 078978366008
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $31.99
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Perky-Pet® Handheld Hummingbird Feeder
Holds 2oz of nectar. Dual use: can be used to feed 
hummingbirds out of your hand and as a table 
top feeder. 3 soft flower ports with bee guards.

2oz Capacity
ODS9100-423 UPC 078978050457
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $6.99

32oz Capacity
ODS91112-2523 UPC 078978602021
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $36.99

Perky-Pet® Cactus Glass Top Fill 
Hummingbird Feeder
Holds 32oz of nectar. Top fill wide mouth opening 
for easy filler and no spills. 5 hummingbird, bee 
proof feeding ports inspired by the petunia 
flower. Metal base and hanger.

Perky-Pet® Pineapple Glass Top Fill 
Hummingbird Feeder
Holds 28oz of nectar. Top fill wide mouth opening 
for easy filler and no spills. 5 hummingbird, bee 
proof feeding ports inspired by the petunia 
flower. Metal base and hanger.

28oz Capacity
ODS91102-2477 UPC 078978602014
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $39.29

Perky Pet® Favored Pinch-Waist 
Hummingbird Feeder
Clear glass bottle with wide mouth opening for 
no-mess filling. Features a built in ant moat keeps 
ants away, red flower feeding ports with bee 
guards to protect nectar supply and an easy to 
clean base.

16oz Capacity / 5 Feeding Ports
ODS204CP4-1352 UPC 078978204041
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.39

Perky Pet® Pinch Waist 
Hummingbird Feeder
Red, shatterproof plastic container. Wide mouth 
opening is easy to fill. Easy to clean base. Four 
feeding ports with built in bee guards. Built in ant 
moat keeps ants away.

16oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS410P-880 UPC 078978210851
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $14.39

Perky Pet® Pinch-Waist 
Hummingbird Feeder
Red glass bottle with wide mouth opening for no-
mess filling. Features a built in ant moat keeps ants 
away, red flower feeding ports with bee guards to 
protect nectar supply and an easy to clean base.

8oz Capacity / 4 Feeding Ports
ODS203CPBR-1039 UPC 078978203037
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $16.39

Perky-Pet® Clear Plastic Pinch-Waist
Hummingbird Feeder
This classic bird feeder, with its pinch waist design, 
has been a fashionable favorite of hummingbird 
enthusiasts. The clear, plastic reservoir of this bird 
feeder makes it easy to monitor nectar levels and 
unscrews easily from the feeder base for quick 
cleaning and filling.

8oz Capacity, 3 Feeding Ports
ODS211-616 UPC 078978211001
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $9.99

Perky-Pet® Dew Drop Hummingbird Feeder
The dew drop shape of this eye-catching feeder 
will remind you of summer mornings when the 
grass is wet from fresh, cleansing dew. The feeder 
base is bright red to attract hummingbirds. The 
clear, acrylic reservoir makes it easy to monitor 
nectar levels and unscrews easily from the feeder 
base for quick cleaning and filling. Hanging is easy 
with the integrated bird feeder hanger built into 
the top of the bottle. Clear, acrylic bottle. Made 
in the USA.

32oz Capacity, 3 Feeding Ports
ODS273-444 UPC 078978273009
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.29

Perky-Pet® Lantern Hummingbird Feeder
This brightly colored, lantern-shaped 
hummingbird feeder is certain to attract 
hummingbirds, yielding hours of viewing 
enjoyment for hummingbird fans. The feeder base 
is bright red to attract hummingbirds. The clear, 
plastic reservoir makes it easy for you to monitor 
nectar levels. It unscrews easily from the feeder 
base for quick cleaning and filling.

18oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS201-531 UPC 078978201002
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.69

Perky-Pet® Oasis Plastic Hummingbird Feeder
Plastic dish style feeder for easy filling and 
cleaning. Built in ant moat keeps ants out of 
nectar. Six flower shaped feeding ports with 
perches. Holds up to 16oz of nectar. The 
feeder comes with a brass hanging rod but 
may also be mounted on a pole.

ODS2216-1440 UPC 078978221000
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $23.49

Perky-Pet® Planter Box Hummingbird Feeder
with Hanging Rod
This hanging bird feeder for hummingbirds is just 
perfect for hanging over a planter box, creating 
an attractive environment sure to please the tiny, 
gentle creatures. The Perky-Pet® Planter Box Plastic 
Hummingbird Feeder with Hanger features a bee 
guard, one feeding port and a 3oz nectar capacity.

3oz Capacity, 1 Feeding Port
ODS215P-463 UPC 078978215207
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $7.59

Perky-Pet® Hummer’s Favorite 
Hummingbird Feeder
Red, shatterproof plastic container. Wide mouth 
opening is easy to fill. Easy to clean base. Six 
feeding ports with built in bee guards. Built in 
ant moat keeps ants away. Includes 1.3oz nectar 
packet.

30oz Capacity, 6 Feeding Ports
ODS409-1142 UPC 078978210868
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $18.59
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Perky-Pet® Hummerbar Hummingbird Feeder
Revolutionary, patented hummingbird feeder. 
Ports are angled for optimal nectar access 
and spaced to allow side-by-side feeding. 
Feed dozens of hummers at once. Expertly 
designed with cutting-edge horizontal feeder 
orientation. Includes mini-funnel for easy 
filling.

16oz Capacity - 22 Feeding Ports, 2ft Wide
ODSHUMBAR200-1392 UPC 078978017740
Min. Buy 9EA Retail $22.69

Perky-Pet® Pinch Waist Glass Hummingbird Feeder
The Perky-Pet® Pinch Waist Glass Hummingbird Feeder will attract 
hummingbirds to your yard and keep them coming back again and 
again. This hummingbird feeder features a clear glass bottle with a 
pinched waist. The wide mouth design allows for 
easy filling and cleaning. Its bright-red plastic top 
and base are visually appealing while catching the 
attention of passing hummingbirds. The feeder’s 
design also includes four feeding stations, each 
with a resting perch and a built-in, flower-shaped 
bee guard to protect the nectar supply. The feeder 
also comes with a built-in ant moat on the lid.

16oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS210PB-1358 UPC 078978210905
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.49

Perky-Pet® Pinch Waist Glass Hummingbird Feeder
The classic design that you know and love with a 
few great updates. The new and improved wide-
mouth bottle and simple disassembly makes 
cleaning easier than ever before. Meanwhile, the 
attention-catching color and nectar capacity are 
irresistible to hummers. Flower-shaped feeding 
ports with comfortable perches. Entire feeder 
comes apart for thorough cleaning. Built-in bee 
guards and ant moat keeps insects out. Clear glass 
bottle makes it easy to monitor nectar levels.

8oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS203CPBN-1039 UPC 078978210875
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.39

Perky-Pet® Pinch Waist Plastic Hummingbird Feeder
Features a red plastic bottle with a pinched waist 
and a wide mouth for easy filling and cleaning. 
The feeder’s design also includes four flower-
shaped feeding stations, each with a resting 
perch and a built-in bee guard to protect the 
nectar supply. The feeder also comes with a 
built-in ant moat on the top (simply fill with 
water to keep ants away).

8oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS403CP-634 UPC 078978210844
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.39

Perky-Pet® Window Mount Hummingbird Feeder
This Perky-Pet® Window-Mount Hummingbird Feeder lures 
hummingbirds in for a thrilling, intimate view of them hovering, 
perching, and sipping sweet nectar. This feeder’s convenient window-
mount design, allows you to enjoy watching 
hummingbirds from the comfort of your home. 
Hummingbirds will appreciate the reliable place 
to dine, while you get to enjoy all that enticing 
cuteness--buzzing wings, iridescent color, and 
tiny features--up close. Suction cup attaches to 
window for easy viewing. Monitor nectar levels 
with clear plastic bottle.

8oz Capacity, 2 Feeding Ports
ODS217-1095 UPC 078978217201
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $17.89

Perky-Pet® Top Fill Hummingbird Feeder
If your yard is home to many hummingbirds, it’s important to make sure 
feeding them is as easy and effective as possible. With the Perky-Pet® 
Flower Top Fill Plastic Hummingbird Feeder, it’s never been easier. This 
feeder has been designed with patented Top Fill technology, allowing 
it to be filled by simply removing the cap and pouring nectar into the 
wide mouth opening. To offer a more natural feeding experience, this 
feeder features four flexible and soft flower-
shaped ports that birds will love. Plus, the 
built-in ant moat will protect your feeder 
from unwanted ants. The plastic bottle 
has a 16 oz nectar capacity to keep your 
hummers full and happy.

Red Impatiens Design - 16oz Capacity
4 Feeding Ports
ODS135TF-1135 UPC 078978135000
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $18.59

Yellow Petunia Design - 16oz Capacity
4 Feeding Ports
ODS136TF-1289 UPC 078978136007
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $20.99

Perky-Pet® Top Fill Glass Hummingbird Feeder
If your yard is fortunate enough to have an abundance of hummingbirds, 
then the Perky-Pet® 24 oz Top Fill Glass Hummingbird Feeder is the 
feeder for you! With its large 24 oz nectar capacity, you’ll keep the 
hummingbirds fed and have to refill less often. The wide mouth opening 
and patented Top Fill technology makes filling 
easy. Simply remove the lid, pour In the nectar, 
and you’re ready to feed the hummingbirds. No 
Inverting necessary! The flowers that adorn this 
feeder are a soft, flexible plastic, making them 
look more natural! The built-in ant moat on the 
cap has the ability to be filled with water, blocking 
the ants from accessing the nectar.

24oz
ODS132TF-1603 UPC 078978511064
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $25.39

Perky-Pet® Grand Master Plastic
Hummingbird Feeder
If you have a busy backyard full of hungry hummers, the  Perky-Pet® 
Grand Master Plastic Hummingbird Feeder  is the perfect solution. 
This large-capacity feeder is truly the granddaddy of all hummingbird 
feeders. It holds an astounding 48 oz of nectar to prevent frequent refills 
when you have lots of hummingbird visitors. Plus, the base features six 
flower-shaped ports with comfortable perches 
so hummers can rest while they dine. Meanwhile, 
the large, wide-mouth bottle and simple 
disassembly make this a convenient feeder for 
birders of any experience level. Find the best seat 
in your house now, because hummingbirds are 
sure to be on their way!

48oz
ODS2206-1678 UPC 078978220003
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $27.39
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Perky-Pet® Glass Hummingbird Feeder
The Perky-Pet® Glass Hummingbird Feeder promises hours of 
hummingbird-watching pleasure and is perfect for any bird lover. Able 
to hold up to 30 oz of nectar, this hummingbird feeder features a clear 
bottle made of hardened glass for at-a-glance nectar monitoring. It’s 
designed with a wide mouth bottle to enable easy filling and cleaning. 
To attract birds and provide visual appeal, the 
feeder features bright red and yellow accents. 
The feeder Includes six feeding stations with 
a wraparound perch. Plus, the flower-shaped 
feeding ports offer built-in bee guards to protect 
the nectar. Along with the built-in ant moat, this 
feeder is sure to be safe from unwanted Invaders.

30oz
ODS209B-1589 UPC 078978210899
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $24.99

Perky-Pet® Elegant Copper
Hummingbird Feeder
Wide-mouth bottle reduces messes and spills 
while filling. Flower ports with circular perch for 
360-degree feeding. Base comes apart to make 
cleaning easy. Built-in bee guards protect against 
insects. Beautiful, brushed copper finish will stand 
out in any setting.

12oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS710B-1682 UPC 078978210912
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $26.59

Perky-Pet® Daisy Vase Vintage 
Hummingbird Feeder
Vintage glass bottle with wide mouth for easy 
filling and cleaning. Red with luster finish in a 
traditional vase design. Flower shaped feeding 
ports.

18oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81332-1588 UPC 078978813328
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $24.99

Perky-Pet® Looking Glass Hummingbird Feeder
Boasting an artistic and functional design, the Perky-Pet® Looking 
Glass Hummingbird Feeder offers not only visually stunning aesthetics, 
but also makes it easy to attract beautiful 
hummingbirds. Your fast-flying feathered friends 
won’t be able to resist the bright flower-shaped 
feeding ports and large 32 oz nectar capacity. 
With this elegant hanging feeder, you can enjoy 
iridescent colors, purring wings and delightful 
dances as your visitors flit about while seated In 
your favorite bird-watching spot.

32oz Capacity
ODS8110H1-2273 UPC 078978811010
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $33.29

Perky-Pet® Hobnail Vintage Hummingbird Feeder
You will love how beautiful the Perky-Pet® Hobnail Vintage 
Hummingbird Feeder will look hanging in your backyard. The glass 
bottle of this hummingbird feeder features antique hobnail details that 
are reminiscent of high-end glassware from the early 1900’s. It has a 
subtle luster finish that lightly shimmers when hanging in the sunlight. 
Hummingbirds will be attracted to the four red flower feeding ports 
on the brushed copper base of this hummingbird feeder. With a 16 oz 
nectar capacity, your hummingbirds will always be well fed. Easily hang 
this feeder wherever you choose with the attached metal hanging 
hook. The wide mouth opening makes filling quick and convenient. 
The glass bottle and base detach when it’s 
time to be washed, and with enough room 
to reach in all the tight spaces, cleaning is 
a breeze! We recommend cleaning your 
hummingbird feeders at least twice a week, 
and more often in hot and humid climates.

Cranberry - 16oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81312-1588 UPC 078978813120
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $24.99

Red - 16oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81302-1611 UPC 078978813021
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.49

Perky-Pet® Mason Jar Hummingbird Feeder
All metal base and feeding ports. Easy 
to fill and clean. Glass nectar container 
with embossed bird detail on a mason jar 
shape.

Blue - 32oz Capacity, 5 Feeding Ports
ODS785-1611 UPC 078978785007
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.49

Red - 32oz Capacity, 5 Feeding Ports
ODS786-1588 UPC 078978016798
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $24.99

Perky-Pet® Ruby Starburst Vintage 
Hummingbird Feeder
Red glass, vintage bottle design with embossed 
starburst accents. Wide mouth for easy filling and 
cleaning. Decorative flower feeding ports attract 
hummingbirds.

Red - 16oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81392-1611 UPC 078978915152
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.49

Perky-Pet® Starglow Vintage Hummingbird Feeder
This unique  Perky-Pet® Starglow Vintage Hummingbird Feeder  will 
attract hummingbirds and add a vintage touch to any outdoor living 
space. The gorgeous clear luster finish glass 
design works as a functional accent piece and 
complements the most modern chic outdoor 
décor. The feeder features a wide mouth opening 
for easy filling and cleaning, four flower-shaped 
feeding ports and a 16 oz nectar capacity to keep 
your hummingbirds well fed.

16oz
ODS81322-1588 UPC 078978813229
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $24.99
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Perky-Pet® Top Fill Decorative
Hummingbird Feeders
Easy to fill, glass nectar container. Easy to clean - all parts are removable. 
Generation 2 patented anti-leak drinking ports with bee guards. Easy 
removable flowers for cleaning. Leak-proof, sealed edge with patented 
float on the base. One base style to accommodate both small and large 
mouth vessels.

Desert Bloom - 32oz Capacity, 5 Feeding Ports
ODS91082-2176 UPC 078978966635
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $30.89
Lavender Field - 16oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS91012-1863 UPC 078978554788
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $29.49
Prohibition - 36oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS91062-2307 UPC 078978313354
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $32.69
Rose Gold - 24oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS91042-2027 UPC 078978646223
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $31.99
Sugar Maple - 24oz Capacity, 5 Feeding Ports
ODS91052-2091 UPC 078978118713
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $32.99
Wine - 24oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS91022-2021 UPC 078978694521
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $31.99
Grand Oasis  - 38oz
ODS91072-2307 UPC 078978647329
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $32.69
Sun-Kissed - 22oz
ODS91032-2027 UPC 078978444713
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $31.99

Perky-Pet® Antique Bottle Glass
Hummingbird Feeder
Hummingbirds and hummingbird admirers will be attracted to this 
classic glass feeder with an antique design. The Perky-Pet® Clear Antique 
Bottle Hummingbird Feeder holds 10 ounces of nectar and features a 
clear glass bottle with brushed copper accents. In addition, the feeder 
features four decorative flower feeding ports surrounding its base.

Clear - 10oz Nectar
ODS81072-1587 UPC 078978810730
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $24.99
Red with Brushed Copper Base - 16oz Capacity
4 Feeding Ports
ODS81092-1587 UPC 077625810925
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $24.99
Round - Green, 24oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81202-1611 UPC 078978101500
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.49
Round - Red, 24oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81192-1611 UPC 078978101593
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.49
Sea Green with Brushed Nickel Base - 10oz Capacity 
4 Feeding Ports
ODS81082-1587 UPC 077625810826
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $24.99

Square - Blue, 16oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81172-1611 UPC 078978101586
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.49
Square - Clear, 24oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81182-1611 UPC 078978811829
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $25.49

Perky-Pet® Antique Bottle Hummingbird Feeder
Features a bright, glass, nectar reservoir to get hummingbird’s attention 
and draw them to your yard. The unique, square shape bottle holds a 
whopping 24oz of nectar. Simple embossed glass and a brushed base 
make this feeder an eye-catching addition to your backyard decor. 
Hummingbirds will love feeding from the four decorative flower feeding 
ports. The base easily comes apart and reassembles for cleaning.

Square - Red, 24oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81162-1588 UPC 078978811621
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $24.99
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Perky-Pet® Sapphire Starburst Vintage 
Hummingbird Feeder
It’s all about the delicate details with the Perky-Pet® Sapphire Starburst 
Vintage Hummingbird Feeder. The unique hexagon shape of the vintage, 
blue glass bottle is embossed with starburst accents, making this feeder 
anything but standard. Complimented by a brushed nickel base and 
hanger, you will love the antique style of this attractive hummingbird 
feeder. The four flower feeding ports on the brushed nickel base will 
give your hummingbirds plenty of room to dine around this beautiful 
feeder. With a 16 oz nectar capacity, there will be plenty of nectar 
to go around. The attached metal hanging wire allows you to place 
your feeder in the best location for you to witness the wonderment of 
hummingbirds buzzing about! The wide mouth opening on the glass 
bottle makes filling super easy. No more trying to 
pour nectar into a tiny opening! The bottle and 
base come apart for easy cleaning, and with the 
wide mouth opening you can reach inside to 
make sure every nook and cranny is thoroughly 
cleaned for your hummingbirds. We recommend 
cleaning your hummingbird feeders at least twice 
a week, and more often in hot climates.

Sapphire Blue - 16oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81292-1611 UPC 078978129153
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $25.49

Perky-Pet® Tray Oriole Feeder 
The Perky-Pet® Tray Oriole Feeder has a 16 oz nectar capacity, 4 perches, 
a no-drip design, a built-in ant moat and a patented bee guard to keep 
bees out while birds feed. Oriole bird feeders 
may be hung or pole mounted. Place up to 
four orange slices on top of tray In designated 
slice holders to Increase your chances of 
drawing orioles to your backyard.

16oz  Capacity
ODS4674-1314 UPC 078978046740
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $21.49

Perky-Pet® Carnival Glass Vintage Oriole Feeder
Featuring a shimmery, orange luster finish, this antique-style feeder will 
be a charming addition to your backyard. The Carnival Glass Vintage 
Oriole Feeder features a unique, circular, wrap-around perch that offers 
plenty of room for orioles to comfortably sit and dine. The four feeding 
ports on the brushed nickel base feature vibrant orange flowers with 
green leaves, resembling of the flowers orioles 
drink from in nature. The port openings are slightly 
larger than those of a hummingbird feeder to 
make room for an oriole’s larger beak and tongue. 
Use the attached metal hanger to place your 
oriole feeder in a location that’s easy for orioles 
flying by to see. The wide mouth nectar reservoir 
and base easily detach when it’s time for cleaning.

16oz Capacity - 4 Feeding Ports
ODS81352-1937 UPC 078978813526
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $30.69

Perky-Pet® Oriole Feeder
Durable, plastic container. Adjustable perch size 
to accommodate all orioles. Four feeding ports 
with built-in patented bee guards. Monitor 
nectar levels with clear plastic bottle.

32oz Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports
ODS4492-1201 UPC 077625449064
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $19.59

Perky Pet Top Fill Glass
Oriole Feeder
Holds 22oz of nectar. Top fill wide mouth 
opening for easy filler and no spills. 5 
hummingbird, bee proof feeding ports inspired 
by the petunia flower. Metal base and hanger.

22oz Capacity
ODS91132-2121 UPC 078978602038
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $30.99

Perky-Pet® Oriole Jelly Feeder
Did you know that like hummingbirds, orioles have a sweet tooth? 
They do! What better way to attract them than by offering their favorite 
sweet treat – jelly! Other jelly feeders on the market expose the jelly to 
the elements, causing it to mold and spoil quickly. The Perky-Pet® Oriole 
Jelly Feeder has an inverted jelly jar, ensuring that 
your jelly is kept fresh and covered. The 32 oz jar 
can also be interchanged with most standard jelly 
jars. The built-in stirrer allows the perfect amount 
of jelly to be dispensed into the tray. In addition, 
this feeder boasts a vibrant orange color to draw 
more orioles to your yard!

32oz
ODS253-1169 UPC 078978002531
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $18.99

Perky-Pet® Plastic Oriole Feeder
Lid can be used as a funnel for easy filling. 
Four feeding ports with built-in bee guards. 
Large vine shaped perches accommodate 
orioles. Holds 24oz of nectar.

ODS4662-743 UPC 077625466122
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $11.99

Perky-Pet® Vine Oriole Feeder
With the Perky-Pet® Vine Oriole Feeder, attracting 
orioles to your backyard has never been easier. 
The feeder’s bright orange accents make it easy 
for orioles to spot when passing overhead. Oriole 
won’t be able to resist the flower-shaped feeding 
ports and vine-style perches inspired by nature. 
With three ports and a large 27 oz nectar capacity, 
you’ll be able to accommodate plenty of hungry 
orioles.

27oz Capacity
ODS4652-727 UPC 078978641280
Min. Buy 2EA Retail $11.89

Perky-Pet® Fruit Trio Oriole Nectar Feeder
This unique feeder not only holds nectar but it also includes a jelly cup 
and orange spike, which attach to the ports so you can serve up an 
orange slice and a sampling of jelly. To protect your nectar from insects, 
this oriole feeder comes complete with a built-in ant moat and bee 
guards. To use the ant moat, simply fill the top of the cap with water 
to prevent ants from crawling down the feeder to access the ports. For 
easy filling and cleaning, the Perky-Pet® Fruit Trio Oriole Nectar Feeder 
features a convenient, wide-mouth opening. Plus, 
the clear glass bottle allows you to easily monitor 
nectar levels at a glance so your orioles never run 
out! Use the built-in hanging hook to hang the 
feeder anywhere around your yard where you 
can easily view the bird-feeding action.

30oz Nectar Capacity, 4 Feeding Ports with 
Perches
ODS209BO4-1589 UPC 078978209046
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $24.99
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Perky-Pet® Clear Liquid Hummingbird
Nectar Concentrate
The 16 oz bottle of Perky-Pet® Clear Hummingbird 
Nectar Concentrate makes extra-sweet, color-free 
nectar that your hummers will love. Formulated 
with 100% sucrose, this hummingbird nectar is an 
excellent food source for hummingbirds visiting 
your yard. This bottle can make up to 64 oz of 
clear nectar.

16oz
ODS247CL-458 UPC 078978963269
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.29

Perky-Pet® Clear Nectar Concentrate
This clear nectar keeps your backyard 
hummingbirds fueled and happy. Each 64 
oz bottle of concentrate makes up to 256 
oz of hummingbird food. This 100% sucrose 
concentrate mimics natural flower nectar and 
is the perfect energy source for every type of 
hummingbird.

64oz
ODS255CL-1025 UPC 078978963306
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.29

Perky-Pet® Hummingbird 
Concentrate Nectar
Perky-Pet® Concentrate Nectar has been created 
to suit hummingbirds’ taste preference. Made with 
100% sucrose, the nectar in this bottle requires no 
boiling.

Clear - 32oz Bottle
ODS238CL-744 UPC 078978963276
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.79

Perky-Pet® Hummingbird Instant
Nectar Concentrate
This convenient, easy to use, instant hummingbird feeder mix makes 
sweet nectar that will please you and your hummingbird friends! Just 
mix with water -- no boiling required! Nectar mix contains natural 
sweeteners that does not require boiling. Mixing Instructions: Mix 4 
Teaspoons of nectar concentrate for every 
3fl oz of water until you reach your desired 
amount of nectar solution.

Clear - 8oz Powdered Concentrate
Counter Display
ODS243SF-178 UPC 078978550056
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.79
Red - 16oz Liquid Concentrate
ODS247-466 UPC 078978963252
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $7.39

Perky-Pet® Hummingbird Nectar Concentrate
This convenient, easy to use, instant hummingbird 
feeder mix makes sweet nectar that will please 
you and your hummingbird friends! Just mix with 
water -- no boiling required! Nectar mix contains 
natural sweeteners that does not require boiling. 
Mixing Instructions: Mix 4 Teaspoons of nectar 
concentrate for every 3fl oz of water until you 
reach your desired amount of nectar solution.

Red - 5.3oz Powdered Concentrate, Makes up 
to 32oz
ODS23112SFB-146 UPC 078978231535
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.29

Perky-Pet® Hummingbird Instant Nectar 
Concentrate
Making hummingbird nectar. This convenient, easy to use instant 
hummingbird feeder mix makes sweet nectar that will please you 
and your hummingbird friends! Just mix with 
water -- no boiling required! nectar mix contains 
natural sweeteners that do not require boiling. 
Mixing Instructions: Mix 4 Teaspoons of nectar 
concentrate for every 3 fl oz of water until you 
reach your desired amount of nectar solution.

Red - 8oz Powdered Concentrate, Counter 
Display
ODS240SF-195 UPC 078978550025
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.99

Perky-Pet® Hummingbird
Ready-to-Use Nectar
This sweet hummingbird nectar is already mixed so it’s so convenient 
for you and just right for the hummingbirds! Perky-Pet® Ready to 
Use Nectar has been created to suit 
hummingbirds’ taste preference. Made 
with 100% sucrose, the nectar in this bottle 
requires no boiling.

Clear - 64oz Bottle
ODS239CL-553 UPC 078978963283
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $8.79
Red - 64oz Bottle
ODS239-664 UPC 078978239005
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.39

Perky-Pet® Oriole Instant Nectar Concentrate
Perky-Pet® Instant Oriole Nectar has a citrus flavor 
specifically for the oriole’s love of oranges. This 
nectar concentrate is made of 100% sucrose, 
which provides the highest amount of energy 
to birds. It’s so easy to use! Simply stir in water, 
no boiling necessary. Mixing Instructions: Mix 4 
teaspoons of nectar concentrate for every 3fl oz 
of water until you reach the desired amount of 
nectar solution.

Orange - 8oz Powdered Concentrate, Makes 
48oz of Nectar
ODS293SF-183 UPC 078978550063
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $2.89
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Birding Accessories

Perky-Pet® Decorative Beaded 
Hanging Hooks
Hang bird feeders, perches and wind chimes in 
style. Brushed copper finish with rose-tint bead 
accents. Holds up to 35lbs. Powder-coated to add 
rust resistance and durability. Heavy-duty steel 
won’t damage trees.

Copper Finish
ODS85-439 UPC 078978000858
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $6.99

Perky-Pet® 33in Hanging Chain
Hang bird feeders, planters and hanging baskets. 
33in length holds up to 16lb. Rust resistant powder 
coated garden green finish. Metal chain adjusts to 
fit various tree branch diameters. 12 individually 
packaged chains come in a display tray.

12pc Display Tray
ODS65T-191 UPC 078978000650
Min. Buy 1EA Retail $2.99

Perky-Pet® Beaded Copper Hummingbird Swing
The Perky-Pet® Beaded Copper Hummingbird Perch is an elegant 
addition to your array of hummingbird accessories. Simply hang near 
your feeders or close to nectar-producing flowers and soon you’ll see 
the little dynamos making use of it. Hummingbirds will use the perch 
to wait for an opening at your feeder and 
flowers or to take a break after they’ve had 
their fill of nectar. It’s also good to position 
one of these perches near water sources, 
since birds of different species will often 
avoid congregating in bird baths at the 
same time.

5in W x 7.25in Tall
ODS90-630 UPC 078978000902
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $10.29

Perky-Pet® Metal Hook
Hang bird feeders, planters and hanging baskets. 
Holds up to 35lb. Rust resistant powder-coated 
green finish. Extra-wide top hook won’t harm tree 
branches.

23in L
ODS68-272 UPC 078978024007
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.99

Perky-Pet® Foam Feeder
Cleaning Mop
The Perky-Pet® Feeder Cleaning Mop is a no-
scratch, foam mop that cleans feeder bottles 
gently and effectively. Regular cleaning of bottles 
helps prevent build-up of harmful molds and 
water residues. Maintaining clean hummingbird 
and oriole feeders is quick and easy with these 
special mops.

ODS23T-331 UPC 078978023000
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $5.39

Perky-Pet® Hummingbird
Ant Guard
Repels ants from nectar feeders. This effective 
ant guard helps ensure the birds (and not the 
ants) will enjoy the fresh nectar.

Red
ODS245L-747 UPC 078978245013
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.69

Perky-Pet® Replacement Flowers 
with Bee Guards
Replacement flowers for Perky-Pet® Hummingbird 
feeders. Fits feeders: 209B, 210PB, 409, 410P, 209-6, 
210P, 211, 216, 217, 221, 260P & 262.

9pk
ODS202FB-246 UPC 078978202627
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $3.99

Perky-Pet® Replacement Yellow Bee 
Guards
Replacement bee guards for Perky-Pet® 203C and 
203CP. A great economical and convenient way to 
keep bees from bothering the birds as they feed 
at your hummingbird feeders.

4pk
ODS205Y-253 UPC 078978205406
Min. Buy 12EA Retail $4.29

Perky-Pet® Red Nectar Concentrate
Formulated with 100% sucrose, this hummingbird 
nectar can be a vital source of energy for 
hummingbirds. The bottle of concentrate can 
make up to 256 oz of red nectar.

64oz
ODS255-1025 UPC 078978963290
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $16.29

Perky-Pet® Oriole Nectar - Liquid 
Ready-to-Use
Uses natural citrus flavors. 100% sucrose - 
providing high energy nutrition. No mixing or 
boiling required.

1L (33.8oz) Bottle
ODS45014-454 UPC 077625450114
Min. Buy 4EA Retail $7.29

Perky-Pet® Orange Liquid Oriole
Nectar Concentrate
Makes the perfect nectar to attract beautiful 
orioles to your back yard. Formulated with 100% 
sucrose, the oriole nectar can be an important 
source of energy for orioles as they hunt for bugs 
and fruit. This bottle of concentrate can make up 
to 128 oz of oriole nectar.

32oz
ODS4801-744 UPC 078978963344
Min. Buy 6EA Retail $11.79


